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european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The Member States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Swizerland and the United Kingdom Frnland is an
Associate lvlember of the Agency Canada is a
Cooperating State

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provide lor and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long{erm
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the lvember States, and by concerting
the policies ol the lvlember States with respect to
other national and international organrsations and
institutions;

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space freld;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellites;

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industnal policy to the
lvlember States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chiel executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Drrector of Observation of the Earth
and its Environment; the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme: the Director of Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Statron and
Microgravity Programme, the Director of ESTEC; the
Drrector of Operations and the Drrector of AdrRinistration

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

The major establrshments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwilk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: Prof F. Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spatiale europeenne

L'Agence Spatiale Europeenre est /.ssue des deux
Organisations spafiales eurcpeennes qui I'ont precedee

- I'Oryanisation ewopeenne de recherches spat/a/es
(CERS) et I'Oryanbatbn europ6enne pour la mise au
point et la cdnstruction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES,) dont elle a repris les drctts et obltgations
Les Etats membres en sonL' I'Allemagne, I'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la France, I'lrlande,
l'ltalie, la Notvdge, /es Pays-8as, le Royaume-Uni, la
Suede e, /a Suisse La Finlande est membre assocld de
I'Agence, Le Canada benef icie d'un statut d'Etat
cooperant.

Se/on /es temes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour
mlssion d'assurer et de ddvelopper, d des fins
exclusivement pacifiques, la coopera|on entre Etats
europdens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spatiales et de leurs applications spat/a/eq
en vue de leut utilisation d des lrns scientifiques et poul
des systemes spatiaux operation nels d'applications:

(a) en 
'laborant 

et en mettant en oeuvre une politique
spattale europdenne d long terme, en
recommandant aux Etats membres des oblecllls en
matidre spatiale et en concettant /es polltlques des
Etats membrcs d lEgard d'autres organisations et
lnstltutlons nationales et internationales:

b) en 5laborant et ei mettant en oeuvre des activibs et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;

(c) en coordonnant le progrcmme spatial europeen et
les programmes nationaux, et en integrant ces
derniers progressivement et aussl compEtement
que possible dans Ie programme spatial europden,
notamment en ce qui concerne le d6veloppement
de sate//ltes d'applications

(d) en 6laborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industrielle appropriee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une Dolitiaue
i ndustrielle coherente.

L'Agence est dirig6e par un Conserl, compos6 de
representants des Efats membres Le Directeur gdndral
est le fonctionnaire executif superieur de l'Agence et la
reprcsente dans tous ses actes

Le Directoire de l'Agence est compos6 du Dtrecteul
gendral; de l'lnspecteur g4neral; du Directeur des
Programmes scientif iques; du Directeur des
Programmes d'Observation de la Terre el de son
Environnement; du Directeur du Programme de
T5l5communications; du Directeur des Systdmes de
Transport spatial; du Directeur du Programme Station
spatiale et Microgrcvit'; du Directeur de I'ESTEC, du
Directeur des Operations et du Directeur de
l'Administration

Le S/EGE de I'Agence est a Parls

Les principaux Elabllssements de I'Agence sont

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGTE SPATALES (ESTEC), Nootdwijk,
Pays-8as

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAI/ALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN. Frascati. ltalie

President du Consetl: Prof. E Carassa

Directeur oeneral: J.-M Luton
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Power Supply Gable
Assemblies

GORE are specialists in
cable constructions for
critical transmission sys-
tems. GORE special high-
performance cables secure
the success of space
missions through their ap-
plication-specif ic design
and manufacture.

Contact us early in your
concept phase. We will be
glad to advise you. We
have extremly short turn-
arounds for the design,
prototyping and manufac-
ture of your special cable
requirements.

Main specializations

o Space wires and cables
(qualification accord ing
to SPACELAB SLP 2110
and ESA/SCC detail
specification 3901 /007,
008, 00e)

O Highly flexible, low-
attenuation microwave
cable assemblies, appli-
cable up to 40 GHz

o Dielectric waveguides
from 26.5 to 1 

'10 GHz

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation coaxial
cables

O Round and flat conduc-
tor ribbon cables

O Data lines

o Round cables

o High voltage wires and
cables

W L GORE & ASSOCIATES GMBh
Nordring 1 D-8835 Pleinleld Germany
Phone: (0 91 44) 6 01 - 0

Hermann-Oberth-Str 22
D-8011 Putzbrunn Germany
Phone: (089)4612 - 507

Product lnformation:

for Space Technology
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Ihe world of Alcqtel Bell

Alcotel Bell continues its commitment to
sooce communicotions. Our constont
development in opplying frontier
technology in our systems confirms our
position os voluoble communicotions
portner in spoce progroms.

Bell Telephone Monufocturing Compony N.V
Froncis Wellesplein |, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgi6

132/31 240 40 11 Ielex72128 Bello B Telefox 132/31 240 99 99

Our octivities ore :

Ground communicotion equipment,
TT&C stotions, mission control centres
ond integroted networking, spoceborne
communicotions electronics. EGSE ond
doto systems.
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Mission for the Blue Planet.

2

More than 20 years ago, the first
pictures taken from space showed
completely new views of the Earth
Since then, space has tumed out to
be the dght point of view for the
global research and monitoring of
nr rr nlrnot l-arth

As prime contractor to ESA,

Dornier took over the responsibility
for the program of the first Euro-
pean Earth observation satellite
ERS-1 As system leader in a con-
sortium we have develoned this

r

frrst all-weather satellite system in
cooperation with 50 international
partners Microwave and infrared
sensors collect geophysical data of
the oceans, polar ice caps, off-

shore regions and selected land
areas independent of the cloud
coverage and the time of the day
That way, vaiuable information is

made accessible to users, for
example in the fields of environ-
mental protection, climatology,
weather forecasting, oceanography
and land use

Dornier, with its experience in
signiflcant space projects, has also

a major share in the follow-on
program ERS-2 and the Polar

Platform Missions (POEM-1) com-
miccinnari hrr I'QA

Today's progress ensures

tomorrow's world Dornier.

Dornier GmbH
PO Box 1420

D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1

Federal Republic of Germany
Phone (07545) B-0

Dornier
Deutsche Aerospace



ANT in Space r Experience and Knowledge
in Satellite Communications
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ANT's space communications ex-

perience over 30 years with
profound knowledge of the com-

munication techniques together
with its special theoretical back-

ground is highly appreciated by

olrr customers.
Our flight hardware experience
and capabilities are represented
in more than 60 national and
international satellites and orbital
systems in which several million
hours of lifetime in orbit have

been accumulated without failure.

That's our con[ribution to world-
wide telecommunication such as

telephone calls, data and TV
signal transmission.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Space Communications Systems

GerberstraBe 33

7150 Backnang/Germany
Telephone +49 / 7 l9I / 13-21 84

Telefax +49 / 7 l9l / 13 -25 34

-- -- -
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Bosch Telecom



Spain ataglance
ln 1992, Spain's international scope

will be greatly enhanced, thanks to
the Direct Broadcast Service
antenna abotrd, the HISPASAT.

The DBS antenna was developed
at CASA Space Division using the most
advanced technology.

For the first time, Spain flies
a telecommunications satellite that
carries all the very best of CASA rboard.

CASA has adopted a strong commitment
for future missions, continuing to meet

the challenges of the space age.

e
SPACI Dtvtstol{

C0NSIRUCCIONES AER0NAUTICAS, S,4" Avda de Arag6n, 404 - 28022 I{ADRID. Tel.: 586 37 00 - Fax: 747 47 99 - T6le* 48540 CASA E.





fACI LITI E5 I.IANAGEt'I E NT 5E Rl/ICES

- ground stations

- computerinstallations

COl'I PUTE R OPERATIONS & 1'IAI }IIE NAtlCE 5E Rl/ICES

- mainframe computer operations for spacecraft

control and data processing

- system development

- computer users helpdesk and training

- PC installation and maintenance

- system documentation

DAIA COl'I I'IU N ICATIOl,|S SERVICES

- network design and management

- installation

- operatron

- maintenance

SOITWARE DEVELOPI,IENI SERVITES

- database design and implementation

- in-orbit test software

- earth observation applications software

. GROUND STATION SER\/ICES

- provision of experienced spacecraft controllers

- engineering support

- oDerations and maintenance

. ELECTR0NTC GR0UND SUppoRT EQUtpt-tEtlT SERVtCES (EGSE)

- maintenance and ooeration of EGSE facilities

- logistical support for EGSE

. EARTH OBSERVAIION SERVICES

- applications software development

- image quality control software

- photolab support

. DOCUI,IENTATION SERVICES

- development of document management systems

- operational documentation design and production

- document configuration control

- library services

. c0NSULTANCY & pRoJECT t0NTRoL SER\/tCES

- Prolect management seryrces

- engineeringconsultancy
- remote sensing applications

- national space policy revrew

For further information about the competitive services

offered by Serco Space please contact Mr Nic Stewart,
Business Development Manager, Lincoln Way, Windmill
Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. TW | 6 7HW.

Teleohone: + + 44 932-7855 | | Fax: + + 44 932-7 61 023
or our senior representatives at each ESA site:

ESA HQ
Mr Keith Blake

ESTEC

Mr Derek Peters
Tef: (++33) )42737191 Tel: (++31) 171983715SERCg
ESOC

Mr David Palmer
Tel: (++49) 6151902362

ESRIN

Mr Martin Spence

Tef: (+ +39) 694180416
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giotto's encounter with comet grigg-skjellerup

At 15:30:56, the Dust lmpact Detection
System reported the first impact of a fairly
large particle, followed by two smaller ones,

At 15:31:02, shortly after the first impact,
the spacecraft's High-Gain Antenna
appeared to be oscillating slightly around its

nominal position, A very small increase in

spin rate, by 0003 rpm, was also observed,
while the Solar Aspect Angle readings were
fluctuating between 89.26 and 89.45 deg,
indicating a nutation of approximately
0.1 deg This was also recorded by the
Radio-science Experiment and is awaiting
further evaluation,

The Energetic-Particle Experiment saw clear
indications of the particle-acceleration regions
and surprising differences in the structures
between the Comet Halley and Comet Grigg-
Skjellerup encounters. Last but not least, the
lon Mass-Spectrometer also gathered good
data, but its analysis is quite cumbersome
and complex, due to the low encounter
velocity of 14 km/s, compared with 68 km/s
at Comet Halley

Thorough testing of Giotto's Camera on
7 July, 3 days prior to the encounte( could
only confirm that its optical path was indeed
blocked. On 12 July, however, two days after
closest approach, a number of further tests
were performed with the Camera's detectors,
which provided very valuable engineering
and calibration data on the longterm
behaviour of charge-coupled devices in

SOACC

All Giotto Experimenters are extremely
enthusiastic about the quality of the data
returned from the encounter with Grigg
Skjellerup, which have surpassed all

expectations The outstanding success
of the Giotto Extended Mission (GEM),

following upon that of the spacecraft's first
encounter with Comet Halley in 1986, must
be considered one of the highlights of
the ESA Scientific Programme to date

The scientific data from the instruments of
all eight experiments that were operating are
currently being analysed and the first results
will be presented at a special session during
the World Space Congress in Washington
DC on 30 August 1992 A more detailed
account of the mission activities at ESOC,

the spacecraft operations, and the science
results will aooear in the November issue of
the ESA Bulletin

On 21 July, about a week later than
previously planned, a major orbit manoeuvre
was conducted to put Giotto into an orbit
that will bring it close to EarIh (220 000 km)
again in July 1999 There are still 4 kg of
fuel left onboard for further attitude and
orbit correction manoeuvres, and this orbit
manoeuvre leaves the door open for some
further activities in 1999

After a final orbit trimming manoeuvre on
23 July, the Giotto spacecraft was put into
hibernation for the third time.

Dr. Heather Couper and
Prof. Johannes Geiss
hosting the event for the
European television
audience and for the
distinguished guests
present at ESA's European
Space Operations Centre
(ESOC) in Darmstadt,
Germany

Prof. Roger Bonnet, ESA's
Director of Scientific
Programmes, welcoming
the audience at ESOC

11
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The main conference room
at ESOC, transformed into
a television studio for the

event

Gerhard Schwehm, Proiect Scientist lor the
Giotto Extended Mission

Manfred Grensemann,
Proiect Manager for the
Giotto Extended Mission
(right) and Howard Nye,
GEM Flight Operations
Director, keeping a
watchful eye on the
spacecraft's status. Behind
them, Jocelyne Landeau-
Constantin, ESOC's Public
Relations Officer

The Energetic Particle
Analyser Team discussing

their first results

12



grotto s encounter with comet gr gg-skle lerup
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(Top left) Dr. Alan
Johnstone, Principal
Investigator for the
Johnstone Plasma
Analyser, explaining his
scientific results to his
team mate Andrew Coats
and to Prof. Hans Balsiger,
Principal Investigator for
the lon Mass Spectrometer

(Above) A happy Prof.
Anny Chantal Levasseur-
Regourd, Principal
Investigator for the Optical
Probe Experiment, after
the successful encounter

The Press Conference in progress after the
cometary encounter

A toast to the successful team by Mr Jean-Marie
Luton, ESA's Director General (left), Prof. Reimar

Li.ist, former ESA Director General (centre) and
Prof. Francesco Carassa, Chairman of the ESA

Council

13
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eureca data distribution

A Practical Step towards Telescience
Eureca Data Distribution:

C. Haddow, M. Jones, N. Peccia
Flight Control Systems Department,
Darmstadt, GermanV

& E.M. S0rensen
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),

The Eureca mission
The European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca) is

a reusable platform supplying power, cooling,
ground communrcations and data-processing
services to a variety of independently
operated payloads (see ESA Bulletin No 70).
The first flight model, Eureca-A, was put into
orbit from Space Shuttle Atlantis' on 31 July
The mission duration will be six months, with
retrieval taking place between six and nine
months after launch

The European Retrievable Carrier, 'Eureca', is a Shuttle-launched,
low-Earth-orbiting platform capable of carrying a variety of
independent payloads. More than 50 separate experiments are
being conducted in microgravity during its first mission. The data
from these experiments are being made available on-line to the
mission's Principal lnvestigators (Pls), at their home institutes,
using the dedicated Data Disposition System (DDS) at the Eureca
Operations Control Centre. In addition, commanding requests can
be submitted by the Pls via an electronic-mail interface. These
facilities form the basic elements of a 'telescience' system that
allows users to operate their experiments remotely, from outside
the mission-control facility.

Eureca-A'l carries fifteen experimental
facilities to support more than fifty individual
experiments, most relying on the Carrier's
unique micro-gravitational environment. The
Carrier is operating at an altitude of about
500 km, in a circular orbit at 28o inclination
It is controlled from ESA's European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt (D).
The prime ground stations are at sited at
Maspalomas in the Canary lslands, and
Kourou in French Guiana. During the
Carrier's deployment and retrieval phases
contact is maintained via the Space Shuttle
and the NASA communications network

The spacecraft-control and data-processing
tasks at ESOC run on a pair of DEC VAX
4600 computers, the overall system being
known as the 'Eureca Dedicated Comouter
System' (EDCS).

The Eureca-A1 mission differs quite
considerably from most missions hitherto
supported by ESOC in several respects.
One of these is the use for the first time on
a space mission of packet telemetry and
telecommanding (Fig. 1), based on the
Recommendations of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
On-board instruments and subsystems
produce so-called 'source packets', which
are encapsulated within a 'transfer frame'
for downlinking to the ground. Since there
is no fixed mapping of packets into transfer
frames, the downlink can be used more
efficiently than in fixed{ormat telemetry, and
widely differing instrument data rates and
packet-generation rates can be supported.
A primary header uniquely labels source
packgts, so that the instrument producing
each packet can be identified. For Eureca-
A1, some '100 different packet formats have
been defined (varying in length from 6 to
64 000 octets).

There are two other particular characteristics
that affect both spacecraft/payload control
and data delivery:

- Eureca's low Earth orbit, which means
that the Carrier is only in contact with the
ground stations for very limited periods
each day (some 10 passes in total over
the two prime ground stations, the
average pass duration being about
6 min). The main consequence of this
is that Eureca must operate mainly
autonomously, i.e. without the continuous
commanding and monitoring that is
possible for a spacecraft that always
remains in contact with a ground station
(e.9. a geostationary spacecraft).

- The other is that Eureca is a flying
laboratory, with a set of independent
payload subsystems. This independence
applies equally to the ground segment,
as the mission products will be distributed
to experimenters' home institutes for

15
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Figure 1. Packet-telemetry schematic

Figure 2. Basic telescience concept

16

processing This makes it an ideal case
for the application of packet telemetry,

Telescience
For the purposes of this article, the term
'telescience' will be defined as the 'capability

of space mission users (e.9, users/owners
of payloads) to conduct their operations
remotely from a centralised mission-control
facility'. The fundamental idea of telescience
is to exploit the emerging technology of
Open Systems lnterconnection (OSl), which
allows communication between computers
('platforms') from different manufacturers on
the basis of common services or protocols.

Figure 2 shows a general telescience
scheme, in which there is a Mission
Operations Centre, responsible for space-
craft control and monitoring, and a set of
remote users at their home bases In an
even more general case, the remote users
could be connected to a Payload Operations
Control Centre (POCC), which coordinates
the remote users and presents a single
interface to the Mission Operations Centre.
In the case of Eureca there is no POCC
as such, In the general case of telescience,
users would be able to:

- receive telemetry data from their on-board
exoeriments

- send some form of command request to
their experiments,

There are a number of ways in which such
a system could be operated One extreme
would be as realtime dialogue, which would
simulate direct operation of the instrument
from the Control Centre, with realtime
displays of payload telemetry parameters
and access to manual command facilities
(this case could more properly be called
'teleoperations'). At the other extreme would
be offline operations, in which data is
delrvered to users in batches, for example
downloaded from the Mission Control Centre
overnight, the users processing the data
during working hours, deciding on what
operations they want for the next day, and
transmitting a file of operations requests to
the Control Centre.

This article concentrates on the particular
approach to telescience adopted for the
Eureca mission, which takes into account the
constraints imposed by the limited contact
between spacecraft and ground.

Eureca data delivery
It was decided early in the Eureca mission
system-design process that the payload data
would not be delivered on transportable



eureca data distribution

media such as magnetic tape. as was the
standard practice for scientific missions in

the 60's through to the mid-80's. The

comparatively short mission duration, the
relatively large number of users ('Principal
Investigators') and the decision to have a
Microgravrty User Centre, led to the choice
of electronic means for data distribution.

The following constraints or requirements
had to be taken into account in specifying
the data delivery system:

1. Each user receives the data packets from
his own payload

2 Some of the users may only have access
to low-data-rate communications lines
(9.6 kbaud).

3.'Off-the-shelf' file{ransfer protocols must

be used.
4 A variety of user platforms must be

supported (DEC/VAX, IBM PC, HP-1000,

etc.).

5. Security of the spacecraft control system
must be orovided, i,e, remote users must
not be able to impact operations by for
example, corrupting operational files or
causing overloading of the computers.

Constraints 1 and 2 ruled out a system
based on the 'broadcasting' of all data to all

users. The approach taken is to provide data
on request and for this reason the system is

called a 'Data Disposition System' (DDS)

The Control Centre's computer systems are
DEC/VAX machines and the communications
protocols supported are FTAM, DECNET,
FTP (for DEC/VAX platforms) and KERMIT
(for IBM PCs). This satisfies requirement 3

The security requirement is met by hosting
the DDS on a separate computer from either
of the mission-control (EDCS) computers,
using a different protocol (ie. not DECNET
or any of the other protocols mentioned
above) for communication between the
EDCS and the DDS host computer. Data is

supplied to the DDS by 'pushing' it from the
EDCS, i.e. the EDCS is in control of the

transfer, and the DDS cannot directly update
any part of the EDCS's storage (Fig.3).

Data-delivery formats
The driving requirement for the formatting
of data on the DDS is the need to handle a
large variety of packet sizes (i e. the source
packets and the various units of ancillary
data) and file sizes. The number of packets
in the various files over a given time span
can differ according to the planned operation
of the corresponding experiments.

The particular technique proposed corres-
ponds to an already published CCSDS
Recommendation defining and giving
construction rules for the Standard Formatted
Data Unit (SFDU). A forwards-compatible
update to this Recommendation, which
considerably extends the power of the
technique, has been formally approved and
is in press. The SFDU concept has been
applied for Eureca in a very simple way,

so that the overhead to the users will be
minimal, and users can treat the extra label
fields involved as 'spare bytes'

The SFDU conceot orovides a technical and
administrative framework for the handling
and exchanging of data descriptions, so that
the data can in principle be self-describing,
For the Eureca application, the SFDU
concept is simply used as a packaging
technique, without any computer-processable
data descriptions.

An overall schematic of the format ts shown
in Figure 4, where it can be seen that it is
in three oarts:

- Acknowledgement: this echoes the
request being responded to, and gives

other information relating to the request
handling, including, if relevant, error codes.

Figure 3. Overview of
Eureca Data Disposition
System (EDDS)
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Figure 4. Data delivery
format

Catalogue information (giving the
date and time at which the data was
produced, the name of the instrument
producing the data, and other descriptive
information).
The science data itself.

Figure 4 also shows a characteristic of the
Qtrl-ll I nnnnant ihai nf nnarno' 'ln+inn inur uu uur ruEPL. u rqt ur ur ruoPJurolrur r, I l

which data objects of different types are
enveloped together within a single larger
oblect.

The labels all conform to the SFDU standard,
and in the form used for Eureca contain a
field giving the length of the rest of the
object. This has considerable advantage for
the science data, where variable numbers of
packets can be requested: the length field in

the label is then produced dynamically by
ihe formatting software.

Command request handling and mission
planning
As mentioned earlier, telescience also
involves some kind of caoabilrtv to send

commands or command requests to the
user's experiment. Because of the very short
contact periods with the ground stations.
Eureca operates mainly autonomously,
i,e, a command schedule (called a 'Master

Schedule ) is uolinked from the Control
Centre via a ground station during say one
pass per day. Operations are then carried
out according to this on-board schedule.
A further consideration is that on-board
resources such as power and downlink
capacity are limited. Both of these points
mean that operations must be very carefully
ore-olanned.

A mission-planning system is therefore
provided, running on a DEC workstation,
This is used to process command requests
that users have sent to the DDS comouter

The concept is as follows:

- a comolete olan for the entire routine
phase of the mission is made prior to
tauncn

- the plan is made in terms of pre-defined
nnorrtinnc rrrhinh n:n ho tr:nclatad hv

the control system into sequences of
commands (also pre-defined)

- command requests are received via an
electronic-mail interface (Fig 1). Inputs are
in free format on 44 telefaxtype forms.
Any kind of change to the baseline plan
must be described in such a reouest

- command requests must be received at
least 48 h before thev are due to be
executed.

Obviously, considerable restrictions are
imposed on the users by the nature of the
mission commanding process Restrictions of
one kind or another are, however, likely to be
inherent in most missions, with the conceot
of a user carrying out an interactive real{ime
dialogue with his on-board experiment from
his own office likely to remain a dream for
some time to come!

Lessons learned and pointers for the
future
The Data Disposition System and the
associated command-request handling had
been implemented and extensively tested
with the users prior to Eureca's launch
As such, it is an example of an operational
telescience system, not just a testbed or
prororype

It has been shown that the extent to which
telescience can be interactive is limited by
the characteristics of the mission, rather
than by the underlying communications and
computer technology
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Tho l-)l-)S tcol{ /i a tnp rrr+n arnrivn^, narr\| | tw uue rruil \r u u ru uqto ugrrvEry Polt,/
was implemented at low cost. less than a
man year being expended in writing the
supporting software, and about an equivalent
amount being spent on the writing of the
interface agreements. and the setling up
of hardware and communications

Tactc Mrith tho qrrctom h-,,^.^.,^-r^i rh^l
| | ' rOVE IUVUOIUU tl ldL

tho norfnrm:nco n[ lho cn:nonr:ft nnntrnl
.^mnr rlor a\/alam /ino trDflQ\ ic : lrntilononk
lor d'ata delivcrv The oroblem here is that
lhe functions supporting spacecraft control
must take priority over data delivery, for
mission-safety reasons Thus, at times
rlihon intoncirro cn:nocrafi nnaratinnc aro in

nrndroaa roannnaA lim^. f^r ramnla r rnnrn
vrvvruco, rurvvr rrv urrruJ rul lulllutu uJUl5

will increase noticeably, particularly when
dumps of trre on-board memory are being
received from a ground station This means
that there will be a period of an hour or so
each r\:v rnrhcn <crriir.g lO lhe USer will be
degraded Outside thrs period. however.

users can expect to get data within minutes
nf ronrroctinn it /ov:nt timo donondc nn lho

capacrty of the network connection used)

An improved design would have been to
route packets in parallel from the ground
station to the EDCS and to a separate
computer dedicated to handling the DDS
This annrnach r,vill hc OUrsued fOr future
projects,

It is intended to use a similar approach on
the Clrrster Proier:t rvhich is an ESA mission
forming part of the International Solar
Terrestrial Science Programme (STSP)

Cluster consists of a set of four spacecraft.
each carrying identical complements of
instruments built by Principal Investigators
(Pls) As for Eureca the Pls will be wanting
to work from their own home institutes. The
approach described here is appropriale One
difference is that the volume of data involved
is vastly greater than for Eureca, which
makes on-line delivery of all mission data
impracticable The plan is to allow users to
request data on-line, but to systematically
deliver all data to all Pls on transportable
media, CD-RON/ being the medium likely to
be chosen lt is assumed that only a fraction
of the data will be requested on-line, G

ESPACIO: Quqlitv in time
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged
in the design, developmenl ond
monufocf ure of comolefe sotellite
communicotions svstems.

These sysfems find opplicotion
in on-boord electronic poyloods,
os well os for test units or ground

conlrol stofions.
For the civilion or militory user,

ALCATEL ESPACIO con orovide
fronf-line technology for: elecfronic
digifol signol processing, bulk
memories, video compression, opfo.
electronics, f ronsponders, ef c.

f::JPACI{}
Alcatel Espacio, S A Einstein S/N Tres Cantos 28760 lvladrid, Spain

Tel (341) 8034710 Fax (341) 8040016
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SOHO A Cooperative Scientific
Mission to the Sun

P. Lo Galbo
SOHO Project Manageri ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. Bouffard
Project Manager, Matra Marconi Space, Velizy-Villacoublet, France

The SOHO mission
The SOHO mission will provide us with a
far better understanding of both the Sun's
interior and its corona (including its expan-

- Now Head oi ESA 's sion into the solar wind) than has been
Telecommunications Miss ons possible to date. lt will allow long uninter-
and systems Department, in rupted viewing of the Sun for the first time,
the Directorate for Telecom- whiCh iS eSSential fOr OOtimum oOeration oi
munications Programmes SoHo s sophisticated payload

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), together with
the Cluster mission, constitutes ESA's Solar Terrestrial Science
Programme (STSP), the first Cornerstone of the Agency's Long-Term
Programme 'Space Science: Horizon 2000'. STSP, which is being
developed in a strong collaborative effort with NASA, will allow
comprehensive studies to be made of the Sun, the acceleration
and propagation of the solar wind, its interaction with the Earth,
and plasma processes in both the solar and magnetospheric
context.

The mission addresses three main areas of
solar-terrestrial science:

- solar spectroscopy at soft X-ray and
extreme ultraviolet wavelengths, ie the
study of the composition of the solar
corona. of the structure and dynamics
of the magnetic structures making up
the corona, and of coronal holes,
prominences, etc

- helio-seismology, ie the study of the
structure and dynamics of the solar
interior through observation of minute
oscillations on the Sun's surface

- study of the solar wind and solar
onornoiin nartinlac ia tho ctr rdrr 'in-citr r'

of the chemical and ionic composition
of the particles emitted by the Sun

SOHO will be operating at a point 1.5 million
kilometres from Earth, in an orbit around
the Lagrangian point Ll, a point at which the
gravitational forces of the Sun and the Earth
balance one another. In its halo orbit around
L1, the spacecraft will remain almost
stationary with respect to both bodies. lt will
therefore be possible to view the Sun from
this orbit without the perturbations that
adversely affect an Earth-orbiting spacecraft,
namely:

- interrupted viewing of the Sun due to
eclrpses

- frenlcnl lnscts in the delicate thermal
balance of the scientific instruments and
their sr rnnortino stntctures due to the
eclipses

- high spacecraft velocities relative to the
Sun, which may obscure small variations
on the Sun's surface due to solar
oscillations

It is planned to launch SOHO in July 1995
aboard an ATLAS-llAS vehicle from Cape
Canaveral After a transfer phase lastrng

approximately four months. the spacecraft
will be inserted into its orbit around the
lanrannien nniniFigure 1. SOHO's halo orbit around the Sun-Earth Lagrangian Point (Ll)
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Figure 2. The SOHO
spacecraft

tl

Launch

Launch Mass

Attltude Control

Power

Lifetime

Operations

At launch, the spacecraft will weigh 1850 kg

more than 600 kg of which will be dedicated
10 the scientrfic payload The spacecraft
itself consists of two distinct units: a Service
Module, which provides power, thermal
control, pointing and telecommunications for
lhe whole spacecraft: and a Payload Module.
which houses all of the scientific instruments

SOHO will have to operate under the most
stringent conditions The spacecraft must be
capable of pointing the scientif c instruments
at the Sun to an accuracy of lust 1 arcsec.
the angle subtended at the human eye by
a small coin viewed from a few kilometres

Atas-ll AS Juy 1995

1B5O kg (nstruments 610 kg,
DtoPelant 240 Lg hYdrazlne)

Three-axis stab jsed, Sun Pointing:
I arcsec stab lity over 1 5 m nutes

lO arcsec stabi ty over 6 months

1350 W from solar cels
950 Wh from N Cd batterles

S band
220 kbps down I nk

1 Gbit storage capab lty

2 years

Deep Space Network (NASA)

GSFC Control Centre
48 h autonomy wth no ground contact

^'^'^" E^" ^ ^^^^^^'-ft of SOHO s mass andovvoy. rvr q)vqvvwrqrr
dimensrons (38 m high, 365 m deep and
365 m wide; 95 m wide with solar array
donlnvcd\ lhat iq a sr rbStantial feat Of

engrneenng,

From concept to reality
The SOHO mission was first proposed
to ESA by the scientific communily in

November 1982 and was selected for an
assessmenl str rr-lv which was conducted in

1983 Subsequently. a Phase-A design study,
supported by both European and American
scientists, was carried out between mid 1984
and late-l985,

In November 1985 ESAs Science
Programme Committee agreed that SOHO
and Cluster could be selected as the first
Cornerstone Mission for the Agency s Space
Science: Horizon 2000 Programme, provided
that both missions could be implemented

An +hn anlimalar] nnn- tn nnmnlalinn et thatn; tl lY U>tlllldtUU UUJI Lw uvrr rVru(rvr I oL tr rqL

time, based on the results of the Phase-A
studies, was substantially higher than the
allocated budget the ESA team, led by
the STSP Programme Manager, re-examined
the Programme with a view to descoping
end rpqtrr rr-tr rrinn it cr rch that the allOCated
hr rrlnpt r-nr rld ha ro<nc6[gfl

Since the primary objective was to reduce
iha trQA nr^^rrmmo nnci lhic ro-eccaccmonl

exercise concentrated on two areas:
.^,,i^,,, ^{ +h^ ^^i^^lili. nhioctirrac anr{- IUVIUVV Ul Ll lU ;UlUl ltlilu uuluuuvuo qr ru

requirements

- exploration of the possibility of increasing
i nternational participation.

A^ ^ .^^,,t+ ^{ +hi^ | ^ ,,i^hl^
n> d tuJUtL ul u il> ru-dJJUJJr rur l! o vrours

joint ESA/NASA cooperative programme was
^--1.,^A ^+ ^^! ^ '^'^* Announcement ofd| tvuu dL, dt ru d luil rL /

Opportunity (AO) for experiments to be flown
on SOHO was issued in March 1987.

Thc hir^rh ricorcc ot cngligli6gtiOn Of the

experiment proposals received as a result
of the AO created serious concerns about

uiiihin tho hr r|not 2ll6aalnA +n +
vv rLr ilr I Lr ru uuuVUL qilvvotEU LU t

Table 1 Marn characteristlcs of the SOHO spacecraft
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Table 2. Main characterlsllcs of the SOHO experiments

Scientific Objectives lnstruments Principal Investigators Measurements

Solar Atmosphere
Remote Sensing

Solar Ultraviolet Emitted

Radiation (SUN/ER)

^^,^^^l 
ni^^^^^+i^vurut rar uravr ruouu

Spectrometer (CDS)

Extreme-Ultraviolet I maging

Telescope (ElT)

U ltra-Violet Coronograph
Spectrometer (UVCS)

Large-Angle and Spectrometric

Coronograph (LASCO)

Solar-Wind Anisotropies (SWAN)

K Wilhelm, Max Planck
Institute, Germany

B E Patchett, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, UK

J P Delaboudiniere, IAS/CNRS,

France

J L Kohl, Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, USA

G E Brueckner, Naval

Research Laboratory, USA

J L Bertaux, CNRS, France

Plasma f low characteristics

Transition region and corona

temperature and density

Evolution of chromospheric and

coronal structures

Electron and ion temperatures,

densities and velocities in corona

Structures evolution, mass, momentum

and energy transport in corona

Solar-wind mass flux anisotropies and

temporal variations

Solar Wind 'ln Situ' Charge, Element and lsotope
Analysis (CELIAS)

COSTEP/ERNE Particle

Analyser Collaboration (CEPAC)

D Hovestadt, Max Planck
Institute, Germany

ERNE: J Torsti, University
of Turku, Finland

COSTEP: H Kunow, University
of Kiel, Germany

lonic energy distribution and

composrtron

Energy distribution of particles, energy
spectrum and composition

Helioseismology Global Oscillations at Low
Frequencies (GOLF)

Variability of Solar lrradiance
and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO)

Michelson Doppler lmager
(N/ Dr)

A Gabriel, IAS/CNRS

C Froehlich, PMOD/WRC,
Switzerland

P H Scherrer, Stanford

University, USA

Global velocity and magneticJield

oscillations (low degree modes)

lrradiance oscillations (low degree
modes) and solar constant

Velocity oscillations (high degree
mooes)

the cost and schedule risks associated with
the programme, and a further Programme
Review, with NASA participation, was initiated
later in 1987 to rationalise the science
requirements. identify cost savings, and
remove the major cost-impact uncertainties.

The conclusions of this review were
presented to ESA's Science Programme
Committee (SPC) in March 1988 together
with an acceptable plan of work to achieve
an implementation consistent with the
available budget The payload was then
selected, and the First SOHO Science
Working Team Meeting was held in June
1988.

It has been possible to contain the cost of
the Cluster and the SOHO missions, whilst
still preserving the validity of the scientific
missions, by not only rationalising the
technical baselines (eg extensive use of on-
board data storage), but also implementing
a new cost-effective approach to industrial
procurement policy. The latter, with support

from the Prime Contractors, has been based
on:

- maximum use of competitive procurement

- geographical industrial return on an STSP-

wide basis, rather than on an individual-
project basis

- implementation of joint Cluster/SOHO
develooments and orocurements.

After the issue to Industry of the Invitations
to Tender (lTTs), two dedicated Cluster and
SOHO Project Offices were created within
the ESA Scientific Projects Department,
both reporting to the STSP Programme
Manager,

Following a positive evaluation of its

proposal, Matra (now Matra Marconi Space)
in Toulouse (F) was selected as the Prime
Contractor. The actual Phase-B start was,
however, postponed by a few months, to
December 1989, due to some problems
with the expected delivery dates for some
exoeriments.
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The Phase-B efforts culminated in the
Mission System Design Review in May 1991,

followed by the start of the Main Develop-
ment Phase (Phase-C/D) leading to a launch
in July 1995.

International cooperation
ln resoonse to the mission-consolidation
efforts of the scientific communities in the
USA and Europe, SOHO was pursued from

the outset as a cooperative ESA/NASA
mission. This was a logical step, in order
to maximise the scientific return by melding
the skills, technologies and scientiftc interests

of the two communities. In addition, it made
sound economic sense to share the costs
of this project in the prevailing climate of
reduced budgets and increasingly expensive
mtsstons.

The cooperation between ESA and NASA

for STSP is covered by a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) which lays down the
framework of the agreement and the basic
responsibilities that each agency will
undertake, The MOU is not however a
contract, and therefore each side agrees to
fulfil its obligations according to their own
procedures and without exchange of funds;
negotiations are the only means for the

cooperation to start and to proceed.
Since the MOU is somewhat general, the
document that is used in practice to
implement the cooperation is a 'Programme

Plan', which specifies the undertakings
of each Agency. as interpreted by their
respective projecfmanagement offices, and
is supported by an extensive set of interface

documents covering all performance,
schedule, product-assurance, management
and programmatic aspects.

The major contributions to SOHO from each
of the Agencies are as follows;
ESA:

- overall mission and system design

- spacecraft procurement and system
assembly, integration and verification,
including the scientific payload

- coordination of the procurement of eight
European scientific investigations (funded
nationally) and three NASA-funded
investigations,

NASA:

- launch by an ATLAS llAS vehicle

- mission analysis and flight operations

- provision of tape recorders, S-band power
amplifiers and high-accuracy Sun sensors

- three scientific investigations,

The cooperation with NASA involves strong
interfaces with several NASA Centers -
Goddard (GSFC, housing the NASA Project
Office), Lewis (LRC), Kennedy (KSC) and
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) - and
with some of their contractors. For such a
significant cooperation to function properly,

each partner must respect the other as an
equal in any decision affecting the establish-
ed interfaces or the mission implementation.

The second element of the international
cooperation is the interface with the scientific
community, The ESA Project Team must
meet the demanding mission objectives
within strict technical, schedule and financial
constraints and yet accommodate, as far as
possible, the requirements of the twelve
scientific Principal Investigators (Pls) These
Pls, scattered thoughout Europe and the
USA, are responsible in turn for providing
extremely sophisticated scientific instruments
that rely on state-of-the-art technology, while
also subject to the pressure of the technical,

Figure 3. SOHO mission
elements
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schedule and financial constraints Again,
there is no contractual agreement; accord-
ingly, a good cooperative spirit on all sides
is an essential ingredient to ensure the
successful implementation of the mission

The industrial effort
Industry started to be involved in the SOHO
mission as early as 1984, when two parallel
Phase-A studies led by Matra-Espace
(now Matra Marconi Space) and British
Aerospace were carried out under ESA

contract. Phase-A was completed by the
fall of 1985 Industry was then on standby
for approximately three years, whilst the
international collaboration with NASA was
organised and the eleven instruments
constituting the payload were selected

Matra Marconi Space, as potential Prime
Contractor for SOHO, started establishing
an rndustrial team in mid-l988, in order
to prepare for the competitive ESA lTT.

Because the STSP Cornerstone is novel in
that it is made up of two missions, the ITT
encompassed both In the event, Matra
Marconi Soace and Dornier decided to
coordinate their industrial efforts, with Matra
bidding for SOHO and Dornier for Cluster.
The respective industrial teams were based
on the same core of companies in order to
maximise the commonalitv benefits to the
programme

This 'core team', which was already in place
at the proposal stage, began the Phase-B
work once Matra Marconi Space and Dornier
had finally been selected by ESA The full
industriai team, includrng all subsystem

contractors and unit suppliers, was built
up in the course of Phase-B via a number
of Request-for-Proposal (RFP) cycles,
culminating with the submission to ESA in

November 1990 of the industrial Phase C/D
proposal. The matching of the industrial
organisation for the SOHO and Cluster
combination with the geographical-distribution
constraints imposed on STSP has been quite
successful, thanks to the high degree of
cooperation between the two projects during
the team build up during Phase-B,

The main development work (Phase C/D)
started in May 1991, and only then was the
full industrial team, as shown in Figure 4,

deployed Now, in mid-1992 after more than
one year of intensive development work, the
industrial effort is at its peak; the SOHO
structural and electrical models are both
being manufactured In 1993, these two
engineering models will be integrated and
tested, in parallel with the manufacture of
flight hardware In 1994, the flight model will
be integrated and tested, with its delivery to
ESTEC planned for November of that year.

The ATLAS-|| manifest foresees the SOHO
launch for July 1995

From an industrial point of view, SOHO is a
very ditficult programme. European industry,
however, is well equipped to solve many of
the technical challenges. such as the very
stringent pointing requirements on the
spacecraft, the need for 48 h autonomous
operation without ground contact, and the
spacecraft's exotic operating location C

Figure 4. The SOHO
Industrial Team
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The ESA Polar Platform

J.L. Gendral & G.G. Reibaldi
Polar Platform Project, ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth
and lts Environment, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
ESA has been active in the Earth-observation
field since the 1970s. In addition to its long-
running and highly successful Meteosat
Programme of meteorological observation
missions carried out with satellites positioned
in geostationary orbit (GEO), the Agency
is now making a major contribution to the
observation of the globe from low Earth orbit
(LEO) via its European Remote-Sensing
Satellite (ERS) Programme The first satellite

There is growing concern about the increasing sensitivity of
mankind to environmental and climatic change. Consequently,
environmental issues are now very high on the international
political agenda. A basic aim in Earth observation must therefore
be to respond to this concern and contribute to the resolution of
the issues involved by making use of the inherent capabilities and
advantages that observing and monitoring our planet from space
can provide.

of this series, ERS-1, launched in July 1991,

carries a number of state of the art instru-
ments (see ESA Bulletin No. 65) which are
proving highly successful in orbital operation
A follow-on mission, ERS-2, with a more
extensrve payload complement, is under
development for launch in 1994.

The Agency is now endeavouring to provide
continuity of this effort for the future through
the preparation of follow-on missions and
generations of Earth-observation satellites
operating in LEO Comprehensive studies of
various types of mission, instrument design
and application, and the associated satellite
technology, as well as the Agency's
experience with ERS, have pointed to the
need for versatile Earth-observation platforms
able to meet the requirements of future
observing instruments, such as flexible
accommodation in terms of surface and
volume, large power and mass resources,
and extensive instrument onboard data-
gathering and transmission capabilities.

The ESA Polar Platform presently under
development responds to these objectives
and will support the Agency's future polar-

orbiting missions, starting with POEM-1

which is due to be launched in mid-]998.
In addition to forming part of the infra-

structure for future European Earth-
observation missions, the Polar Platform
will also contribute to the worldwide effort,
being undertaken together with USA and
Japan, to establish a polar-orbiting
monitoring system.

Background to the Programme
The ESA Polar Platform is being developed
within the framework of the Columbus
Programme. Initiated after the ESA Council
Meeting at Ministerial Level in Rome in

January 1985, it was approved for develop-
ment at the Hague Ministerial Council in
November 1987.

Since then, the essential requirements and
design concept have evolved considerably.
In particular, earlier Polar-Platform require-
ments called for serviceability in orbit for the
replacement of payload and platform units.
The mission and payload-complement
reouirements were also more ambitious:
30 years in orbit and 4 tons of instruments
Through a series of studies, cost evaluations
and iterations with potential users, these
requirements were reduced, and during 1989
the Agency performed more detailed design
analyses and trade-offs. converging on an
implementation relying on maximum re-use
of the Spot-4 spacecraft bus design in

order to minimise Programme development
schedules and cost lmplementation of this
design concept, and the associated payload
requirements, were agreed by the ESA

Council at the end of 1989.

Following a consolidation of requirements in

early 1990, and the acceptance by ESA of
the industrial orooosal for the Platform's main
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Figure 2. Polar Platform
launch and orbital-injection
scenario

Mission capabilities and requirements
The ESA Polar Platform (Fig.1) is intended
primarily as a 'workhorse' for future Earth-
observation missions in polar orbits. As such,
it has to provide a wide range of services
and resources to different payload complem-
ents for Earth-observation, meteorological
and scientific aoolications.

The Platform will be able to operate in Sun-
synchronous polar Earth orbits with altitudes
in the range 700-850 km. The phasing
of the orbit with respect to the Sun is
determined by the local hour at the equator
crossing, which can be selected in the range
09:30 to 10:30 for the descending node (so-

called 'morning orbits') or 13:30 to 14:30 for
the ascending node ('afternoon orbits')

development phase (Phase-C/D), received in

October 1990, the development effort has
gained momentum and has proceeded
smoothly.

The ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level

in Munich in November 1991 confirmed the
continuation of the Programme within the
framework of the Columbus Development
Programme, consistent with a launch date
for the POEM-1 mission based on the Polar
Platform in mid-1998.

The coverage obtained from this type of
orbit allows an instrument to map the entire
surface of the Earth in periods ranging from
a few days to several weeks, depending on
the instrument's swath width (typically 3 days
for an instrument havino a 900 km swath
width).

The Polar Platform's on-board system design
and the ground segment used for orbit
restitution and control will allow the ground
track of the nominal orbit to be maintained
to within 1 km and the node local hour to
within 5 min

The Polar Platform will be launched as the
sole payload on an Ariane-5 vehicle and
injected directly into its nominal orbit
(Fig 2). Launches in the upper position

of an Ariane-S dual launch or as the sole
passenger on an Ariane-4 are also feasible
for the smaller versions of the Platform
(two or three payload-module sections; see
below).

The Platform's design lifetime is 4 years, but
its degradable materials (thermal coatings)
and hydrazine capacity are compatible with
a 6 year mission. The current plan is to raise
the Platform into a higher 'parking orbit' at
the end of its useful life, in order to free its
nominal orbit for other missions. This has the
added benefit of maximising the decay time
to the low Earth orbits that are intensively
used by manned missions (around 500 km)
The minimum decay time foreseen from this
'parking orbit' down to 500 km altitude is
about 100 years

Payload capability and requirements
A wide range of resources can be provided
by the Platform to the payload instruments
by exploiting the modularity of its design
(Table 1) In general, the payload require-
ments identified for future Earth-observation
missions foresee the combination of a wide
range of instruments representing various
disciplines and technologies (optical, active
and passive microwave), These requirements
have been consolidated by ESA based on
mission-definition (Phase-A) studies carried
out as part of the Earth-Observation
Preparatory Programme (EOPP).

In addition to POEM-1, which is presently
baselined as the first polar mission, 'Envisat'
and 'Metop' are two other possible missions

- dedicated environmental and meteor-
ological satellite missions, respectively -
which could replace or follow-on from
POEM-1. The payload masses and power
requirements for all three missions are
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compared with the Polar Platform's
capabilities in Figure 3.

Missions concentrating on operational
meteorology as envisaged by the European
Meteorological Satellite Organisation
(Eumetsat) are also within the Polar
Platform's capabilities: the so-called
'Complementary Polar Satellites' (or 'CPSs')

in Figure 3. Other possible future European
customers include the Western European
Union (WEU in Fig. 3), which is also defining
a satellite system that could be used to
monitor arms-control agreements The
payload requirements for ESA's ERS-1/2,

CNES's Spot-1/4, and for Metoc and Globsat,
two other possible future missions presently
under study by CNES, have been included
in the same figure for comparison purposes.

Thanks to its modularity, the Polar Platform
can cope efficiently with a wide variety of
possible future payloads in polar orbits, as
Table 1 and Figure 3 show.

Platform design
Overall concept
The Polar Platform concept and detailed
design are the logical continuation and
extension of the Spot and ERS designs,
a heritage that is illustrated in Figure 4.

In particular, the Platform's Service Module is

derived from that of Spot-4, while its Payload
Equipment Bay follows the basic concept
and design features of ERS-1 and 2

The Platform is made up of two major
assemblies (Fig. 5): a Service Module (SM)

providing the main-support functions, and
a mission-specific Payload Module (PLM) on

Table 1 - Polar Platform services to the payload

Mounting Surface
Up to 54 m' (Ariane-S configuration)
From 12 to 24 m' (Ariane-4 launch)

Mass
From 800 to 2400 kg with different payload carrier lengths

Power
Sunlight average
Eclipse average
Peak power

up to 2.4 kW
upto22kW

4.1 kW

Data Transmission
Up to 3 Ka-band channels, via DRS, each 50/100 Mbps
Up to 3 X-band channels, each 50/100 Mbps

Data Recording
Up to 4 tape recorders, capacity >25 Gbit
Recording rale 2-4.5 Mbps; replay rate 50 Mbps

Attitude
Pointing: better than 0.1' (3 o)
Measurement: better than 0.03o (3 o)

Data lnterfaces
Up to 3 high-rate channels, each up to 100 Mbps
Plus 15 low/medium-rate channels, each up to 32 Mbps

which the payload instruments and payload-
support equipment are accommodated.
Limited instrument accommodation on the
Service Module's external oanels is also
foreseen.

The Service and Payload Modules are being
developed separately, enabling mission-
specific payload configurations to be
develooed as reouired. Such an architecture
allows separate and parallel development
and integration of the Platform and instru-

Figure 3. Past and future
Eadh-observation payload
requirements
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Figure 4. Polar Platform's
design heritage
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PAYLOAD EOUIPMENT AAY

The PEB equipment, installed on the anti-
Earth and side oanels of the first three
sections of the Payload Module, has four
main functions: data management, data
communication. oower distribution and
thermal control.

The Payload Data Management Subsytem
performs instrument and support-subsystems
data processing, telecommand and telemetry
management, data-bus control, failure
management and instrument operations
timeline management The command and
control tasks are performed by the Payload

Module Computer (PMC), which uses the
PLM OBDH bus as its communi-

cation medium. Instruments are
controlled and monitored by

the PMC, connected by
up to 15 instrument

data interfaces.

SOLAR ARRAY

Scientific data generated by the instruments
are processed by the High-Speed Multiplexer
(HSM) for recording or transmission to the
ground. Low-rate scientific data (0-32 Mbps)
are routed from the instruments to the HSM
to create data streams which are passed on
to the recorders or to the Encoding and
Switching Unit (ESU) prior to transmission.
Up to 15 such low-rate inputs can be accom-
modated. High-rate scientific data for some
instruments (50 to 100 Mbps) are routed
directlv to the ESU.

PAYLOAD SUPPORT EOI,JIPMENT AND
INSTRUMENT ELECTRONIqS INSIDE PCB

I pnoput-stol tttooule
SEFVICE MODULE

\, I

t\ S-BAND ANTENNAE
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Figure 5. Overall
configuration of the Polar
Platform
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ments, and the interface decoupling between
the two results in a shortening of the final
spacecraft integration programme. In

particulaq and in contrast to ERS, the
Payload Module has its own computer for
instrument monitoring and control.

Payload Module
Physically, the Payload Module can be
configured to consist of between two and
five sections, depending upon the specific
mission requirements (Fig.6) lt is composed
of two subassemblies in addition to the
payload instruments: the Payload Equipment
Bay (PEB) and the Payload Carrier (PLC)
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POLAR PLATFORM

2 PAYLOAD
MODULES

3 PAYLOAD
MODULES

5 PAYLOAD
MODULES

11 M

A bank of up to four tape recorders is

provided, each with a recording speed of
2 to 4 Mbps, a replay rate of 50 Mbps and
a capacity of at least 25 Gbits.

The communication subsystem for the
transmission of instrument-parameter or
screntific data comprises an X-band link
direct to ground and a Ka-band bi-directional
link via ESAs Data Relay Satellite (DRS) or
Artemis The Ka-band communication
assembly is a sophisticated system contain-
ing both the transmit and receive sections
and the antenna tracking assembly. The
payload downlinking concept is shown in
Figure 7

There are two Payload Power Distribution
Units (PPDUS) and up to 16 redundant
unregulated power outlets can be provided
for the payload instruments, with ratings of
between 200 and 1500 W

The Thermal-Control Subsystem consists of
a Heater Switching Unit (HSU) heaters,
thermistors and thermostats operating under
PMC control, Instruments mounted on the
outside of the Platform are thermally isolated
from it and will provide their own thermal
control when operating Instruments mounted
inside the PEB and the payload support
subsystems are thermally controlled by the
Platform's Thermal Control Subsvstem

O DRS Network

O Local Nutworks

Figure 6. Modularity of the
Polar Platform

Figure 7. Payload data-
downlinking concept

O ESA Earthnet
15 & 10m
Stations

1

User Data Centres

O International

(3m)
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The PLC provides: accommodation and
mechanical suooort to instruments and PEB
equipment, the mechanrcal interface between
the PLM and Service Module, and mechan-
ical suooort for attitude and orbit control
sensors and thrusters.

The primary structure of the Payload Module
consists of:

- a 1.2 m diameter tube formed by up to
five stacked cylinders, each 1.6 m high
giving a maximum height of 8 m: each
cylinder is made of a CFRP (carbon-fibre-
reinforced olastic) sandwich with metallic
honeycomb case (Fig 15)

- a set of CFRP sandwich panels forming
the webs and external faces of the PLM
00x

CONNECTOR BKT

MEGS ELECT

central cone. The external walls are used as
a radiative area, the thermal control being
essentially passive and complemented by
heating elements mainly for the hydrazine
system and the batteries,

The propulsion module on top of the cone
contains four tanks, which can hold up to
300 kg of hydrazine,

The power subsystem uses up to eight
nrckel-cadmium batteries (each 40 Ah), and
a modular solar array, the most powerful
version of which delivers more than 7.5 kW at
end of life Figure 9 shows various stages in

the deployment sequence of this solar array.

FILL/DRAIN ASSY,
(INTEGRAL WtTH

PROPULSION ASSY.}

Service Module
The Service Module's conceot and detailed
design are based largely on Spot-4. In

broad terms, it combines a newly designed
structure, thermal-control system and solar
array with Spot-4 recurrent or modified
hardware, used for the electronic equipment
and propulsion subsystem (Fig. 8).

The Service Module is built around a CFRP
cone as the primary structure, with the
launcher interface at one end and the oroo-
ulsion module at the other. Both interfaces
are made of aluminium. A box-shaoed
metallic structure, supporting the electronic
equipment, surrounds the Service Module's

EATTERIES (8 ol0

THRUSTEF ASSEMBLIES

EDR OUS(r)&(2)
EXTENSION WALLS

AVAILABLE FOR
PAYLOAO EOUIPMEMf
{-zs AND iYs FACES)

The Service Module's on-board data
management is performed by a Central
Computer Unit (CCU) operating through a
serial data bus (OBDH type) lts software
handles g round-command processing,
telemetry reporting, equipment monitoring
and control, time management, attitude and
orbit control functions, and interfaces with the
Payload Module Computer, The commanding
and control functrons are performed via
S-band communication direct to qround or
via the DRS.

The Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem
(AOCS) provides three-axis stabilisation of the
Polar Platform body, which remains fixed in

HPA 1

OIPLEXERS ANO
swrTcHES.t & 2

tlPA 2STOWED SOLAR ABRAY ASSY.

Figure 8. The Polar
Platform's Service Module

REACTION WHEEL (5 ott)

EIU

HYBRID MULTIPLEXER

T4S

TRANSPONDER

PFoPuLsroN ASSEMBLY No'2
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Figure 9. The solar-array
deployment sequence

the local orbital reference frame. During initial
acquisition, orbit control and back-up modes,
attitude measurement is provided by digital
Sun sensors, Earth-horizon sensors and
gyroscopes, while monopropellant thrusters
are used for attitude control. In fine-pointing
mode, measurements from star sensors and
gyroscopes are useo to generate commands
to the reaction wheels and magneto-torquers
In the case of moderate instrument pointing-
performance requirements, the Earth and
Sun sensors can be used instead of star
SENSOTS

To cope with critical failures, the AOCS has
a microprocessor-based unit (the so-called
'safe-mode electronics') which uses inform-
ation from Sun acquisition sensors and
gyroscopes to bring the Polar Platform into
a safe mode in which the nominal zenith
face is pointed towards the Sun.

Design modularity
A modular aooroach has been used in
the Polar Platform's design to enable a wide
range of payload requirements to be accom-
modated within specified basic payload
system resource limits (mass, power data
output streams, etc ) This modularity, in turn,
allows the Platform's payload resources and
physical size to be matched to a specific
mission's requirements without recourse to
new development and qualification work

The modular aooroach also ensures an
adequate design margin for each mission.
An implied drawback in terms of slightly
increased mass and power consumption,

because the overall design is not re-
optimised for each particular mission, is

largely compensated for by the flexibility
of response to each particular mission,
which results in shortened develooment
times and reduced hardware costs. The
greater mounting area offered for payload
instruments is also a quantifiable benefit

The modular aoproach has also been
designed-in at both subsystem and unit
level, so that so that a range of perform-
ances can be achieved by modifying the
number of components rather than changing
the basic design.

The propulsion and attitude control
subsystem's modularity is driven by the
size of the payload The number of reaction
wheels to be flown can be varied as a
function of altitude and soacecraft mass
properties. The mass of hydrazine is also
adaptable through the use of two or four
tanks and by varying the fill ratios The
reference attitude measurement system
uses star sensors, but if a reduced attitude
measurement accuracy is adequate for a
specific payload complement a system
relying on Earth and Sun sensors only can
be flown.

The power subsystem's solar array is

designed for the full range of payload power
requirements, allowing for growth in discrete
steps of two panels (minimum configuration
8 panels; largest configuration 16), to suit the
particular payload configuration. The number
of batteries and the associated electronics
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can also be varied from mission to mission
(from 4 to 8), and the number and type of
power outlets available to the payloads can
be changed

In the payload data-management and
communications domain, the number of
data-acquisition channels, time/frequency
distribution interfaces. tape recorders, and
Ka- and X-band downlink channels are all

variable within set limits.

The thermal-control subsystem is designed
to cope with the full range of orbits, but can

also be trimmed for each oarticular mission

PANOAD CINffi
(pLC)

FCt(XB
aorln ann Y

Figure 10 shows the most demanding
configuration corresponding to the present
concept for the POEM-1 mission

Operations concept
The operations concept for Polar Platform
missions is broadly similar to that for ERS-1

and 2, with the addition of the Data-Relay
Satellite (DRS) capability primarily for payload
data acquisition, but also for telecommand-
ing in specific cases, using Ka- or S-band
links.

The Polar Platform will be monitored in real-

time within the constraints of visibility through
the S-band direct-to-ground link and the DRS

Ka-band link whenever the DRS system is

used. The S-band link via DRS will also be

used, During nominal operations, the Polar
Platform will autonomously execute a Master
Time Line (MTL) uplinked from the ground
approximately once every 24 h, to provide
the necessary instrument mode transitions.
Orbit maintenance manoeuvres will be
initiated from the ground and carried out
autonomously.

The Polar Platform ground segment for
command and control is derived directly
from that used for ERS, and maximum re-use
will be made of the hardware and software
developed for ERS-1 and 2 and the exper-
ience gained with it. The Kiruna (Salmijaervi)

S band ground station in Sweden, elements
of the Mission Management and Control
Centre (MMCC) at ESOC in Darmstadt (D),

and other established interfaces will all be
ra-r raan

/l5 Flnnc

P ILOIOC nEEF

aors InBAY

Figure 10. Current POEM-I
concept based on the
Polar Platform

Figure 11. Comparison of
Ariane-4 and Ariane-S
launch capacities for Polar
Platforms
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Launcher interface
The Polar Platform is primarily designed
for launch as an Ariane-S vehicle's sole
passenger However, its modularity offers
configurations compatible with a dual launch
as the upper passenger on Ariane-S, or with
an Ariane-4 launch (Fig 11)

The Platform interfaces with the launcher via
a Launch Vehicle Adaptor (LVA, 2624 mm
diameter), The Platform will be bolted to the
upper flange of the LVA, which will have a
linear charged cord or Marmon clamp-band
release device (the final choice will be made
later this year), with springs to induce the
necessary separation force.

Development and verification
The Polar Platform Programme includes all
the development, assembly and test activities
necessary to deliver a fully-qualified Platform
and payload ready for launch lt also
includes a number of features intended to
reduce the risks and costs of the develoo-
ment effort:

- The Service and Payload Modules are
being developed, integrated and tested
in parallel, thanks to their physical and
functional decoupling

- In view of the re-use of Spot-4
developments in the Service Module,
several electrical units are already flight-
qualified or need only limited modification.
This has allowed the Service Module's
development to be based on a 'proto-

flight-model' philosophy.

The Polar Platform's overall oualification and
acceotance is based on three models: two
development models, namely a Structural
and an Engineering Model, and the Flight
Model.

Industrial organisation
The Platform is under development by a
consortium of European industrial companies
(Fig 12), led by British Aerospace (UK) as
Prime Contractor, with major delegation of
development responsibility to Dornier (D)

for the Payload Equipment Bay (circa 390/o

of the work) and Matra (F) for the Service
Module (circa 350/o). Some 46 malor
companies are currently actively working on
the Polar Platform development programme,
corresponding to a work force of about 800.

Current status
The Polar Platform's main development
phase (Phase C/D) has been under way,

based on a launch date of October 1997
for the last two years. The Platform has
therefore already reached an advanced
stage of development, which remains
compatible with the revised POEN/-I launch
date of mid-l998 In particular, the Agency's
requirements have been finalised and the
top-level industrial requirements derived from
them have been defined and aooroved,
All lower-level specifications have also been
issued A number of Preliminary Design
Reviews (PDRs) have been held in

preparation for the System Preliminary
Design Review foreseen for October.

Figure 12. Industrial
organisation for Polar
Platform development
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Figure 13 a-c. Three
different Polar Platform

configuration models
(a) 5 sections
(b) 3 sections
(c) 2 sections

n r,,il ^^^r^ ^^^ri^,,.^*'^n model has beenn tu|-.udru uur ilrguroLtu

manufactured for harness routing, handling
nr:r:licc eq rnrell as navload-accommodation
activities lt s also modular and can be used
for smaller versions of the Platform
(Figs 13 a c) A radio-frequency (RF) model

of the complete Polar Platform is currently in
final assembly and will be used in the
nnminn rrrooLuc {nr 2nlonn2o nnr ,nlinn f:ctnrvv,,,,,,v
measurements

Because of the solar array's complex
monhen cal elocinn 2 f rnoAhnrrd arnnrr rvur ror I uur uuJrVr r. u UlEouUvqlu uluV-

ramme has been started to test its Primary
Deployment Mechanism (PDM) A one{hird
scale model of the complete array has also

been manufactured to establish confidence
in the secondary deployment system and
to test the zero-gravity device concept
(Fis 14)

Sections of the Platform's central cylindrical
structure have been manufactured (Fig 15)

to verify the production process This was
r:onsidcrcd neccssarv in view of the stze and
complexity of the Payload Module structure,
The Payload Module panels have also been
manufactured to verify thermal-doubler
characteristics, including the bonding
process. and to check RF shielding
effectiveness The critical attachment joint

between the Service and Payload Modules

I

JO

(b) (c)
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has heen srrr:cessfr rllv tested Manufacture
of the Service Module Structural Model has

started

The desinn of the hreadboard unit for the
High Speed Multiplexer is at an advanced
stage and the critical high-speed areas are
nr rrranllrr hoinn iocioal rL^ -^^ l+^ ^{ +L^^^uurrurruy uvil rV LUTLUU I IIU IU.Ult> Ul Ll IUJU

tests will be incorporated into the final design
for the engineering model, manufacture of
which is imminent

In nrdor tn .nntr rnrilh tlg different utilisatiOnLv vvvv vvrLr I L

r:vr:les of Snot-4 lhrr rsters on the Polar
Platform. a delta-qualification programme
has been initiated, A first test phase involving
cnaracterisalion al 22 bar pressure has

already been completed without major
problem, Manufacture of the flight tanks has

started and procurement of long-lead-time
flight thruster items is also in process.

A breadboard of the X-band antenna has

been manufactured and tested (Fig 16)

to verify its complex radio-frequency pattern,

Because of the complex packaging of
electronics in the Polar Platform, detailed
harness routing has been defined using
a Service Module mock-up (Fig 17)

Breadboarding of the Payload Power
Distribution Unit (PPDU) has also been
carried out

Components have been ordered for the
Rorvine l\,4ndrrlo onr rinrylgpl itemS and
procurement activrties are in progress for
the Payload Module Equipment.

Figure 14. One-third scale model of the solar-array

The status of the Mechanical Ground-
Support Equipment (N/GSE) is generally
well advanced, since it will be required for
handling the protoflight Service Module and
the Platform's Structural Model, Several
Critical Design Reviews have already been
held and some items have been released
for manutacture

Given the existing funding limitations,
activities throughout the remainder of
1992 will focus on the Structural Model

Figure 15. Section of the
Polar Platform's central
cylindrical structure

Figure 16. Breadboard
model of the X-band
antenna feed for Polar
Platform
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Figure 17. Mock-up of the
Service Module, used tor
harness routing

Figure 18. One possible
Polar Platform config-
uration including ASAR
and ASCAT instruments

?R

(manufacture of structure and MGSE) and
the flight-model equipment for the Service
Module (finalisation of detailed design and
start of manufacture of electronic circuitry)
The detailed design of the Payload Module
equipment will also be finalised in order
to initiate engineering-model manufacture.

Payload-related activities
Several payload complements have been
studied since '1990 and their feasibilitv

assessed One such configuration (Fig. 18)

includes an Advanced Synthetic-Aperture
Radar (ASAR) and Advanced Scatterometer
(ASCAT), while another includes ERS{ype
Active Microwave Instrumentation (AMl)
Currently, a configuration including the
Microwave lmaging Radiometer (MIMR) is

also under assessment.

A Payload Accommodation Handbook
has been issued to provide complete
interface information to the instrument
developers. Considerable effort has been
devoted to refining the induced mechanical
and electrical environments for payloads,
Substantial improvements have been
achieved compared with the original
^^^^;{;^^+i^^^JPgUIrUaUUr tJ.

Conclusions
The ESA Polar Platform requirements and
design have converged towards a baseline
that represents the outcome of experience
acquired throughout Europe in terms of the
satellite buses to be used in the future for
Earth-observation missions. lts modular
design offers ample payload resources for
a wide range of Earth-observation missrons
and can constitute the infrastructural back-
bone for Europe's future Earth-observation
activities, thereby allowing future efforts to
focus on the development of payloads rather
than on satellite-bus upgrades or redesign.

The re-use of Spot-4 design and equipment
elements for the Service Module and the
ERS design approach for the Payload
Module has ensured a cost-efficient and
minimum-risk development approach
Given the Programme's already well-
advanced development status and the good
results obtained to date with breadboard-
model and developmental testing, there is

every confidence that the 1998 launch date,
compatible with the POEN/-1 mission, can be
met within the financial envelooe foreseen. G
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A New Generation of Astronauts in Space
The Astronaut Selection Process

A. Ripoll & F. Rossitto
European Astronauts Centre (EAC), Cologne, Germany

lntroduction
The European Astronauts Selection Board
(EASB) met for the first time in June 1989.

Its main responsibilities and tasks, as laid
down in its Terms of Reference, are to advise
the ESA Director General on all matters
concerning astronaut selection. The
EASB supervised the overall planning and
orocedures for the oresent selection and
recruitment of astronauts, initiating the
Announcement of Opportunity, recommend-
ing the selection criteria for the Director
General's approval, and finally proposing a
list of suitable European Candidate Astronaut
applicants to him.

ESA's Council approved the setting-up of a single European
Astronauts Corps in June 1989 and as a result the Agency
initiated a selection campaign for European Candidate Astronauts.
Considerable experience has been gained in the process of this
campaign and many lessons have been learnt which will be of
great value for future similar selection exercises.

An Evaluation and Interviewing Committee
(EVINCO) was then set up by the EASB
to conduct and assess the professional
interviews The European Astronaut Medical
and Psychological Advisory Group (EAMPAG)
was to advise ESA on medical and psycho-

logical matters related to the selection
process. This group is made up of thirteen
specialists in medicine and psychology,
appointed by the Member-State Delegations.

EVINCO also appointed three working
groups - medical, psychological and
'professional' - to develop the selection
criteria. The latter were then reviewed,
together with the Announcement of
Opportunity, by the Ariane and Columbus
Programme Boards, and approved by
ESA's Director General

The pre-selection process
The selection process started officially on

1 June 1990 with a letter being sent by
ESA's Director General, inviting each of the
13 Member States and Canada to initiate a
pre-selection campaign. In the Announce-
ment of Opportunity, ESA strongly recom-
mended to the Member States that they
should use the ESA selection criteria
(Table 1).

Although ESA was not itself participating in
the pre-selection process, EAC was on call
to assist the Member States during this
phase lypical requests for assistance
involved detailed interpretation of the ESA

selection criteria and provision of information
on the availability of special medical facilities,
such as the centrifuge or the lower-body
negative-pressure device, required to perform
the soace-soecific medical tests.

5494 valid applications were received by
the 13 Member States (Canada did not
participate in this selection process),
reflecting the strong interest on the part of
young Europeans in ESA's manned space
programmes. 120/o ol these European
Candidate Astronaut applicants were women.
23o/o were pilots, and the remaining 77o/o

were scientists, medical doctors or engineers.

By 30 April 1991, this number had been
distilled to the sixty applicants who were
presented to ESA They included five
applicants each from Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, ltaly, The Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland,
four from lreland and three each from
Denmark and the United Kingdom Shortly
thereafter, one of the UK applicants withdrew
and so the final number entering the ESA

selection process was fifty-nine.

A questionnaire was sent to each Delegation
for two purposes: to collect basic statistics
on the pre-selection and to gather comments
and recommendations in order to improve
future selection orocedures.
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The ESA selection process
The first part of the ESA selection process
was divided into two phases:

A first phase, from 5 June to 20 July
dedicated to psychological assessment
and professional evaluation of the
applicants. They were called, in three
groups, for the psychological tests at DLR
in Hamburg (D) and for the professionali
psychological interviews at EAC in

Cologne
A second phase, in September and early
October 1991, dedicated to general and
to soace-soecific medical evaluations.

DLR, Cologne (D), for the candidates
from Austria, Belgium, Germany and
The Netherlands
N/EDES Toulouse. for the candidates from
France, ltaly, Spain and Switzerland, using
the CNEN/PN facilities in Paris.

This geographrcal splrt allowed a good
balance to be struck in terms of the number
of applicants processed at each location,
containment of travel costs, and good
harmonisatron of results

For the space-specific medical evaluation,
all applicants visited DLR in Cologne. The
tests performed there included: centrifuge,
lowe r-body negative-pressu re an d vesti bu lar-

system investigations, and altitude-chamber
exnosr rre The henefits of the centralised
solution in this case included well-established
investigation protocols. integrated medical
support, and proximity to EAC

The general medical evaluation was
performed by:

- DAMEC, Copenhagen (DK), for the
candidates from Denmark, lreland,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom

Table 1. Summary of selection criteria

General reouirements
Applicants may be male or female, They must be nationals of an ESA Member State or of an ESA

Associate State involved in an ESA manned space programme For the present selection, the preferred
age range is 27 to 37 Applicants must be between 153 to 190cm tall. They should speak and read

English Applicants must possess a University Degree (or equivalent) in the Natural Sciences,
Engineering, or Medicine, and preferably have at least three years post-graduate related professional
experience (for Laboratory Specialist), or possess a test-, military- or commercial-pilot's licence and
have at least three years of professional experience (for Spaceplane Specialist)

Medical reouirements
Compliance with medical criteria is mandatory, Applicants should have a satisfactory medical history

and be in a sound state of health, have a normal weight, and be of normal psychiatric disposition A

severe history of.motion- or air-sickness may result in disqualification,

Abnormally high dosages of any medication may be considered a disqualifying factor,

Applicants must be prepared to provide a full family and personal hisiory and permit the collection of
further information if deemed necessary by the examining medical body, They must also be prepared

to participate in extensive medical screenrng, including internal examinations In addition, certain tests

will be performed to evaluate the applicant's bodily system (muscular, cardiovascular and vestibular)
These tests will employ such facilties as: centrifuges, rotating chairs, pressure chambers, and aircraft,

All information provided will be treated as confidential

Psychological req uirements
The objective of the psychological tests is to ensure that the Candidate Astronaut will be able to cope
with the expected occupational demands (which they may not have faced previously in their careers)

in an efficient and reliable manner Their activities, during the extensive training phase and durng
spaceflight, will have to be conducted under a certain degree of stress and in co-operation with other
crew members (male and female)

General characteristics expected of the applicant include good reasontng capability and memory, good

concentration, and good aptitude for spatial orientation and manual dexterrty The applicant's
personality should be characterised by high motivation, good flexibility, gregariousness, empathy with

fellow workers, low level of or disposition towards aggressiveness, and sound emotional stability

Professional reouirements
The applicant's scientific and technical background and ability will be scrutinised by the ESA Evaluation

and Interview Committee, The Candidate Astronaut must be well versed in the scientific disciplines and
have demonstrated superior capability in applicable fields, preferably including operational skills
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N/ARITAL STATUS Single

EXPERIENCE Since 1978, Mr Cheli has been with the ltalian Air Force
where he is currently a professonal military test pilot,

carrying out operational evaluation of new aircraft and
equipment

NAN/E

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

HOBBIES

NAIVE

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

IVABITAL STATUS

EXPERI ENCE

HOBBIES

NAIVE

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

IV1ARITAL STATUS

EXPERIENCE

Mr Maurizio CHELI

4 May 1959 in Modena, ltaly

Studied physics at the University of Rome (La Sapienza)

Graduated from the Empire Test Pilots' School in the
United Kingdom in 19BB

Mr Cheli has /ogged more than 2200 flying hours, mostly
on jet aircraft

Sports, travel and cycling

Mr Jean-Franqois CLERVOY

19 Novembe' 1958 in Longevrlle Les Metz. France

Engineering degrees:'lng6nieur Polytechnicien' (Ecole

Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France),'lngdnieur
A6ronautique' (ENSAE) and 'lng6nieur Navigant d'Essai'
(EPNER)

Married

Mr Clervoy joined the French Space Agency (CNES) in

1983 as a Systems Engineer In 1985, he was appointed
as an astronaut by CNES He is currently Head of the
Parabolic Flights Programme at the 'Centre d'Essais en

Vol'

Sports, travel, diving, parachuting and flying

Mr Pedro DUQUE

14 March 1963 in Madrid, Spain

Degree in Aeronautical Engineering from Madrid
Polytechnic U niversity

Married, one child

lVr Duque is currently employed as a Software Engineer
with 'Grupo de Mecanica de Vuelo' (GMV) at ESA's

European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt,
Germany, in charge of orbit determination for Earth-orbiting
satellites; he is a member of the flight-dynamjcs team

Diving, cycling and reading

-z -I
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NAIVE

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

MARITAL STATUS

EXPERIENCE

HOBBIES

NAl\/E

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

IVARITAL STATUS

EXPERIENCE

HOBBIES

NAIVE

DATE & PLACE OF

BIRTH

EDUCATION

IVABITAL STATUS

EXPERIENCE

Mr. Christer FUGLESANG

1B March 1957 in Nacka, Sweden

Has a I\,4asters in Physics, Mathematics and Engineering

from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm
and a Doctorate in Experimental Particle Physics from
Stockholm University

Married, two children

Mr Fuglesang worked as graduate student in Experimental
Partice Physics at Stockholm University In 1988, he loined
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) in

Geneva, Switzerland, where he worked until 1990 as a
prolect eader on the particle sub-detector of the CPLEAR

experiment He is curently a Research Assistant at the
'Manne Siegbahn Institutet' in Stockholm, Sweden

Sports, sailing, skiing, travel and reading

Ms Maranne IVERCHEZ

25 October 1960 in Uccle. Belgium

Doctor of Medic ne from the Catholic University of Louva n,

Belg um. ard has also laken specialised courses in

aeronautical, aerospace and industrial medicine Has a

Belgian Alr Transport Pilot Licence from lhe Civil Aviatron

School in Belgium

Single

Ms Merchez has been a Genera Practitioner since 1985 In

parallel, she has co-pioted Falcon 20s and Boeing 737s

She has also worked as a consu tant for the European
Aviation Training Center (EATC)

Ms Merchez has logged more than 1200 fly ng hours
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Mr Thomas REITER

23 May 1958 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany

IVlasters Degree in Aerospace Technology (Dipl, Ing ) from

the Armed Forces University in Munich He has undergone
tesf prlot training at the German Military Flight Test Centre in

Manching, Germany

IVarried, one ch ld

Mr Reiter trarned as a military jet pilot with the US and
German Airforces He s currently at the Empire Test P lots'

School in the United Kingdom

Mr Feiter has logged more than 1300 fly ng hours as an

operational military jet pilot

Sports, paying the guitar and cooking

v9fr

HOBBIES
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In the second part of the ESA selection
process, the EASB drew up a list of twenty-
five applicants for the final interviews, which
took place in February and April 1992.

The evaluation
The professional evaluation provided the
means for ranking all fifty-nine applicants
based on the Interview Evaluation Form

by scoring the ESA Professional Criteria,
applying the weightings according to
applicant category (Laboratory or
Spaceplane Specialist), and taking into

account the expert advice. The psycho-

logical assessment provided additional input
for assessing an applicant's suitability

The mandatory compliance with the ESA

medical criteria, assessed during the medical
evaluation, reduced the original list of fifty-
nine applicants to thirty-two: twenty-seven
men and five women,

EVINCO was responsible for the final
evaluation, integrating the results from
the individual evaluations - orofessional
interviews, psychological interviews and tests,

and medical tests - and this was completed
on 15 November 1991

From the list of thirty{wo applicants
meetrng the ESA medical criteria, the
EASB pre-selected twenty-five for the final
interview. Aspects taken into consideration
here included professional suitability and
trainability, age and career prognosis, and
a fair distribution among Member-State
nationals.

The results
The end result of this whole process
has been the selection of six European
Candidate Astronauts, five of whom are

currently having an introductory two months
of training at EAC. In August, two of them
will be joining the First International Cadre of
Astronauts for the International Space Station
'Freedom' and will subsequently undergo
the requisite Mission Specialist training for
Shuttle missions at Johnson Space Center
(JSC) in Houston. The other four Candidate
Astronauts will follow one year of classical
basic training at EAC in 1993. Thereafter,
they will be assigned to future missions such
as the Columbus Precursor Flights or
oossible Eurooean MIR missions.

The ESA selection campaign has resulted
in a 'European Procedure' for selecting
Candidate Astronauts This procedure has
turned out to be thorough but somewhat
protracted for several reasons, the two most

important being that it represents a first

attempt to create a European approach,
and the comolex nature of the environment
in which ESA has to operate. ESA had run

an earlier selection process in 1977 for the
Spacelab Payload Specialists, but that
selection was for a unique purpose and was

based on NASA selection criteria At that
time ESA had no intention of repeating the
procedure on a regular basis. With some
improvements here and there, the newly

established procedure should be valid for
many years to come.

Another important aspect to be considered
is that the new selection was not for Payload

Specialists only, but for candidates aspiring
to be career astronauts. In other words, the
previous selection process concentrated on

the candidate's scientific background, while
the new orocedure is much broader since it
must take into account scientific, piloting and
operations skills. A further complicating
factor is that the selection criteria must be
acceptable for manned US and CIS space
missions, as well as European. The result
is a very stringent set of requirements,
especially in terms of anthropometric
oaramelers

As noted earlier, the European Astronauts
Policy respects the wish of the Member
States to participate in the selection process
by performing a pre-selection in each
country Each Member State was free to
conduct its ore-selection in accordance with

its own criteria, although the Announcement
of Opportunity strongly recommended use

of the 'ESA Criteria'. In the event, this pre-

selection process took one year (June 1990
to May 1991) Four countries - Austria,
France, Germany and the UK - decided not

to conduct a special pre-selection exercise,
but rather to put forward candidates who
had been identified in previous national

selection processes.

Table 2 shows some statistrcs comptled from

the responses by the Member States to a
questionnaire. The first striking fact is the
number of young European professionals
interested in space research, with some
23 000 applications being received. This
figure includes the Austrian selection in 1988,

the German selection in 1986, the selections
in France in 1985 and 1990 (not the one in
1980) and the 1989 UK selection, Even the
5494 valid applications after the firt screening
is large as compared with the total of 2054
received by NASA for its last selection of
19 astronaut candidates. The distribution
between male and female aoolicants varies
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Table 2. Best estimates of applicant preselection

Member State

Preselection in

A

1 988

NLRLDKCH D

I YOO

F

84/85 89/90

UK

1989 Total

Number of Applicants
Annlinehlo Filoc

Females

Pilots

526 447 3800

323 117 .1 
799

27 5 350

65 29 13

700 1 1 00 297 406

658 715 157 330

7679435
124 570 157 106

700 180 400 600

352 49 240 294

56 10 17

46 107

13000 22636

150 5494

686

1258

230
220

20

1

250

90

7

40

Remaining after
Eval of Prof + Med Files

Final Interviews

150 161 110

10 15 18

35 1692

4 116

1 10 101

57
39

I
J1 |

IJ 3

z4z

10

250
4

22

B

90

5

49

5

Remaining Applicants

Females

Pilots

5

2

0

7

1

2

5

0

1

IJ

6

2

3

1

2

10

0

4

4

1

2

5

1

1

5

1

1

B

1

3

11

1

1

20

1

14

10

0

5

106

16

38

Proposed Applicants

Females

Pilots

5

2

0

5

1

1

5

0

1

q

0

2

3

1

2

5

0

1

5

1

3

5

0

1

4

1

2

5

1

1

5

1

1

5

1

1

3

1

1

60

10

17

from country to country, with Swiss females
accounting for 4o/0, and German females
190/o (between 10 and 150/o in the USA) On
average, howeve[ the figure is around 130/0.

Table 3 shows the breakdown of the 60
applicants by profession.

Lessons learnt and possible future
improvements
In the questionnaire circulated to the
Member States, the last two questions were:

- What experience gained during the pre-

selection process could be applied in

future astronaut selection processes?

- What further suggestions do you have?

The number and variety of responses do
not permit a full analysis here, but we can
highlight some conclusions drawn from the
most relevant ones for future ESA selection
orocedures. under the three classical
headings of medical, psychological and
orofessional:

Medical
There is a general feeling that the anthrop-
ometric parameters (mainly imposed for the
Hermes seating/environment) are currently
too stringent, as they have excluded some
professronally good candidates.

Ophthalmology has also been considered
very severely by Member States, some of
whom have suggested including visual-acuity
questions in the medical questionnaire to
save time during the pre-selection process.

Table 3. National applicants grouped by discipline

Pilots Engin Phys Info/El Med /Bio Others M/FCountry

Austria

Belgium

Denmark

France

Germany

lreland

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

0

1

2

3

2

2

1

1

'1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

2

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

2

1

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

0
,1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

a1

01
00
01
00
o2
02
02
02
01
20
00
00

3t2

4t I

2t1

4t1

5/0

311

5/0

4t1

4t1

5/0

5/0

1t1

Total 1218 11

Total number of applicants: 59 (49 male & 1O female)

An imoortant recommendation is that
medical tests requiring ionising radiation
and/or invasive procedures should not be
repeated during the ESA selection if they
have already been performed during the
Member State's pre-selection processing.
To save time and avoid unnecessary tests
for candidates, it is suggested also that
the selection process start with the most
demanding test, namely the 'Coriolis stress
test'. Other Member States have suggested
starting with an initial medical test such as

that for a orivate oilot's licence,
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Psychological
Some Member States have suggested that
the standard tests used for the ESA selection
process should be made available for their
pre-selection process, with the individual
countries free to decide on whether or not to
use them.

Special psychological tests were used by
some Member States which oroved to be
very effective, As some psychological tests
are on the boundaries of psychiatry, it is
also recommended that psychiatrists and
pschologists be included on the same board.

Professional
In most non-English-mother-tongue countries,
the applicant's command of English was
tested, but these tests were not highly
discriminatory. Some Member States have
suggested a clear distribution in the type of
candidates sought, in terms of, for example,
educational background, experience and,
if oossible. distribution foreseen in the
European Astronaut Corps,

It is strongly suggested that experienced
astronauts be included in the selection
ooaros.

Some of the suggestions and recom-
mendations were of a general nature, such
as that more time be allowed for the pre-
selection and if at all possible the tests
should be of a 'go/no go' nature, in order to
avoid further ouestions. A clear distinction
between mandatory and optional tests for the
pre-selection process was also suggested

In the orrginal Announcement of Opportunity,
the Agency strongly recommended use
of the ESA Selection Criteria for the ore-
selection process, although each Member
State was free to use its own procedures
and criteria The non-adherence to the ESA

Criteria by a number of Member States,
some of whom made no pre-selection at all,
is probably one of the prime reasons for the
high percentage of medical rejections (460/o)

among the fifty nine 'pre-selected' applicants,
reported by the EAMPAG to EVINCO.

The present selection process (preparation,
pre-selection by Member States and ESA

selection) has also proved too time-consum-
ing, taking in the order of three years from
start to finish By comparison, NASDA's and
NASA's last astronaut selection orocesses
each took about eight months.

For future selections, the preparatory process
will not be reouired or can be reduced to a

minimum, i.e. a few weeks instead of a yeaq

but even two years is a long time to ask
applicants to wait for an answer. lmprove-
ments to reduce the combined oeriod of
pre-selection and selection could focus on
combined or overlapping medical pre-

selection and selectron, with possibly just
one psychological assessment and two
professional interviews (one national and one
by ESA) Success in this respect would
depend on greater overall transparency and
better coordination in the selection orocess
between the Member States and ESA, as

some overlapping of activities would be
required, ldeally, the combined pre-selection
and selection process should not take longer
than one year.

Conclusion
With the selection of six European Candidate
Astronauts, the Agency has given credance
to the dreams of thousands of young
Europeans who are interested in participating
in manned space flight. In a joint Europe-
wide endeavour, groups of professionals in

medicine, psychology, engineering, space
sciences and other disciplines have striven
to compile a considered set of criteria, tests
and questionnaires based upon many years
of professional experience, in order to ensure
the selection of the best European Candidate
Astronauts.

It is now the Eurooean Astronauts Centre's
responsibility to prepare and train the six
European Candidate Astronauts who have
been selected for their future careers,
working together with the space scientists
and engineers to maximise the return
from the European space research and
develooment and ooerations activities of
romorrow. G
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We are one of the European Space Test

Centres coordinated by the European Space

Agency (ESA) We have contributed to the

operational success of all national and many

internationa space projects We conduct

environmental and structural tests in the

2arnenr.a fialrl nn

. Systems or subsystems

. Components and materials

We perform technical analysis and tests for

. Aerospace industry

. Government and

. International organizations

Our test services cover
o Qnana Qimrrlatinn

. Thermal Vacuum

. Vibration, Shock

. Acoustic Noise

. Modal Survey

. Electromagnetic Compatlbility

. Magnetic Fields

. Quality Assurance and Calibration

Please direct your inquiries to:

IABG

I ndustrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH,

EinsteinstraBe 20, D-8O1 2 Ottobrunn

Phone: (89) 6088-2621

Telefax:(89) 6088-3903 <
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Suction-Gup Shoes for Astronauts
A New Method of Foot Restraint

M. Didier & C. Jones
ESA Directorate for Space Station and Microgravity, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

J. van der Hoek & W. van Hoogstraten
ESA Technical Directorate. ESTEC. Noordwiik. The Netherlands
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for astronauts to use when performing tasks
within a space vehicle has been underway,
essentially without interruption, since space
vehicles became large enough to give an
astronaut room to 'float' awav from the iob at

hand

For extra-vehicular activities (EVA), the nature
of the astronaut's EVA suit, the precise
tasks to be performed, and the grave
consequences if the astronaut became
detached accidently, have resulted in the

The search for the ideal type of foot restraint for astronauts to use
when performing tasks within a space vehicle has been underway
since space vehicles became large enough to give an astronaut
room to 'float' away from the job at hand. Several solutions have
been tried, including clamp-type devices and foot loops at strategic
locations, but each type has drawbacks. ESA has developed an
alternative, a running shoe with suction cups attached to the sole.
It has been tested successfully during parabolic flights and on the
IML-l mission. lt is well suited to short-duration tasks or delicate
tasks during which astronauts must be confident that they will
remain firmly in place. When an improved type of suction cup has
been found, NASA will test the shoes again on a future Shuttle
flight.

Figure 1. The shoe used
on Skylab missions, with a

triangular cleat that fits
into an open-grid floor

48

development of clamp{ype devices to attach
the astronaut very securely to the exterior of
the spacecraft A similar approach was used
for intra-vehicular activities in the Skylab
programme: crew members wore special
shoes with a triangular, metal cleat on each
sole, and the cleats fitted into an open-grid
floor which was used throughout the vehicle
(Fig. 1). Even though the shoes could be
used anywhere on the floor, there were many
situations where either the astronaut's
preferred orientation or the short time spent
at one location made a rigid fixation
unsuitable In addition, the metal cleats could
inadvertently cause damage to equipment

For Space Shuttle and Spacelab missions,
the standard aooroach to foot restraints has
been to place foot loops (which are similar to
those used on surfboards) on the floor at all
locations most frequently used on a specific
mission (Fig 2). The crew is not required to
wear any special footwear. This approach
has worked reasonably well given the
confined space of the Shuttle's mid- and aft-
flight decks. However, it is evident from video
recordings that the location of foot loops is
never ideal because of the differences in the
crew members' height and reach. As a
result, the crew members tend to use any
convenient object to restrain themselves
while performing tasks. They grasp the object
or hook themselves onto it using any part of
the body that is not required for the task.
such as a toe, an elbow or a knee, and
appear to be able to do so without mental
distraction from the task

The same approach is taken further in the
Commonwealth of Independent States' Mir
Space Station, where very few foot restraints
are provided. Instead. the crew uses
anything available as a body restraint,
Although this approach works well in the Mir
station, it requires having equipment on
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Figure 2. Ronald Grabe,
commander of the IML-1
mission, working with his
teet in foot looos

Figure 3. A crew member
wearing a prototype of the
suction-cup shoe hangs
from the ceiling of an
aircraft during a parabolic
f light

board that is very heavy and can resist the
force that a body can exert and a flexible
approach to the locat on of payload
equipment The consequence rs the
accessib e but c uttered nterior of the Mir
station

For the internationa Space Station Freedom,
it is envrsaged that each of the aboratory
modu es on board will be simiiar rn size and
positioning to those rn the Spacelab, with a
'elatrve y spacrous cent'al aisle lrred o1 bolh
sides with f at f ronted racks of experiment
equipment To a low raord eg'ess in the case
of an emergency, and the removal of large
oojects such as a 'ack lie cent'al aisle
cannot contarn a lot of equipment, which
would otherwise be conventent lor the crew

Io use as restraints However. loot loops are
a so not suitable for all crew members and
for al work locatrons, especially short
duratron work locations Therefore. the search
for the optimal type o1 restraint continues

During ESA's parabo rc flight test programme,
conducted in October 1990 using a Caravelle
aircraft belonging to the French national
space agency CNES a similar problem
arose The merrbers ol the support team on
board the flights had srmrlar requirements for
foot restraints: the team members must be
'fixed' during the flight s 20 seconds ol zero
gravrty In oroer to recoro evenls on
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SOLE

TWO LAYERS OF ETHYLENE
YL ACETATE FOAM

AIR SUCTION CUP

_{NATURAL BUBBEB)

Space Shuttle requirements were performed
in ESTEC's Materials and Processes
Laboratory, and all manufacturing was done
in the Testing Division's workshops except for
the stitching operatrons - a specialty of the
local surf shop. As a result of the great effort
made by all involved, the shoes were
delivered to JSC in Houston in October 1991

as scheduled, and were stored in ESA
astronaut Ulf Merboid's locker on board the
spacecraft in preparation for the mission,

Off-the-shelf running shoes were selected
based on their materials content and
construction The profile on the sole was
scoured off and two layers of ethylene vinyl
acetate foam material were glued in its place
Twenty-four natural rubber suction cups,
each of which had been tested to hold
1 5 kg, were arranged uniformly over the sole
and glued in place (Fig a)

During the IML-1 flight, both ESA astronaut
Ulf Merbold and NASA astronaut Steve
Oswald (who has approximately the same
size feet as Merbold) tested the shoes by
performing several kinds of tasks at various
locations The shoes worked equally well on
the floor, the walls and the front of the racks
The astronauts found it easy to 'attach'

themselves to a surface from a free-floatrng
position, and to free themselves again by
rolling the foot forward or sideways. They
were also able to 'walk' down the aisle of the
Spacelab, although this is not desirable
because of the microgravity disturbances that
rt creates.

For short tasks or for delicate two-handed
tasks, the astronauts felt that they could rely
on the shoes to keep them securely in place.
However, for prolonged work at one location,
the shoes are not ideal because they
eventually become detached as each suction
cup allows a very small amount of air
leakage. However, the results from the initial
flight test were sufficiently good and, when a
suction cup with an improved surface has
been found, NASA will test the shoes again
on a future Shuttle flight.

Acknowledgement
The authors would like to thank Dwight Blair
and Monica Hughes at the JSC Astronaut
Office for their efforts in arranging the
stowage of the suction-cup shoes in the
Space Shuttle. G

Figure 4. The running shoe
with the suction-cup sole,
tested on the IML-I
mission, and its
construction

videotape or to make notes, but must be
able to free themselves rapidly before the 2-g
recovery period As a solution, 'Spiderman'
shoes - shoes wrth many small suction
ar rnq nn tho cnloc \^/ara errnnoetori lt

would only be necessary for a few of the
suction cups to stick to a smooth surface
with suffrcient force to hold a 'weightless'

oerson in olace Such shoes were
constructed and tested during the parabolic
flrghts. The interior of the Caravelle proved to
be ideal: the shoes readily gripped and
remained attached to the smooth. oadded
walls and ceiling (Fig 3) But, could the
same shoes work in a spacecraft, with
different floor, ceiling and equipment
surfaces, and while astronauts perform actual
tasks?

In August '1991 , the ESA team presented its

design and the results from the parabolic
flights at a Crew Station Review meeting at
which the astronaut activities for the Space
Station Freedom were being planned. The
NASA astronauts were interested
immediately, and the Johnson Space Center
(JSC) Astronaut Office, the office in charge of
crew activities, requested that the shoes be
tested on board the lnternational Microgravity
Laboratory (lML-1)/Space Shuttle Discovery
(STS 42) mission (which occurred in January
1992). To do so, ESA had to provide flight-
qualified shoes within six weeks

To meet such a tight deadline, the shoes had
to be prepared within ESTEC The selection
of materials and the testino to meet the
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The ESA Packet Utilisation Standard
A Validation Prototype

J.-F. Kaufeler
Flight Control Systems Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),

Darmstadt, Germany

Background
The ESA Telemetry and Telecommand
Packet Standards, which are derived from
the Recommendations of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
provide the space-to-ground communication
mechanism that enables an end{o-end
exchange of 'data units' between spacecraft
on-board systems and ground systems.

The Committee for Operations and EGSE- Standardisation has
produced a draft Packet Utilisation Standard which recommends
a practical way of using CCSDS** Telemetry and Telecommand
Packets between on-board applications and ground-control systems.
This document was produced in draft form about a year ago,
and a validation prototype was developed in order to check the
correctness of the standard, its operational suitability and the
feasibility of its implementation.

Role of COES
The Committee for Operations and EGSE

Standardisation (COES) was created in 1987

in order to establish ESA standards that
would lead to the implementation of ground
infrastructure systems that would be usable
during the checkout phase as well as during
the operational phase of a mission. This

represents so-called'vertical commonality'
within a given project

From the knowledge that the architecture
of software systems is closely related to the

data structures they manipulate (in this case
telemetry and telecommand data), COES

decided to start with the definition of stand-

ards governing the use of telemetry and
telecommand packets. Only thereafter could
the generic functions of a common EGSE

and Mission Control System (MCS) be

soecified

In February 1991, the COES issued a draft

version of the Packet Utilisation Standard
(PUS), which was widely distributed to the
ESA Directorates and to space industry for
comment. At the same time, the development
of a prototype to validate the technical
soecifications contained in the PUS was
initiated by the COES . The PUS Validation

Prototype (PUSV) was delivered in February
1992 and installed at both ESTEC and
ESOC.

The Packet Utilisation Standard (PUS)
The objectives of the PUS are primarily to

complement the ESA Packet Standards by

defining an application layer using the packet

communication layer. Secondly the PUS

should respond to the known requirements
of current and future ESA missions, whilst
retaining sufficient flexibility so that:

- mission-specific requirements can be
readily accommodated

.Electrical Ground Supporl
Equipment

""Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems

The nature of 'packets' makes it possible

to generate data in a very flexible manner.
A 'packet' is an envelope containing data,
which could be of any structure, generated

asynchronously and exchanged according to

any kind of application protocol. This sudden
increase in flexibility compared to the old
ESA Telemetry and Telecommand Standards
could be used in different ways by different
projects. A consequence of this would be

that there would be very little re-use of on-

board and ground software between
projects. Aside from the cost impacts,
mission-specific implementations carry a
significant risk element.

It is therefore vital that recommendations be
made quickly, at least within the Agency, on

how packets should be used in monitoring
and controling a space segment. This is
necessary to enable on-board and ground

rnfrastructures to be developed and used

systematically by the next generation of ESA

missions. This is the so-called 'horizontal

commonalitv'.
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- it can be extended to 'standardise' new
functionalities, as and when thev become
better defined.

The PUS is composed of two major parts:

Part 1: Operational Requirements

- routine and contingency operations

- traditional (hardware) and process-control
technioues

- definition of generic on-board functions.

Part 2: Packet Content Definitions

- standards for the data field header

- standards for packet 'types' and
'subtypes

- parameter types

- data-field-structure rules

Operational requirements
The PUS defines different classes of missions
(geostationary, low-orbiting and deep-space)
and proposes a common operational
concept that could be equally applied to all
of them. The fact that on-board systems tend
to be largely driven by software reduces
the need for realtime closed-loop control
between space and ground. The nominal
mode of operation should become of a more
offline nature, and this principle could also
be applied to geostationary missions

Whereas in the oast on-board devices were
directly controlled from the ground via an
on-board bus interface, the tendency today is

to have on-board software device controllers
which translate high-level telecommands
received from the ground into the proper
sequence of bus commands to the device.

Because the spaceto-ground CCSDS
communication protocol guarantees reliable
transmission between ground and space, the
on-board applications (which perform device
controller functions, etc.) do not need to
worry about the correctness of the data and
can proceed directly with the execution of
a telecommand. They should inform the
ground (through telemetry reporting packets)
about the correct progress of the execution
(positive-acknowledgement principle) or
about oroblems detected on-board.

For nominal operations, therefore, the data
traffic between ground and space should be
considerably reduced. However, sufficient
link-budget margins should be foreseen in
case of on-board anomalies, to allow more
data to be sampled more frequently. Also,
in the event that an on-board software logic
error is susoected, direct access to the

device data should always be possible for
diagnostic purposes

Following this logic, a number of functional
domains have been identified with specific
operational requirements:

telecommanding, including telecommand
verification
process control and communication
memory loading and dumping
telemetry content and timing information
telemetry generation and transmission
diagnostic mode
master schedule
on-board monitoring
on-board software management
testability.

Packet content definition
In response to the above functional
requirements, a number of packet types
corresponding to the various types of
functions have been defined Within each
type, subtypes have been defined that
specify subfunctions within a particular
function type.

An on-board application could in principle
generate a number of different packet
types/subtypes, and thus a general data-
field header was created for this purpose.

Common data{ield structure and formatting
rules are defined and applied to all packet
types/subtypes. These rules allow for
complex data structures supported by high-
order languages (eg. ADA, etc), but simple
structures such as time-division-multiplexed
(TDM) channels are also covered.

The PUS should be seen as a catalogue
of standard on-board functions and data
structure/formats. This means that a particular
mission would merely take the subset of
functions and structures/formats appropriate
to its requirements.

The PUS validation prototype
The PUS can be viewed as a technical
specification of an on-board/ground data-
exchange interface Thus, an important and
essential task is to check it thoroughly before
formally releasing it. lmmediately after the
release of the present PUS draft version in
February 1991, the COES decided to initiate
a validation exercise in the form of a
validation prototype, known as the 'PUSV'.

Objectives
The PUSV was intended to be a tool for
validating the PUS in order to verify several
asoects:
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n^^^ r+ ^^^kr^ ^"^^tical and reliable- uuE) tL Er rqurE Prqu
anara+inno nf n rnmoto annlinatinn?uPUrauur rJ ur o r Yr rvLv oPPilvquvr il

- ls it easily implementable on-board
es \A/cll as on the oround?

and to

- have an extensible tool which can be
rrsed In exneriment wilh the PUS and
model different on-board architectures

rh^+ +h^ ^aal,a+a .1^('^^A ^r^- ul l5ule Ll ldl LI lu pcrunuts uvilruu dru
logically self-consistent and unambtguous

- use it as a demonstration vehicle for
nrnier:ts and onerations teams,

However, the communication of packets

between space and ground and on-board is

not addressed The former has already been
demonstrated, and for the latter it is assumed
that there will be a proper packet-oriented
on-board communication mechanism

what is the PUSV?
The PUSV can be described functionally
as follows:

It is a simple emulation of a ground
segment and a space segment (Fig 1)

Ground and space communicate via PUS
packets
The qnar:c qcnment .OnSiStS Of a numbef
of on-board applications
On-board application behaviour is
configurable.
The ground segment is controlled by a
script.
Mimic-diagram displays provide visibility
of actions on-board and as reported to
ground via telemetry

Architecture
The PUSV runs on two Sun work stations,

one emulating the space segment, the other
the ground segment (Fig 2). which are
themselves decomposed into a number of
basic elements.

The ground emulation enables the inter-

active generation of telecommand packets

with the 'packet generator' and the

Figure 1. PUS validation
prototype setup

Figure 2. PUSV
architecture

PUSSAT

Satellite

Emulation

PUS TM Packets
Ground

Segment

Emulation
PUS TC Packets

/ta
SUN Workstation S SUN Workstation G
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WHEN TIMER (3OO)
UPDATE ("HouseKeeping',, 0) i
SEND NEW (OUR_APPID, PUS_TM_FLAG, 4, 1)

Rate := TELEMETRY FRAME CYCLET
Status := TIME MANAGEMENT STATUS,.
CUCTime := CURRENT TIME,.

ENDSEND,.
END9{HEN;

WHEN UFDATED (TIME-MANAGEMENT-STATUS)
IF (TII4E_MANAGEMENT_STATUS != OK) THEN

SEN'NEW (OUR_APPID. PUS-TM_FLAG, 2, TI
RID : = 2,.
FailurefD := 1;

ENDSEND,.
ENDIF,

ENDWHEN;

WHEN PACKET (Type =: 2, SubType := 1)
IF ("DIAGrr :: PACKET(ProcessName)) THEN

M002 := ACTTVE;
tr\Th TF .

IF ("TIME" == PACKET(ProcessName)) THEN
M001 := ACTIVET

ENDIF,.
ENDWHEN;

The PUS test satellite PUSSAT
All features of the PUSV were thoroughly
tested However, in order to ensure a realistic
demonstration of its capability a number of
typrcal on-board applications were emulated
to represent typical on-board functions and a
typrcal on-board architecture This particular
satellite model uses all varieties of functions
and packet types/subtypes offered by the
PUS (hence the name 'PUSSAT 

)

The overall architecture of the PUSSAT
is shown in Figure 4; it is composed of:

- a time-management application

- a Data-Hand ing Subsystem (Fig 5)

ab'e to control a number of subsystems
(eg thermal control; Fig 6) This
app ication also holds the Master
Scheduler, which is able to schedule
telecommand packets to itself or to other
applications

- an AOCS inteiiigent application (Fig 7)

- an inteligent 'Payload Z' application
(Fis 8)

The emulated PUSSAT mode can be fully
operated through the emulated ground-
nnnf rnl a\/a+om f)no nr^ nl,,,a',^ nna +l-rafuur rLr vr oyorgrr I vt t9 uo t 4tvv4y- )uv U tdl

the ground perception of the satellite status
nnrran^nnn^ f^ \",L-+ ^ntr r:lly hannonq nn_UUI ls)PUl lu) tU VVI ldl duruqily I rqv|.Ju ro vl I

board. At all stages. there is fur, visibility
via mimic teremetry displays. as well as the
nossibilitv tn insner:t either the telecommand
nr talomatrrr ^nn16.+;^ detail

Conclusions
During the 'ast twelve months, there has
been a marked increase in interest in the
new Packet Utilisation Standard. This may
be linked to the fact that more and more
prolects are corrsidering the use of the
CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand
Standards, and at some stage of the on-

Figure 3. Example of
application emulation
script

Figure 4. The PUSSAT
satellite model

construction of sequences of telecommand
packets (optionally time-tagged) constituting
a tesl scenario which can be automatically
executed through a 'ground scheduler'
To ametrrr iq cont tn tho tolomair\/ nr^.aaa^r"
parameters are extracted and then displayed
by the telemetry display element

The space emulation provides a generai
infrastructure to emulate on-board
applications An'emulation controller'
provides visibility into what actually happens
within the applications:

The PUSV. written in C++. is designed in an
object-oriented manner lt uses a windowing
interface based on XView, DevGuide and
f):te\/rornrc lt ic larnalrr nan{in' 'rrl-.'a rnA inuuruv ruvvo rr ro rurvury uur rrl9ulou E 4l lu lJ

driver by files Two areas provide interesting
ovtoncinn nnqcihilitioe

- Nf orrr nqakol trrnac anal crrhirinoc nan

be easilv introdrrr:cd. This feature will
hp rrqed tn :d:nt the PUSV tO what wi,

be the final standard, and later whenever
new functionalities are introduced in
er rhqc.ir rtrnt rqqr req of the Standafd

- On-ooard applications can be emulated
hri rrqinn a qr-rint tile Which driVeS the
behaviour of the appti6ation. A script
anguage was defined which allows
(Fis 3):

- Flow contro

- Performing of actions (modification of
on-board parameters, generation of
to/omotrv n2akpta rniiih cnoni{rprl rra lr roc

calling of an external function not
cr rnnnrta.l hv tho lq rvgrtsvi ,_ ,*,rguage. eIC,)

- Response to events (expiry of timers.
zrriva af cnanifiad naekat tvnoq/cr rhtrrnoc
, rndetinn nf tho rralrro nf a cnonifio.l
parameter, etc )
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board design consideration must be given
ln iha nnnnanl nf hnrai thorr chnr rld ho rrqorl,vvvL vr

at app ication level. lt is oerhaps betng
ronnnnicod thet the Pl lS ic an:ttomnt tn

provide answers to these questions

In this resneci the PTJSV is a useful tooi
which cou d help in the process ot
introducing the Packet Uti isation Standard
In several ways:

- familiarisation with the underlying
nnoralinn nnnnontvPv, qL,l

- u.tderstarding of the on-board-design
impiications

- enabling of different models for an on-

board application s architecture

R2ao.l ^n tho ovnoriancpd n:inod ln dete| (| |v v/\vvI

with the PUSV it is interded to subject the
PUS to a forma review process and to
submit a new issue for Agency approval
drrrinn lhp qocnrd ha f Of 1992

- ,;.,,.,.; -., "-, ",. :- - - - - - -

Thereafter the PUSV will be upgraded to take
into account the latest modifications made to
the standard lt is also planned to specily
and implement a more open communtcations
interlace between the space and ground
emulators, in order to allow remote con-
nections and to constitute a reference tool
for the validation of specific on-board
implementations based on realistic platforms
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Figure 5. The data-
handling subsystem

Figure 6. The thermal-
control subsystem

Figure 7. Element of the
AOCS subsystem

Figure 8. Dummy payload:
'Payload Z'
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The World Administrative Radio Conference
1992 and lts lmpact on ESA's Programmes
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ESA Directorate for Telecommunications Programmes,
Head Office, Paris and ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

M. Otter
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
As is customary Ior WARCs held away
from Geneva (CH), the seat of the lTU,

the 1992 Conference was chaired by a
national of the host country, in this case
D. Jose Barrionuevo Peha, a member of the
Spanish Parliament In December of this year,

when an Extraordinary Plenipotentiary
Conference of the ITU will decide on the new
structure for the Union, it may also be
decided to hold smaller Radioconferences
with less ambitious agendas biannually in

f uture

The World Administrative Radio Conference 1992, known familiarly
as WARC-92, was held in Malaga-Torremolinos between 3 February
and 3 March this year. This WARC, attended by more than 1400
defegates trom 127 Member Countries of the International Tele-
communications Union (lTU) and numerous observer organisations
such as ESA, may well have been the last of the large WARCs of
recent decades.

The agenda for WARC-92. although far less
exhaustive than that for the general WARC of
1979 (. ...to review and, where required,
revise the [entire] Radio Regulations...), still
contained items as diverse as high-frequency
(HF) broadcasting, certifrcation of ship-station
personnel, broadcast satellite HDTV and new
applications for space services above
20 GNzl However, the heart of the agenda
was the 1-3 GHz band, to which not only
mobile and satellite mobile services and the
broadcast satellite/sound services, but also
the soace-science services in the 2 GHz
bands sought access. There was deadlock
between the various parties regarding this
band and a 'compromise solution' could only
be found late into the last night of the
Conference, when Europe, ie the CEPT, in

a gesture of ultimate flexibility. decided to
abandon some of its initial positions and
thereby made way for WARC-92 to be a lasf
minute success,

The political environment
Politically speaking, this 'last large WARC'
was markedly different from its predecessors,
Historically there had always been the big
power blocks: the USA and their allies, the
former USSR and its allies, and the group of
non-aligned nations, usually led by India
with China playing a powerful outsider role.
WARC-92 saw a fundamental change; with
virtually all of the former USSR allies now
members of the CEPT, the new Common-
wealth of Independent States leaned strongly
towards the European positions represented
by the rather well orchestrated 30-member
group of CEPT countries The group of non-
aligned countries missed its usually strong
leader, India, which currently seems to be
less actively involved in the politics of the
non-aligned movement, No other African,
Asian or South American country seemed
prepared to assume the leadership role. The
Kingdom of Morocco stood out due to its

keen and competent interventions, while
China and Japan adopted very low-key
approaches

Finally, the USA - with a delegation in

which private sector interests were well
represented - was adamant in its insistence
on its initial positions and held out on several
occasrons for 'US-only solutions' Europe,
demonstrated much more of a conciliatory
position, not least by making possible the
compromise on the last night of the
Conference without which WARC-92 would
have been something of a failure

The preparatory cycle
Compared to the time-consuming and
tedious preparations for past conferences,
such as for WARC 79, where ESA had to
seek support for its positions from each
individual Member State PTT Administration,
recent developments in Europe rendered
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ESA's preparatory activities for WARC 92
much more efficient, The apparent change
in the CEPT in the wake of increasing
deregulation of the European
telecommunications market. its new
representation by the European
Radiocommunications Committee (ERC)'

together with its greater openness towards
the 'users', considerably facilitated ESAs
simultaneous access to all of the Member-
State regulatory authorities as a group.

Almost from the outset ESA was invited to
participate, as an observer, in the work of the
CEPT's Ad Hoc Workino Grouo WARC-92

\J.

which had been set up by the ERC with the
mandate of preparing for the Conference
and developing 'European Common
Positions (ECPs)' for all malor agenda items,
Many of the Agency's contributions to the
work of several of the technico-regulatory
Drafting Groups supporting the Ad Hoc
Group were readily accepted,

Another valuable asset in the oreoarations for
WARC-92 at least in such areas as the
Space Research. Earth Exploration Satellite,
Meteorological Satellite and Space Operation
Services, was the Space Frequency
Coordination Group (SFCG), which was
created in 1980 by ESA as a result of the ad-
hoc coordination among space agencies at
WARC-79 The SFCG, which now counts
among its members all of the world's major
space agencres, reacned pflor agreement on
all major issues regarding the above
services. and succeeded in a great number
nf r-:qoq in nnnrrinninn n:tinnel ronrrlatnrrr

authorities to suooort SFCG views at

WARC-92 The upgrading of the 2GNz
bands for space research/operation and the
allocation near 26 GHz of the return link
band for data-relay satellites were among the
goals achieved in this way

The results
The science services
The so-called science services' - i,e, the
qn2ao roatr2 rnh cn:no nnaraiinn F: rthv||.UYqvvvYvIuL|vI

exploration and meteorological satellite
services - had an interest in two agenda
items: (i) frequency allocations to new space
service applications above 20 GHz including
allocations in lower freouencv bands for

The WARC-92 logo

e-t P4

/\K

manned spaceflight and (ii) upgrading of
the allocation status of the 2 GHz bands
assigned to the science services

The science-service allocations above
20 GHz
l-)ttrinn iho oarlrr nrontrn*nn, otrano a{ i+auur il rv Lr 19 gqr ry prvpotoLUt y JLaguJ ut tLJ

data-relay satellite programme, in 1982/83,
ESA had already identified the 25 25-27.5
GHz band as a particularly attractive one for
both the forward and return links between
the data-relay and user satellites Howeve(
with the increasing demands on return-link
capacity, it was decided to reserve this band
exclusively for the wideband return link and
to assign the forward link to an existing inter-
satellite-service allocation near 23 GHz. Later,

both NASDA and NASA followed ESA's lead
and also decided to use the 26 GHz band
fnr fhnir {r r*r rrn Ar+a /^la\/ aatollitoa ratrrrnrvr Lr rvil ruLurE uoLo-tEtc

links.

The crucial problem of the 26 GHz band
was its unsatisfactory allocation status in the
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Table of Frequencies of the ITU Radio
Regulations (|TU/RR). The band had been
allocated with a secondary status to the
Earth-exploration satellite service (space{o-
space) at WARC-79. This was clearly an
unnecessarily limiting situation for the much
wider use envisaged by data-relay satellites,
serving not only Earth-exploration but also
scientific satellites and - last but not least -
Space Station 'Freedom' with its variety of
requirements for numerous radio--
communication services. After thorough
discussion, the SFCG called for a new
allocation of the band either to the inter-
satellite service or to the space-research plus
Earth-exploration satellite service. The US

and Japanese administrations preferred the
first alternative, the CEPT countries the
secono

Nevertheless, the deliberations at WARC-92
resulted rather quickly in a very acceptable
compromise between the differing national
proposals: it was agreed to allocate the
25.25-27.5 GHz band, with primary status, to
the inter-satellite service, but with the proviso
that its use would be limited to space-
research and Earth-exploration applications
and the transmission of data originating from
industrial and medical activities in space.
Despite the limitations, this compromise
meets the needs of space agencies perfectly
whilst excluding other, potentially non-
compatible, users,

Future space-science programmes,
particularly NASA's ambitious Lunar/Mars
Exploratory Programme, will require
bandwidths that cannot be satisfied in the
currently allocated frequency bands.
Consequently, the SFCFG also developed a
position for the allocation of new bands
above 20 GHz to cater not only for these
needs, but also those of spaceborne
radioastronomy observations, such as Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI).
Although there may currently be no
programmes under development in these
areas within ESA, there are in other space
agencies The new frequency bands that
WARC-92 allocated to the soace-research
service, 37-38 GHz space-Earth, coupled
with 40-405 GHz Earth-space, should meet
scientific needs for at least the next decade
or two.

At the initiative of the Commonwealth of
Independent States, and with the support of
numerous other administrations, an additional
frequency allocation was made by the
Conference to the Earth- exploration satellite
service. This new allocation provides for a

bandwidth of 3 GHz in the space-Earth
direction from 37.5 to 40.5 GHz, together with
1.5 GHz in the Earth-space direction from
28.5 to 30 GHz. Both allocations have only a
secondary allocation status.

Since their earliest days in space, astronauts
have had to rely on frequencies borrowed
from other users, e.g. the military, in order to
communicate with one another and their
base stations, such as the Shuttle or MIR
Although this situation was marginally
acceptable as long as the extravehicular
activities (EVAs) were quite limited in number,
the expected increase in EVAs in the future
justifies a dedicated frequency band for
communications between manned space
vehicles. The choice of a suitable band was
not straightforward given the current use of
attractive candidate bands by other, mostly
terrestrial users on the one hand, and
technological requirements, such as antenna
size and transmitter power, on the other.

After considerable iteration within the SFCG,

the band around 400 MHz seemed to offer
the best compromise, despite its heavy

occupation by terrestrial users. The

Conference considered two proposals, one
for a relatively minor amendment to an
existing allocation to the space-research
service in the 400.15-401MHz band, the
adoption of which involved no problems, and
another more controversial one for the
410-420 MHz band. While the first orooosal
was accepted without major discussion, the
second met with significant opposition. A
compromise was eventually reached by
allocating Ihe 410-420 MHz band to manned
spaceflight activities, but with only secondary
allocation status, which does not meet the
protection requirements of the space
servtces.

The 2 GHz bands of the science servlces
The story of the allocation of Ihe 2025-2120
and 2200-2300 MHz bands - the so-called
'2GHz bands' - to the science services is

one of a long uphill fight involving the space
agencies and established terrestrial users,

such as the fixed service. First allocated, at
least partially, at Space WARC-71, with the
proviso 'subject to agreement by
administrations having services in the bands',
the bands were 'upgraded' to a somewhat
uncomfortable status under the provisions of
the onerous coordination procedure of Article
14 of the ITU/RR. This Article, which was
designed to protect the terrestrial services,
turned out, in its day{o-day application, to be
so cumbersome that administrations shied
away from its use
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Although having to cope with an
unsatisfactory allocation status, space
agencies made increasing use of the 2 GHz
bands, and by the time of WARC-92 the
SFCG Satellite Frequency Data Base
contained 250 entries for the Earth-space
band and 280 for the space-Earth one.

Despite the heavy use being made of the
2GHz bands by the space-science services,
no complaint of interference was ever filed by
the fixed services, Based on this dayto-day
experience, the terrestrial fixed services
gradually admitted that they and the space-
science services could indeed co-exist in the
same band.

By the time the fixed services had tacitly
accepted the co-existence with the space
services, another user declared an interest
in the 2 GHz bands: the terrestrial mobile
service was actively searching for a
bandwidth of at least 230 MHz below
3 GHz for its Future Public Land Mobile
Telecommunications System (FPLMTS).

Backed by the solid market forces of what is

at times referred to as 'the market of the
century', the mobile service earmarked the
2GHz bands for its quite loosely defined
future needs. Technical studies carried out by
ESA soon showed that sharing with high-
density terrestrial mobiles such as the
FPLMTS or similar mobile systems could not
be envisaged, since these would inevitably
cause harmful interference to the space
services, particularly the data-relay satellites
operating in these bands Likewise, ESA had
evaluated the budgetary impact of having to
vacate lhe 2GHz bands and move all
projects already using them, or planning to
use them, to as yet unknown bands, to be of
the order of 1300 Million Accounting Units.

In long negotiations prior to the WARC, it

was oossible to convince the terrestrial
mobile service not to envisage tmplementing
the FPLMTS in the 2 GHz bands, but rather

to use these bands for other applications,
such as Electronic News Gathering. (ENG),

which could co-exist with the space services.
The result of these formidable pre-WARC

discussions, which were efficiently supported
by the SFCG, was that many administrations
arrived at the WARC with proposals for a
primary allocation of the 2 GHz bands to the
space-science services, some - like the
CEPT countries - even going a step further
and proposing a limitation to terrestrial

. ENG typically uses RF links between TV cameras
and their base stations for covering malor sports or
other news events

mobile activities in order to afford the space-
science services the protection they need,

Deliberations at WARC-92 on the topic of the
2 GHz bands were quite arduous and time-
consuming, but resulted finally in the
allocation of the 2 GHz bands to the space-
science services, with a primary status in the
Table of Frequencies This allocatron is

accompanied, however, by two Resolutions,
one of them inviting the CCIR to urgently
study the bandwidth requirements of both
the mobile and space-science services in the
2 GHz bands, and the second asking for a
study by the CCIR of protection criteria for

the space services

The mobile satellite services
Given that Resolution 208 of WARC-Mobile
1987, which stipulates the revision of the
1-3 GHz band with a view to allocating
additional bandwidth to the mobile and
mobile satellite services, was one of the main
drivers for holding WARC 92, it is hardly
surprising that this agenda item should have
consumed much Conference time,

In this particularly sensitive band the WARC
was faced with many controversial issues,

including:

- Fxtension of the nresent allocations to the
various mobile satellite services near
1.5/1 6 GHz, or alternatively an allocation
somewhat higher in the band but still

below 3 GHz. as proposed by Europe.

Example of a mobile
satellite service for road
hauliers (Prodat)
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The USA favoured a re-allocatron of all
mobile satellite bands to the generic
mobiie satellite service, whereas Europe
insisted on keeping the current allocations
to the aeronautical, land and maritime
mobile satellite services, at least in the
existing allocations near 1 5/1.6 GHz.

- Many administrations were eager to
allocate the largest piece of the spectrum
(at least 230 MHz and preferably more)
to the Future Public Land Mobile
Telecommunication System (FPLMTS), it
being understood that part of this band
would be available to satellite links
complementing the terrestrial ones of the
FPLMTS. The urgency of such an
allocation was not oerceived in at all the
same way. however, by Europe and the
United States, While Europe favoured an
early identification of certain bands for the
FPLN/TS, the USA did not see any urgent
need for such an action at WARC-92

- The USA rather put emphasis on
frequency allocations to the so-called
'Low-Earth-Orbit Satellite Systems', or
'LEOs' for short. LEOs became one of the
key Conference issues, being further
amplified by ferocious competition
between several potential satellite systems.

In fact, two different types of LEO systems
were looking for frequency spectrum: the
small LEOs' designed to provide a
messaging{ype service, not necessarily in
real time but rather on a 'store-and-

forward' basis, and the 'large LEOs', such
as Globalstar, lridium and Odyssey,
aiming at establishing a worldwide
communications system operating with
small hand-held telephone terminals,
serving in a way as a forerunner to
systems like the FPLMTS.

Finally, some administrations were looking
for spectrum with a generic 'multi-servrce'

allocation in the 20130 GHz bands to be
used for implementing satellite
communications systems operating with
fixed, transportable or even mobile earth
stations, This issue is further exolained below.

Aside from the revision of the Table of
Frequency Allocations, the LEO system
discussions also resulted in a special
regulatory procedure applicable to non-
geostationary satellites operating in certain
frequency bands of the mobile satellite
service. These non-geostationary satellite
networks can involve LEOs, HEOs (High-
Eccentricity Orbits, such as envisaged for
ESA's Archimedes satellite), or both.

In summary, for LEO systems worldwide
allocations could be found for both the 'small

LEOs' in Ihe 13611481400 MHz bands and for
the 'big LEOs' a 16 MHz-wide band in each
direction near 1,6 and 2.4 GHz, respectively.
Moreover, a small but significant addition of
5 MHz was made to the existing band of the
maritime satellite service near 1500 MHz,
thereby balancing the available bandwidths
in the up- and down links However, as in

many other cases where no worldwide
consensus could be reached, the
unresolvable difference of views between the
USA and Europe on the issue of a generic
allocation to the mobile satellite service
resulted in different allocations in Regions
1 and 3 (Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia)
and in Region 2 (the Americas), For the
FPLMTS also, the only solution possible was
a regional one, again differing for Regions
'113 and Region 2.

In the event. thdrefore. the overall results of
WARC-92 for the mobile satellite services,
apart from the allocations to the small and
big LEOs, have fallen short of even modest
exoectations

The broadcasting satellite/HDTV service
H ig h-Definition Television (H DTV)

broadcasting is seen as the next logical step
in the evolution of home entertainment and
information services. HDTV will allow the
delivery of pictures of cinema quality in
cinema format This requires more
information to be processed and transmitted
and early concepts developed in the late

1970s to early 1980s arrived at transmission
bandwidth reouirements well in excess of
100 MHz for a single HDTV programme

Such bandwidths were regarded as
excessive for terrestrial broadcasting
operations, and consequently a search for
alternative solutions was initiated Satellite
broadcasting was quickly identlfied as the
most attractive solution. particularly as it

provides immediate wide-area coverage at
reasonable cost, However, the frequency
allocations then available were not wide
enough to support the number of HDTV
programmes that can eventually be
expected, The 20 GHz region of the
spectrum was identified as the only practical
solution, since it offers sufficient bandwidth,
while propagation conditions are still

acceptable With the exception of Europe
and Africa (lTU Region 1), there was already
an allocation to the broadcasting satellite
service near 23 GHz in the 1982 version of
the Radio Reoulations,
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accomplishing a very high percentage of

the tasks that had been assigned to them,
and even carrying out unplanned repairs
to malfunctioning equipment (e.g an echo-
cardiograph) inside the chambers using the
most rudimentary tools, and on-lrne assist-
ance from a specialist at a remote location
The effective workload on the crew turned
out to be rather high. peaking at 12 h per
day, with some problems being generated
by the length and cumbersome nature of
certain procedures (e.9. waste water
draining, urine collection)

In fact, there were no severe emotional or
social conflicts, and no signs of physical or
psychological strain, among the EMSlnauts
during the experiment The studies on
subjective state and Autonomic Nervous
System (ANS) showed that the perceived
load imposed by the working conditions and
prolonged isolation and confinement, was
mostly in the middle range. This was also
apparent from the very few psychosomatic
and anxiety/stress-related symptoms
reported, and was also confirmed by
psycho-endocrinological analyses (stress
hormones in blood, urine and saliva) and
psycho-physiology indicators (heart rate.

heart-rate variability)

The study of sleep rhythms conducted using
the wrist-worn activity monitors (a promising
non-invasive technique which was also able
to detect increasing tiredness during the
course of the isolation) did not reveal malor
sleep disturbances However, the monitors
did provide a clear picture of the strong
adherence of the EMS|nauts to their
imposed daily and weekly schedule Figure 1

shows a typical recording pattern for one
EMS|naut, covering the complete period of
isolation.

The studies of crew performance and
cognitive demand showed no changes in
performance for simple tasks, but some
impairment was detected with an increased
level of complication of the task to be
performed This is evident from the Evoked
Potential recordings, shown in Figure 2,
where the N100 wave (linked to the state of
the centrai nervous system) is unchanged
throughout the isolation, while the P3O0

wave, which represents the response to a
cognitive event. shows altered patterns

during the second and fourth weeks

Recorded data suggest that subjects tend
to modify their strategy for accomplishing a
cognitive task. as has recently been found
lor other stress conditions also There are

also suggestions that the subject's behaviour
becomes more variable and unpredictable
ec timo n2aeoa r:ihor than ctoaalilrr mnra

vsvvvvi

impaired This is evident from Figure 3,

which shows one EMSlnaut's response times
to a memory-exercising task

The studies of social interaction and
communication showed a strong tendency
towards increased centralisation within the
team over the four-week period The
Commander's importance increased with

Figure 1. Recording
pattern from an activity
monitor worn on the wrist
by an EMSlnaut during his
28 days of isolation. Both
summer (ST) and winter
(WT) time is given as the
switch-over occurred
during the experiment.
The sum total of all
recorded activity is plotted
at the bottom of the
figure.
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Figure 2. State of the
central nervous system
(N100 wave) and the
response to cognitive
events (P300 wave)
recorded over the isolation
period, averaged over the
six-man crew. Note the
change in the P300 pattern
during the second and
fourth weeks.

Figure 3. Response times
to a memory-exercising
task for one EMSlnaut over
the isolation period. Note
the more variable/
unpredictable pattern
during the fourth week.
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of the mission. Thus, they would occur only
towards the end of even a significantly longer
period of isolation ('light at the end of the
tunnel'). This finding may well be the most
important single result of the study, and is

supported by observations of other groups
confined in analogous environments. As a
'hypothesis' it remains to be verified in future
studies.

Language was not found to be a problem
within the group, which had little or no
difficulty in communicating with the outside
world. English was used by EMSlnauts
throughout the experiment, although there
were no native English speakers, so that
everyone had a comparable 'handicap'.
An interesting observation was the clear
preference for using the mother tongue in

communications with the Experimenters

The EMS|nauts showed high motivation for
individual and group success, with an 'esprit

de corps' developing among them, and even
an 'us-andthem' syndrome ('us' being the
crew on board, and 'them' the ground
control staff, the two parties frequently having
contrasting views and interests) While the
crew gradually reported fewer difficulties with
ground control as time passed, problems of
the 'them' variety were evident again at the
very end of the isolation period

Indeed, some difficulties experienced within
the ISEMSI Operations Support Team (IOST)

with the management of Experimenter
interfaces and with the dayto-day schedule
maintenance did create stressful situations for
the crew members, who were obliged to act
independently from the IOST. This meant, for
instance, that the EMSlnauts had to contact
Experimenters directly in the event of
difficulties with their instruments, or had to
rearrange their own time allocations. How
much such occurrences deviated from a
comparable space mission scenario is a
matter for further verification.

The physiology-experiment results
The study of endrocrine parameters showed
that peak levels of stress hormones occurred
during the second week of isolation. This
result could be well correlated with other
oarameters such as the cardiovascular data
(heart rate and its variability), as well as with
the results of skin-evaooration-rate and skin-
lipids measurements. One promising aspect
is that the non-invasive measurement tech-
niques (such as evaporation rate) proved
their merit in reproducing the same reaction
patterns recorded by invasive techniques,
and are therefore excellent candidates for

space-applied monitoring devices Further
studies to confirm this aooroach are needed

Another interesting result, although one that
also needs further confirmation, concerns
the blood-volume-regulating hormone levels

observed during lSEMSl, which may be
related to the forced prolonged inactivity to

which the crew members were subjected
for 28 days. Similar modifications are
induced in space by the microgravity
environment, which causes a shift in fluids
towards the upper part of the body. Con-
sequently, the experimenters believe that
long-duration confinement may become a
valuable analogue for the simulation of
some physiological aspects of spaceflight.

The special environmental features of the
ISEMSI study allowed measurement of the
total water turnover of the crew, since both
the water intake (log book) and water output
(urine, evaporation) could be monitored.
Under these conditions, the water intake

Figure 4. Evolution in the
pattern of communications
between EMS|nauts for
Day 2 (top) and Day 26
(bottom) of the isolation
period. The increasing
tendency for the
Commander (C) to address
the whole group (O) rather
than a particular individual,
and the reduced number of
communications between
individuals. are both
apparent here.
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correlated very well with the total water
output (r:0.81 n <0.05), but evaporative fluid
losses, for instance, went hand in hand with
low urine outouts and vice versa. A circa-
septan rhythm in the water intake, urine
output, and sodium and potassium excretion
was observed. These rhythms disappeared
during the fourth week. This means that
physiological data elaborated on Monday/
Tuesday differ from the Thursday/Friday
values, which could have a considerable
impact as far as similar future ground- and
space-based studies are concerned.

A Lower-Body Negative Pressure (LBNP)
experiment was adopted for ISEMSI on the
basis that inactivity and hypokinesia during
confinement could be expected to cause
some cardiovascular de-conditioning in

the subjects and, in particular, orthostatic
intolerance. In fact, the results did not show
any significant variation in cardiovascular
parameters during sessions of LBNP
exposure. This was mainly attributed to the
fact that the subject's life in the confined
habitat did not actually impose a significant
drop in their physical activities; even the
limited exercise oossibilities available in

the chambers were sufficient to avoid
card iovascu lar-decond itioning symptoms.

More difficult was the interoretation of the
immunology study results, which were
affected by a delay in the blood sampling
after the end of the isolation period. Some
modifications were indeed noticeable, such
as a slight trend towards immune-system
activation, with some increase in the lympho-
cyte count. However, further studies are
required before any firm conclusions can be
orawn.

Conclusion
In general terms, the goal of autonomy set
for Europe pre-supposes the latter's mastery
of a number of human-related problems,
which are currently only being addressed
in the USSR and, to a lesser extent, in the
USA.

Already some conclusions can be drawn for
Europe:

- Such mastery cannot be gained via
theoretical as opposed to experimental
study. Human factors can only be studied
conclusively by conducting investigations
with human subjects in the loop.

- The necessary studies can only proceed
at a rate commensurate with the slow
adaptive processes inherent in living
organisms; in other words, studies of
human factors of this nature take time.

- Human-factor studies involve a large
spectrum of disciplines, thereby making
an interdisciplinary approach mandatory.

- Statistical data are essential where
humans are involved.

Studies such as those oerformed in the
framework of ISEMSI are a very rich source
of information and help us to begin to
establish the database that Europe must
have if it is to embark safely on manned
system operations in space.

The limitations encountered during ISEMSI
as far as the statistical validity of results and
their straightforward applicability to space
scenarios is concerned have been outlined
above. The need to continue and further
expand the research is therefore quite clear,
and planning has already started of future
simulation campaigns, exploiting such
diverse analogous environments as under-
sea habitats and polar expeditions. These will
also help to filter out the 'background noise'
from the data sets for a oarticular environ-
ment when comparing results from small
groups in different settings. lt is essential to
repeat this kind of study, in order to build up
the database, varying different parameters
(duration, number and sex of crew members,
stress factors, etc.) according to a well-
defined study programme over a period of
severar years

Many more simulation studies involving
humans are necessary in order to model
successfully the conditions that our astro-
nauts embarking on future space missions
in a European-designed space system will
encounter. Some of these simulations should
be international endeavours, bearing in mind
such exploratory initiatives as a manned
mission to Mars. In this respect, the planned
'Arctic Drift', to celebrate the one hundredth
anniversary of Fridtjof Nansen's trip across
the ice pack, during which a crew will be left
isolated for two years in an extremely hostile
environment, will provide an ideal analogy
for such a flight to Mars. G
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activities involved in in-orbit rack handling
and transportation by the crew, and to
evaluate crew supoort aids used to move

withrn the Attached Laboratory's work areas

The main goal of this so-called Columbus
IVA Underwater Testing (CIUT) campaign was

to test those IVA tasks and to establish the

importance of zero-gravity underwater
simulation for future routine crew training and
engineering design, development and
verification In the initial phase, the principal
goal was to establish a set of procedures

and a design that allow the Space Station

flight crew to safely perform the on-board
tasks that relate to handling, installing and
removing massive payload and system racks

under full control and with minimum impact
on the microgravrty level.

The initial test (CIUT-l)
To support the testing, the Crew Activities

Office designed a submersible mock-up of

the Attached Laboratory, That model
incorporates only those portions of the

Attached Laboratory that are relevant to the

test objectives from both an engineering and
a crew performance evaluation standpoint.

In August 1991, while that mock-up was

being built, an initial test was carried out with
a much simpler version of the Attached
Laboratory, consisting of a scaffold of the

type used in the construction industry to

reoresent the module's central aisle, with a

lateral rack housing. The test was conducted
in a public swimming pool near ESTEC in

Noordwijk, The Netherlands (Figs 2 3)

Obiectives of CIUT-1

The following two aspects of |VA-related tasks
rrroro inrloqiinatad

- crew work-related mobility using crew
support equipment such as handles,
hand-rails, foot restraints, and central aisle

support structures

- rack rnstallation, maneuvertng and
transportation within the module's central

aisle, using one or two crew members.

Figure 1. Layout of the
interior of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory

Figure 2. Team members
remove a drawer from a

lateral rack, while
underwater as part of
CIUT-1. The rack is
installed in a scaffold that
represents the central aisle
of the Attached Laboratory
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Figure 3. Team members
test a rack transportation
procedure as part of
CIUT-1. The 500 kg mock-
up of a rack is lying front-
down, and parallel with the
central aisle. At the bottom
of the photo, three
flotation tubes are visible

Four subjects padicipated in the test: a
Spacelab D-l astronaut, a crew systems and
neutral buoyancy simulation expert, a crew
operations engineer and a crew systems
engrneer.

Outcome of CIUT-I
Despite the very low fidelity of the mock-up
used in the test, the campaign triggered
some fruitful brainstorming and resulted in
the refinement of objectives for future
campaigns and the definition of more
comprehensive tests on the Columbus
design and crew operational scenario

The following points were demonstrated:

- Since air density and dynamic viscosity
are respectively approximately three and
two orders of magnitude lower than water
density and viscosity, water helps to both
dampen out movements and
perturbations, and propel the test
subjects. Test subjects need to be trained
to work underwater in the same way as
they would work in zero-gravity: by
pushing off, gliding, gently stopping and
restraining themselves, but not swimming.

- Neutral buoyancy in water is always
relative for the test subjects, with different
parts of the body having different specific
masses Test subjects need to be trimmed
as much as possible using air bags or
lead weights Breathing in and out also
affects the test subject's neutrality.

- The test subject's scuba equipment can
be a hindrance when the subject is
working in a confined location such as a
stand-off Both the volume and the mass
of the equipment must be minimised.

- Methods of hardware neutralisation, such
as the use of plastrc flotation tanks or

polyurethane foam, need to be carefully
designed with consideration given to the
depth at which the underwater simulation
will occur.

The above points imply that the outcome of
any underwater simulation must be carefully
weighed against the potential distortion
factors caused by that test environment With
the inherent experience of the test subjects,
proper training, and appropriate trimming of
both the subject's equipment and the test
hardware, acceptable test results can be
obtained

This preliminary effort confrrmed the validity
of and the need for such a testing exercise:
this campaign can be considered as a
benchmark rn the Columbus development,
verification and crew training programme.

The second campaign (CIUT-2)
The second test campaign was successfully
conducted at Marseille (France) in the
Comex company's outdoor neutral buoyancy
facility, in mid September 1991, using the
mock-up of the Attached Laboratory

A Skylab astronaut, with 84 days of
experience in orbit, joined the ESA team.
Alenia and MBB/ERNO witnessed the test as
engineering observers from industry

The mock-up of the Attached Laboratory
consists of a stainless steel structure that
represents only the necessary Attached
Laboratory geometry to meet the test
objectives and to provide a basis for future
updating of the configuration

This mock-up (Fig 4) includes:

- a simulation of the Attached Laboratory
corridol approximately 6.5 m long or
three-quarters of the length of the actual
Attached Laboratory, i.e. six double-racks
long

- a simulated end cone and hatch aperture
at one end, with the other end remainrng
open

- a section of the external shell which is
two-racks long, with a support structure
(stand off) to accommodate two racks and
dummy utilities

The walls and floor of the mock-up are made
of stainless steel sheets, the ceiling of a
stainless steel grid Together they simulate
the Attached Laboratory's central aisle. Wall
and ceiling handrails are provided together
with a floor-mounted 'banister' which runs
the length of the mock-up.
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The mock-up of a typical half-ton double
payload rack (Fig. 2) was outfitted with 10

dummy equipment drawers, which represent
the dimensions and mass of typical payload
drawers. The mock-up rack must be
neutralised to best simulate zero-gravity
conditions: both the rack's mass must be
ballasted and the rack's centre of gravity
must coincide with its centre of flotation. The
neutralisation process requires careful
analysis and much expertise. Preliminary
tests are necessary to eliminate in both rack
and rack drawers any strong tendency to
float or sink, by respectively adding lead
bars or flotation pipes filled with air (Figs. 2 &
3), and/or polyurethane foam at appropriate
locations on the structure. (NASA has been
successfully using this method in other
applications for the past 25 years).

To obtain neutral-buoyant dummy drawers,
hollow polyethylene 'boxes' were
manufactured, with a few holes measuring a
half-centimetre in diameter to allow the box
to fill with water thereby bringing its overall
density very close to that of water and
retaining at the same time the representative
mass (approximately 40 kg per drawer) and
inertia.

Objectives of CIUT-2
The crew tasks simulated in the CIUT-2

campaign were the followrng:

- transportation of a rack along the
module's central aisle, from the hatch to
the rack's assigned location in the
Attached Laboratory, using various
mobility and fixation aids, such as foot
restraints, handrails and the longitudinal
foot banister

- rotation, insertion, securing and tilting of a
rack to install it in its housing

- insertion and removal of rack drawers

- de-installation and removal of the rack (the

reverse of the first two points).

In addition, the crew members tested the
lateral and rear accessibility to the rack, and
accessibility to the stand-off and the shell, for
maintenance purposes.

Outcome of CIUT-2
During the testing, both the engineers and
the astronauts involved experienced a verv
steep learning curve.

The following crew-mobility-related results
were obtained:

- Two central aisle longitudinal banisters
(one 40 to 60 cm above the floor and the

other a few centimetres below the ceiling
racks) offer good support for generic crew
mobility, and during work station utilisation
and rack handling and transportation.
They provide a fundamental 'guideline' for
the crew in oarticular for:

- 'short' crewmembers (typically less

than 1.85 m tall)

- asymmetric mass transportation along
the central aisle.

- Footloops are good fixation aids for
stationary activities (e.9. experiment

analysis or troubleshooting activities, and
rack securing and release operations) but
are not useful when crew movement is

required (e.9. for transportation of a rack
along the module's central aisle).

- Handrails installed vertically, i.e, from a
ceiling corner to a floor corner at double
rack pitch (parallel to the reference z-axis)
provide crew members with upper body
stability during local and semi-stationary
activities (such as when providing one-
hand 'assistance' during rack insertion or
extraction, or when using equipment
accommodated near a given work site).

Such handrails should be connected to
the stand-off (at the module quadrant
corners) and not directly attached to the
racks, in order to reduce microgravity
disturbances.

- In addition to using different surface
colours to distinguish between the floor
and ceiling, orientation markings or
labelling should be established to
differentiate between port (left) and
starboard (right) to allow crew members to
orient themselves quickly, without having
to rely on equipment-given clues.

Figure 4. The mock-up of
the Attached Laboratory
being placed in a
swimming pool
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Figure 5. A crew member
works in the 'head-down
position' between a rack

tilted forward and the
pressure shell. His feet are
restrained by footloops on

the shell skin

The following rack-handling-related results
were obtained:

- Handles and hand-grip points are
necessary on various parts of the rack
envelope to allow proper handling of the
rack during installation and removal.

- An in-orbit rack attachment or hinge
mechanism that requires the tilting of a
rack to the horizontal oosition before rack
extraction is recommended rather than
the hinge-pin release mechanism and
vertical method of rack extraction
recommended in the baseline desion
document

- When the rack is tilted outward but still
hinged at the pivot point, there is

adeouate crew access to both the
pressure shell, the stand-off and the base
of the rack for all servicing and
maintenance operations (Fig. 5). Crew
restraints are necessary on the pressure
shell to properly restrain the crew member
during the tasks.

- Insertion and extraction of the rack
drawers are basically easy tasks and
requrre little training.

Preparing for a campaign with the
international partners (CIUT-3)
The third CIUT campaign was conducted in

February 1992 in a public swimming pool
near ESTEC. lt was a ore{est for the first
international Space Station Freedom
development campaign to be conducted
several months later at NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville,

Alabama, USA, with the participation of ESA,
NASA and the Japanese space agency
NASDA.

CIUT-3 was a follow-on to the two orevrous
simulatrons The team grew to nine members,
with reoresentation from both ESA and
industry, and with experience in various
engineering disciplines supported by
astronaut zero-gravity experience.

The mock-up of the Attached Laboratory and
the rack that were used in CIUT-2, were also
used in this test. In addition a fully equipped
stand-off and a new rack reflecting the
baseline design envelope and, more
importantly, the launch and in-orbit rack
attachment fittings, were used. The prime
contractor for the Attached Laboratory, Alenia
Spazio (ltaly), supplied this other hardware

Objectives of CIUT-3
In the previous tests, the method of rack
installation and removal was established,
however the hinge point hardware did not
reflect the industrial baseline design for the
Attached Laboratory or the draft procedure
for rack handling. Three different,
interchangeable hinge mechanisms were
therefore designed and manufactured, and
tested as part of CIUT-3; the most suitable
one was to be selected based on the results
of the test In addition, further rack
attachment fittings and access to the stand-
off were to be evaluated. The goal was to
establish a sound procedure for rack
installation and removal, and to develop a
well-trained team to support the test to be
conducted at MSFC several months later.

The following are the characteristics of the
three hinge mechanisms tested:

- Configuration A (Fig. 6)
A hinge pin is mounted on the rack, on
the inside of the rack oost. and mates
with a slotted, lockable hinge bracket that
is mounted on the stand-off This type of
hinge is designed primarily for vertical
rack installation from the central aisle

- Configuration B (Fig. 7)

A retractable hinge pin is mounted on the
exterior of the rack envelope and mates
with a removable hinge bracket that is

mounted on the stand-off between two
adjacent racks The retractable hinge pin
and removable bracket are necessary to
provide sufficient clearance for the
movement of the rack during the launch
and landing phases. This type of hinge is

also designed primarily for vertical rack
installation from the central aisle

ot,
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Configuration C (Fig. 8)

This type of hinge is a new mechanism
derived from the CIUT2 test lt consists of

a hinge pin mounted on the stand-off (as

nnnoqcd to nn the rack as it is in
Configurations A and B) and a slot ir the

rack. With this type of hinge, the rack is
installed with the rack either partially tilted

toward the floor or completely horizontal

Outcome ot CIUT-3

Two tests, the stand-off accessibility trials and
the use of the rear attachment fitting, had to

be deferred to the later MSFC test because
of problems at the outset of CIUT-3 with the

underwater assembly of the mock-up The

new test subjects required some training;
three days were thus dedicated to bringing
all team members to the same level of

familiarity with both hardware and
procedures

The forlowing occurred:

- Most resutts gathered during the CIUT-2

campaign were confirmed and validated

- For this kind of experimental activity, a
yysll equipped public swimming pool is

sufficient to produce very valuable results,
nrnvidcd that rcnresentative test hardware
and an exncrienced team are usedI vz\Yv' 

'v' 'vvr

- The Configuration C hinge mechanism
,^,an anlnn+nrl no tha docinn hacolinovvd) DElEUtvu aJ Ll 19 ugJrvrl uqJgll 19

because it is more visible and the rack
can be better controlled during insertion

and extraction from the rack housing

- The importance of having a conttnuous
banister in order to support crew tasks

along the module and possibly through
the station node was again demonstrated
and confirmed

lmmediately before all the hardware was

shipped to the MSFC for further testing, a

Figure 6. Configuration A
hinge, with the hinge pin
(behind crew member's
head) on the rack and the
slotted hinge bracket (in
gold) on the stand-off

Figure 7. Configuration B
hinge, with the retractable
hinge pin on the exterior
of the rack and the hinge
bracket (in blue) on the
stand-off

Figure 8. Configuration C

hinge, with the hinge pin
(in silver) on the stand-oft
and a slot in the rack

o

post-test fine tuning of the buoyancy of the

Alenia rack was performed at the neutral

buoyancy facility 'Valmessa' near Torino, ltaly

The first Space Station International
Underwater Test: International Standard
Payload Rack Neutral Buoyancy
Simulation (ISPR NBS)
For the ISPR NBS test, a NASA module
measuring the length of three double racks

was connected to the ESA mock-up of the
Attached Laboratory by a simple model of

the Space Station node (Fig 9) Such a

configuration enabled ESA to add further
value to the knowledge gained during the

European CIUT campaigns

The test was conducted at NASA/MSFC's
12-metre-deep Neutral Buoyancy Simulator. in
May 1992 NASA and ESA engineers and

astronauts, NASDA engineers, and industrial

contractors participated A long phase of

data gathering and evaluation at the
international level amono the international
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Figure 9. The mock-up of
the Attached Laboratory
(left) connected to the
Space Station node and a
mock-up of the NASA
laboratory (right) for the
first Space Station
International Underwater
Test in the NASA/MSFC
Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator

partners in the Space Station prolect is

currently underway

Objectives of the ISPR NBS/ESA fesf
The team memoers for the ELropean test
were basically the same as for the CIUI3
campaign The design-related IVA operational
ooJeclrves were:

initial in-orbit set up of the configuration

- tt trng up and down of the rack with
utilities connected

- transport of the rack from the Attached
Laboratory through the node to the NASA
module and back

- two-rack traffic between the modules
accessibility to the utilities packaging in

the stand-off

!\

Similar operations were also performed using
NASA hardware Test resu ts were to be used
in the establishment of hardware standards to
allow the partners (ESA NASA and NASDA)
to eventually develop intechangeable
hardware, and to establish additronal
requirements for the Space Station crew
mobility aids

Outcome of /SPF NBS
The first international development test
conducted underwater turned out to be a
great success. confirmirg the ma.ority of the
results achieved during the ESA campaigns
In particular, the European rack hinge
mechanism, the associated rack installation
and removal procedure. and the crew
restraint concept are to be incorporated in

the overall station design

Specific design requirements were
established for the rack hinge and the rear
and top attachments to a ow for a large
capture range, self alignment, ease of

operatron. good vrsibility and ful compatibility
with standard too s lt was also demonstrated
that a collision of such massive racks against
the pressure shei could occur during the
rnstallation procedure if the ESA-proposed
hinge mechanism and the associated
procedure were not implemented in all the
relevant modules, inciuding the logistics
carf ers

Apart from such valuab e technical input to
the Space Station design and operations, this
simulation helped ESA NASA and NASDA to
begin a process of joint development and
verification in simulated zero-gravity
conditions

Conclusions
The test resu ts and the valuable experience
gained by ESA and European industry has
clearly demonstrated that:

A variety of Space Station/Columbus IVA-

related design and operational aspects
can be comprehensively tested in
simulated zero-gravity environments,
name y in underwater facilities
Experience in a zero-gravity environment
is extremely beneficial to design
eng I neers
A safe design and a fully controllab e
crew operation procedure for rack
insta ation and handling with very limited
zero-gravtty disturbances can be
achieved A thorough understanding of
the necessary crew mobility and restraint
aids for the space station modules was
attained during the test campaigns
Underwater IVA and EVA training is
necessary for flight crews, particularly in
support of station servicing and
maintenance
Mission engineering support and
troubleshooting during the Attached
Laboratory's lifetrme can be eased by
performing underwater simulations (in line
with the approach used in the Mir
programme)
The cost of neutral buoyancy testing can
be dramatica ly reduced by the use of
non-specialised facilities such as public
swimming pools, as long as adequate test
monitoring and control equipment is

available

I
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

In Orbit / En orbite
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Hipparcos
Hrpparcos est parvenu au terme de
deux annees el demte de callecle de
dannees screntifrques et est tou1ours
en excellent etat ll dlspose encore
d'une charge utrle entterement
redondanle (detecteur comprs) Au

cours des [rots dernters mots, la
collecte des donnees es1 reslee
superieure a 650/o

Les equ/pes chargees de la reductron
de donnees ont termlne leur analyse
dcs rlnnnpe.s de la nrcmtete annee
de missron et ont procede a des
nnmaaraiaanc 

^,^,-A^^ 
A;t-,lt;^- 

^^^vvt t tPol atJUr tJ u/ u/JUrJ uutdl//ur) uuJ
ro<.r tltalc. nriq qcna,r.mF nl. On Cotslale
une tres bonne correspondance entre
les deux reductrons L'analyse de la
collecte des srx mois suiyanls esl en
cours et devratt deboucher, fin 1992
sur un calalogue plus complel e1 p/us
precis de positions, parallaxes et
mouvements propres

Les p rem ie res com m u n tcatr o ns
screnlrhqucs sur I analyse des dorrees
ont ete publlees en mat 1992 dans un
numero special de la rerue scienLtlique
eu ropeen ne'Astronomy & Aslrophysrcs

En nal egalement, la Divlsron des
publications de I ESA a publle le
Catalogue d'entree pour Hlpparcos en
7 volumes (Hlpparcos lnput Catalogue,
Ref ESA SP 11so)

La lustifrcation sclentrfrque d'une
prolongation de I'exploitatron du
satellite au-dela du 31 decembre 1992,
date envtsagee pour la fin de la
/r.r/ss/on et a laquelle les oblectrfs
vises devratent €tre atternts. a ete
reexaminee en mat par les inslances
consultatives sclentifrques de I'Agence
A sa reunton de 1urn, le Comlte du
Programme screntlftque a autorise la
paursutte de I'explortatton du satellite

lusqu'a l'epusement naturel des f/urdes
qul est prdvu pour la mi1994 Avec
cette pralangatrcn, rl devrart €tre
possibie d'affrner la precluon des
parametres astronamtques de chacune
des elorles observees ei . pal
consequent, d'ameltorer notablement
la valeur scrcntifrque du Catalogue
ntpparcas

Cluster structural rodei spacecraft (top v ew)

Modele de ,slfr/alufe du veltrcule spaltal
C/r.isler 1Vr,, d en haut)

ERS
ERS-1

Le fonctionnement du satellite sur le
plan technlque est excellent La phase
d'etude des g/aces s'est termlnee le
30 mars, en 4 1ours, I'orblte d'EBS 1 a
ete modifrce pour que la recurrence du
cycie passe a 35 jours en vue de
la phase plurrdiscipltnarre Le satelltte
devrail /esler sur celle orbtte Jusqu d

ftn 1993 Entre le 4 et le 13 avrrl 1992,
on a mene a b,en 40 nanoeuvres cle

basculement en roulls du SAR, il
s'agrssarl de falre basculer en roults la
plate forme ERS-1 d'envrron 10" pour
obtentr des /mages sous un angle
d'rnudence d'envlron 35. En explor
tation normale. les lmages SAR sont
acquises sous u,l angle d'rnctdence
de 27

Les operations normales de la phase
plur'disciplinaire ont ete declenchees le
14 avrll Depuls cette date, la mlsslon
assure notamrnent la couverture SAR
complete des lerres emergees et des
zones glaclaires yrsibles du satellite
dans le champ de receptlon de
chaque statlon du reseau

La rnissron globale a falble deblt de
transmtsston demeure tnchangee sauf
pour I'altlmetre radar qul, tout en
conlinuanl a [oncttonne! en tnoAe
'ocean' au dessus des nters, passe
automatiquement en mode'poursulte
des g/aces' au-dessus des lerres
emetqees el des Tones Qtactdtres
A la suite des campagnes de la
phase de recette, an a modifie les
algortthmes de traitement des produrts
a livralson raptde (FD) pour ameltorer
la qualtte des prodults 'vents' et
'vagues'. Le secteur so/ d'FRS 7

continue de donner satrsfactlon On
constate I'excellente dispontbrl ite de
l'acquisltion et du traitenent des
produits FD par /es slalrons FS,4 d'ou
r/< sonl regultetetnent ltan'.r.is en
temps quasr reel a la communaute
des ullrsaleurs

L'tnstallation de traltement et
d'archivage (PAF) allenande et. plus
recemment, la PAF britannrque
poursutvent le traitement en dlffere
des rnages SAR La PAF francatse
assure la copte en mode drffere et
la dlstribution a la communaute
sclentiflque des prodults FD de
I'alttmetre radar et du dtffuslometre

aa
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Hipparcos
Thc Hinnarr:ns saiellite has now

completed two and a half years of

scientific data collection lt continues
to be in a very healthy state, with

full payload (including detector)
redundancy still available Data

collection has remained at about 65
percent over the last three months

The data-reduction teams have

completed their analysis of the first
..^^- ^( -i^^i^^ :^+^ 1nd detailedyudl ul lIlJJrur I uoLo, c

intercomparisons of the separate
resulls have been made. indicating a
very good agreement between the iwo
reductions Analysis of the following six

months of data is under way, and this

should result in a larger more precise
catalogue of positions, parallaxes and
proper motions. which is expected to
be available by the end of 1992

The first scientific papers resulting

from the data analysis have appeared
in a dedicated issue of the European
scientific journal 'Astronomy & Astro-
physics' in May 1992 The seven-
volume Hipparcos Input Catalogue,
ESA SP 1136, was also published by

ESA Publications Division at the end
of May

The scientific case for extending
the satellite operations beyond the

foreseen date of 31 December 1992
(at which time the original target goals
for the mission should have been
achieved), was reviewed by the
Agency's scientific advisory bodies
in May The Science Programme
Committee, at its June meeting,

authorised the continuation of mission

operations until the natural exhaustion

of the satellite consumables, expected
around mid-1994 This continuation of

operations is expected to yield an

improvement in the accuracy of the

astrometric parameters of each of the
programme stars, with a correspond-
ingly significant improvement in the

scientific value of the resulting star

catalogue.

ERS
ERS-1
The technical performance of the

satellite has remained excellent. The

ice phase was successfully completed
on 30 March and the satellite was

transferred within 4 days to the 35 day

orbit repeat cycle of the multidisciplinary
phase lt is planned to keeP ERS 1 in
this orbit repeat cycle until the end of

1993 In the period 4-13 APril 1992,

40 SAR roll-tilt operations were succes-

sfully performed (i e a roll-tilt of the

ERS 1 platform by about 10i permttttng

the acquisition of SAR images at an
incident angle of about 35i In nominal

operation, SAR images are acquired at

23' incidence angle),

Since 14 April the nominal operations
of the multi-disctplinary phase have
hoon antirrqtad ln n:riinr tl:r nnmnlptoussr I qutrvutuu rr I vur Lrvurqr. vvr I rtJrvtv

SAR cnverane nf the land and ice

zones within visibility of the ERS-1

station network is being acquired,

The global low-rate mission remains
unchanged except for the Radar
Allimeter which, whilst slill operating
in ocean mode over lhe oceans, is
switched automatically to ice{racking
mode over land and ice zones As a
result of the Commissioning-Phase
campaigns, the fast-delivery processing
algorithms are being updated to
improve wind and wave product
quality The ERS 1 ground segment
has continued to operate nominally
There has been excellent availability of

acquisition and fast-delivery processing
at the ESA stations, with fast-delivery
products being regularly disseminated
in near-real-time to the user community
from these stations

SAR image offline processing has

continued to be provided by the

German PAF (Processing and
Archiving Facility) and, more recently,

the UK-PAF also The French PAF

has supported offline copying and
distribution of Radar Altimeter and
Wind Scatterometer FD products to
the scientific community, in parallel with

the acceptance-testing of the offline
processing chain

All of the national and foreign stations
have continued to acquire and archtve

SAR data within their coverage zones

SAR images have been produced
at Tromso, Fairbanks and the two
Canadian stations

The ERSC Consortium has started
registering commercial orders, which

are presently being processed through
the ERS 1 ground segment

ERS-2
ERS-2 continues to progress on

schedule, with no major technical
problems to report Integration and
testing of the inslrumettt subsystems
has started,

Development of GOME, the new

ozone-monitoring experiment, is

progressing satisfactorily, following
consolidation of the technical baseline

and agreement with industry on the
framework for the main development
(Phase-C/D) contract

Negotiations with Arianespace
regarding the launch of ERS-2 have

been proceeding successfully. and
the launch contract is expected to be

signed in June/July,

Cluster
The structural-model spacecraft has

undergone successful vibration and
acoustic qualification testing at IABG in

Munich (D), following static load tests

at CESTA in Bordeaux (F) The
remainder of the structural-model
programme is dedicated to confirming
the Ariane/Apex launch-configuration
qualification as a stack of two
spacecraft.

The engineering-model programme
has commenced with the harness
integration Other subsystems are due
for integration during July and August,

and payload integration will commence
in September, The schedule has

slipped by some two months, but thts

is not expected to have an imPact on

the overall programme

The engineering-model payload units

are all on schedule and the overall
payload is within its allocated mass

and power resources

The Cluster Science-Data System is

progressing on schedule, with Hungary
being accepted as the latest partner in
the network, At the June meeting of

ESA's Science Programme Committee
(SPC), approval was given for
manpower to staff the Joint Science
Operations Centre and the Science



'vents', simultanement, elle procede
aux essa/s de recette de la chaine
de trartemenl en dr[[ere

Ioules /es stalions nationales et
etrangdres ont contrnue a acquerir et
archiver /es donndes SAR dans leur
zone de couverture TromsO, Farrbanks
et les deux slations canadrennes ont
produit des lmages SAR

Le consortium EBSC a commence a

enregistrer des commandes commer-
ciales qui sont actuellemenl |ratlees
par le secteur so/ EBS-7

ERS-2
La realisation d'ERS 2 se poursuit
conformement au calendner sans que
I'on signale de difficulte technrque
majeure L'tntdgration et /es essars de
sous-syslemes d rnstrumenls ont
commence

La mise au pornt de GOME, la
nouvelle expenence de surverllance
cle I ozone nro.,rc.q.qc rle maniere
salrslaisante apres la consolidalion de
la rdfdrence technrque et l'accord avec
I'tndustile sur le contrat prrncipal de
rdalisation (phase

I AC noonaiqtinnc artaa A /;-^^^^-^^ ^, ..LUo ' 'uvuu'ur/vr /J o ! uv nt tat tcJl)dLc JUt

le lancement d'ERS-2 se sont paur-
suivles de maniere salis/arsante, /e
conltat de lancement devratl elre signe
en juin ou juillet

Cluster
Le modele structurel du vehrcule
^^^t;^t ^ ^, ,A; ^,,^^ ^, ,^spauat a suut avec succes, cnel
IABG e Munrch (D), les essars de
qualification acoustrque et en vrbration,
qui onl dld suivis par des essais de
r:haroe slaliorre r-.het e,ESTA a

Bordeaux (F) Le reste du programme
de modele structurel est desllne a
confirmer la qualification de la
configuration de lancement Ariane/
Apex avec superpositron des deux
vehicules spatraux

I c nrnrtrammr. dt t mnrJglg

d'idenlitication a commence par
I' integration des cAblages D'autres
an/ /a-a\/elpmFc alnittant Alr^ ;nlA^r;orvuo o/o(u,/rua uurvorlL alla ltllgLllca
pendant /es mois de juillet et ao)t
at I'intAarntinn rla ln nh_,,arge uttte
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commencera en septembre Le
calendrier a g/rsse d'envrron deux mols
mais ce retard ne devrait pas avorr
d'incidence sur le programme dans
son ensemDte

Les moddles d'identificatron des
elements de charge utrle n'ant aucun
relard sur le calendrter et l'ensemble
de la charge utrle reste dans les lrmites
des ressources electnques et de la
masse impartres

Le sysleme de donnees scrcnli[iques
de Cluster progresse conformement au
calendrier, la Hongrre etant le dernrer
en dale des parlenatres acceple dans
le reseau Lors de sa reunion de juin,
le Comite du Programme screntifique
(SPC) a approuve les effectifs
necessaires au fonctronnement du
Centre conjornt d'operatrons
scientifiques et du Centre de soutien
de I'analyse screntifrque qui seront tous
deux installes au RAL (Royaume Uni)
I es arttre.c narltcinanlc aU feseaU de
donnees distribue sont la France,
I'Allemagne, la Suede, I'Autriche et
/es Ftals-Unls

Dans le cadre de la cooperation
internationale, l'Agence met au pornt
une unite de memarre de masse de
1 Gbit e embarquer sur le vehrcule
spatial MARS 94 de la CEI Ces unltds
de memoire sonl mises au pornt par
Dornier en cooperatron avec I'Agence
spatiale allemande (DARA), la gestron
du projet etant assuree par IEquipe
Cluster de I'ESA

rso
I nstruments scientif iques
Apres que la recette du modele de vol
de I'instrument scientifique ISOPHOT
ail ete menee a bien, celur-ci a ete
stocke Le consortlum ISOPHOT
concentre marntenant ses ellorts sur
I'achdvement du moddle de vol de
rechange. dont les caracterislrques
seront metlleures

Les modeles de vol d'ISOCAM, la
camera tnfrarouge, et du speclrometre
ondes longues sonl pr€ts a €lre livres
Le detecteur du spectrometre ondes
courtes rencantre des problemes qui
sont a I'etude Les exemplarres de

rechange des rnstrumerts sonl tous en
cours d'assemblage, a l'exceptron de
celui d ISOCAM l'approvislonnement
du rechange de vol requts esl [oulours
a I'etude

Satellite
Le modele de developpement du
module de charge uttle a ete ouvert
et on en a extralt le modele de
qualification du telescope Le module
de charge ulrle et /e te!/escope sonl en
bon etat, apres avorr subr des essars
mecan iques et thermiq ues approfondrs
I'an passe L'integrite du telescope
reste encore a verifrer au moyen de
mesures d'alignement et de quailte
d'image Le module de charge utrle
sera egalement utilise pour des essais
d'alimentation cryogenrque a l'interieur
d'une maquette de la coiffe du lanceur
Ariane

Les travaux sur le materiel de vol
du module de charge utrle ont ete
retardes en ratson de deux contre-
temps mapurs d'une part, le
tdlescope du modele de vol a d0 €tre
refuse en raison de la contamrnatron et
des imperfectlons trop importantes du
miroir primarre, et d'autre part, des
anomalies ont 6te obserydes dans le
comportemenl des vannes d'helium
liqurde iors des essars de qualificalion
Le telescope du modele de vol est
reassemble avec le mrrotr prrmarre de
rechange el toules les precautrons
possrb/es sonl prises pour redutre
le ilsque de contaminatton La

conceptton des yannes el /es resu//als
des essals ont ete revus en detail et
les modifications ndcessaires sonl
apportees avant de reprendre les
essais Compte tenu de la gravite du
probleme des yannes pour ce projet,
plusieu rs solutrons sonl envrsagdes,
dont la preparation d'un modele de
remplacement et la recherche d'autres
fournrsseurs potentrels de vannes

L'integration du module de servitude
de vol se deroule de faqon
salrsfaisanle, de meme que /es essais
du sous-sysldme de commande
d'orientation Les probldmes prrncipaux
se rapportent aux retards de livraison
du calculateur de commande
d'orientation, du suiveur d'etoiles et
des gyroscopes

Le calendier du prolel est totalement
subordonne aux echeances relaliyes
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Analysis Support Centre, both of which
wil be hosted by RAt in the UK Other
participants in the distributed data

network are France, Germany, Sweden,
Austria and the USA

Within the framework of internatonal co-

operation. the Agency is developing a

1 Gbit mass memory unit to f y on the

CIS's Mars 94 spacecraft The units are

being deveLoped n co-operation with the

German Space Agency (DARA) by

Dornier, wth prolect management from

w th n ESA's CLuster team

rso
Scientific instruments
The flight model of the ISOPHOT
sclentific instrument has successfully
completed its acceplarce testing
and is now in storage The ISOPHOT

Consortium is now concentrating its

efforts on completing the fltght spare
model, which will have better
performance

The flight models of ISOCAM, the

infrared camera. and the Long-
Wavelength Spectrometer are ready

for delivery The Short Wavelength
Spectrometer has detector prokllems

which are currently being investigated
Instrument-spare units are all being
assembled, with the exception of

ISOCAIV where provision of the
requisite spare is still betng
investigated

Satellite
The payload-module development
model has been opened and the
qualification-model telescope removed
Both the payload module and the

telescope are in good condition after
extensive mechantcal and thermal
testing during the last year. The
integrity of the telescope has still to
be verified by measurements of its

alignment and image quality The
payload module will be further used to
perform cryogenic-servicing trials inside

a mock-up of the Ariane launcher
fairing

Progress on the payload-module flight
hardware has suffered two major
setbacks: firstly, the flight-model
laloccnno hed in ho roiantod dtto lnrsrsJuvvu vv rvlvvLvv

excessive contamination and blemishes

on its primary mirror; and secondly
the liquid helium valves behaved
anomalously during qualification
lestrng Tne rl ghl-model telescope is
being re-built using lhe spare primary

nirro' and all possiole precautions are

being taken to reduce the risk of
contamination The valve design and
test results have been reviewed tn

detail and the necessary changes are

being implemented prior to re-testing
In view of the very high criticality ot the
valve problem to the project, several
alternatives are being pursued,
including preparation of a back-up
oesign and a search for other possrble

valve suppilers

The fllght model service module
rntegration is proceeding satis[actortly.
as is the testing of the attitude-control
subsystem The main problems lie in
lho dolpvq nnr.nr rntcrcrl with the

aftitude-control computer star tracher.

and gyroscopes

The project schedule is totally
dependent on the schedules for the
Tctescone and lhe liorrid-helium valves
The telescope involves an eight-monlh
oelay. wnire the absence of qualified
valves does not allow a reliable
cnhod'rlo nrodrctinn All nrnior-r pffnrlc

are geared lowards obtaining suitable
qualified valves in the Autumn and
reviewing the project schedules in
parallel.

Ground segment
Progress on the ground segment is
qatisfactnrv Recent lests with the
scientific instrument command stattons

and with a satellite radio-frequency
transponder model have demonstrated
their compatibility with the ground
segment,

Huygens
Project activities in the USA have been

concentrating on Cassini/Huygens
mission and Cassini Orbiter spacecraft
redesign to accommodate both the
1997 launch date introduced for
budgetary reasons. and the spacecraft
mass reduction of approximately 2000
kg due to a revision of the launcher
configuration On both fronts, the
rcrjesinn efforls and results have been
well received and confidence in

completion of the mission in tts present
form s good

European activities have been directed
at completion of preliminary designs
for all Probe subsystems as precursors
to the preparation of offers for the
Probe system development and manu-

facturing phase (Phase C/D) and the

System Design Review which will, inter

alia, examine at Agency level, the
ar-t ral rjesinn statrrs ol the ProbeueLvu, vvu,v'

system Certain advanced developmenl
tasks have also been runnrng In

parallel, devoted mainly to the evalu-

ation and testing of those areas of

technology that are by and large new

to European space industry. such as

parachule deployment at supersonic
velocities and thermal protection for
atmospheric ent'y and the associated
huge heat fluxes The results achieved
at this early stage are encouraging

EOPP
Aristoteles
The final presentation of the industrial

ESA/NASA Cooperative Project
Definition (Phase A) led by Alenia
Spazio, took place on 23 April lt

was followed on 24 April by the final
presentation by ONERA on the
Accelerometer Pre-development
Contract

As a reflection of their very high

scientific interest in this prolect,
NASA has offered to increase their
contributions lo lne programme The

Programme Proposal will be presenled
to potential participants on 19 June

Meteosat Second Generation
Work on the satellte definition process
continues through the Phase-A studies
led by Aerospatiale (F) and Matra
Marconi Space (UK) The Phase-A for
the primary imaging instrument was

completed in March The ptan is now
to address critical development issues

Meanwnile. progress has been made
in defining the methodology for a
cooperative development prog ramme
with Eumetsat, and a Programme
Proposal is under preparation

Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) missions
Technical, technological and scientific
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art t4lesr:one et artx \/annes d'heltum
liquide Le retard impute au telescope
esl dc 1B mois, tandis que I'absence
de vannes qualifiees ne permet pas de
faire des previsions fiables Ious /es
efforts de l'equipe projet visent A

obtenir a I'automne des yannes

appropilees qualfiees et a revorr en
parallele le calendrier du projet

Secteur sol
Les travaux sur /e secleur so/
progressent de fagon satrslarsante Des
essars rdcents men6s sur /es slallons
de telecommande des instruments
scientifiques et sur un repeteur RF de
satellite ont montre leur compatibilite
avec le secteur sol

Huygens
Aux Etats-Unis, les activites relatives
d ce projet ont ete axees sur le
remaniement du concept de la mission
Cassini/Huygens el de l'orilteur de
Casslnl afin de prendre en compte
d'une part le report du lancement d
1997 pour des raisons budgetaires et
d'autre part la r5duction de masse du
vehicule spatial, d'environ 2000 kg,
imposee par la revision de la
configuration du lanceur Qu'l sagisse
de l'une ou I'autre contrainte, les
travaux de remaniement et leurs
resultats ont ete accueillis dans un
esprit constructif et I'on s'attend a
pouvoir mener a bien /a mission sous
sa forme actuelle.

De leur cote, les Europeens ont
travaille a terminer /es concepls
preliminaires de lous /es sous-qatdmes
de la sonde qui serviront de base de
depart pour la preparation des offres
de la phase de developpement et de
fabilcation du qaleme de la sonde
(phase C/D) ainsi que pour la revue
de conception systdme qui permettra
notamment d'examiner au niveau de
I'Agence l'etat de la conception du
systeme de la sonde Certains travaux
de developpement se sont ddroules en
paralldle, ils ont surtout 6te axes sur
l'evaluation et /'essai des domaines
technologiques qul sont gen1ralement
nouveaux pour l' industrie spatiale
europeenne, comme le deploiement
de parachutes d des yltesses super-
soniques et la protection thermique
necessaire en cas de rentrde
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atmospherique en raison des
formidables flux thermiques
correspondants Les resu/lals obtenus
a ce sfarlc nrccocc c.nnt

encourageants

EOPP
Aristoteles
La presentation frnale de la definition
induslrielle du projet de cooperalion
ESAhVASA (phase A), diilgee par Alenia
Spazio, s'esl lenue le 23 avril. Elle a
ete suivie le 24 d'une presentation
finale du contrat de pre-developpement
de l'accelerometre par l'ONERA

En temoignage du tres vif inbret
scientifique qu'elle porte d ce projet,
la NASA a propose d augmenter sa
contribution au programme La
proposition de programme sera
presentee aux Partiupants potentiels
le 19 juin

M6teosat deuxidme 96neration
Le processus de definition du satellite
se poursuit pendant toute la duree
des dludes de phase-A realisees par
l'Aerospatiale (F) et Matra Marconi
Space (R-U)

La phase-A du principal instrument
imageur s'est terminee en mars, ll
est maintenant prevu d'aborder les
probldmes de developpement critiques,

Pendant ce temps, on a fait avancer
la definition de la methodologie
applicable a un programme de
developpement en cooperation avec
Eumetsat et une proposition de
programme est en preparation,

Missions sur orbite terrestre basse
Les dludes techniques, technologiques
et scientifiques d'un certain nombre
de futurs instruments candidats se
poursuivent. On commence d'ores et
deja A preparer les etudes de phase-A
d'eventuelles mrsslons faisant suite it
POEM 1.

Campagnes
La campagne SAREX92 au-dessus
des fordfs tropicales sud-ameilcaines
s'est terminee en avril de faqon
salrsfarsante Les rdsu/tais preliminaires
montrent que la qualite des donndes

esl lrds bonne Leur transcnptron est
CN COUTS

Programme
pr6paratoire POEM-1

Etudes de phase-B du systdme et des
instruments
Les aclivilds de phase-B du mafre
d'oeuvre sont presque termrnees La
revue du concept de reference se
tiendra debut juin afin d'examiner les
resu/tals de la phase-B

Les activlfeis de conception de phase-B
portant sur /es instruments (EFl) sont
e//es aussi presque achevees

Les reyues des concepls de reference
ont commence a la mi-avril pour
I'ASAR et I'ASCAT et se sont pour-
su/y/es en mai avec celles de RA-2
et de MIPAS Les reyues de l'AMl, de
MERIS et de GOMOS sont fixees au
ddbut juin Le cycle complet des
revues des concepts de reference
devrait 6tre acheve d'ici la mi-juillet

Eumetsal a ete invite d examiner
officiellement la conformite de sa
reponse technique et programmatique
aux imperatifs de l'Agence.

Les documents de controle des
interfaces des instruments de /'avrs
d'offre de participation ont ete
prepares el soumrs aux fournisseurs
des tnstruments pour commentarres.

Instrument MIMR
La phase-B du MIMR esl en cours;
elle prend pour base de relerence
I'installation de cet instrument d bord
du vehicule spatialEOS de la NASA.
Un avenant au contrat sera conclu
sous peu afin d'eludrer la possibiliLe
d'une installation du MIMR a bord de
la plate forme polaire europeenne

Secteur sol
L'evaluation de la proposition a pris fin
et le Comite de la poltQue industilde
(lPC) de I'Agence a approuve fin mai
I'attribution du contrat a Logica

Programme POEM-I
La Declaration relative e POEM 1

esf en cours de souscrtption et l'on



studies continue for a number of possible

future instruments Work ls now betng

nitiated to prepare Phase-A studles for

poss ble follow ons to the POEIV-1

m ssron

Campaigns
The SAREX 92 campaign over the South

American 'ain lorests was successfully

completed in April Initial results indicate

very high data qualtty Data transcriptlon

rs now In progress

POEM-1 Preparatory
Programme
System and instrument Phase-B
studies
The mission Prime Phase-B activities

are aimost complete The Baseline

Design Review of the Phase-B results

will be held in early June

The Phase-B design activities for the

instruments (EFl) are also nearlY

complete The Baseline Design

Reviews (BDRs) were initiated in mid-

April for ASAR and ASCAT, followed in
May by those for RA 2 and N/IPAS

The AMI MERIS and GOMOS reviews

are scheduled for early June The full

BDR review cycle is exPected to be

completed by mid-July

Eumetsat has been requested to

support a formal review of their
technical and programmatic response

to the Agency's requirements

lnterface control documents for
Announcement of OpportunitY
instruments have been prepared and
submitted to the instrument provlders

for comment

MIMR instrument
The MIMR Phase-8, baselined on

accommodation onboard the NASA

EOS spacecraft. is in Progress A

contract rider will be released shortly
for study of the accommodation of

MIMR onboard the EuroPean Polar

Platform

Ground segment
Proposal evaluation has been

completed and at the end of MaY the

Agency's Industrial Policy Committee

(lPC) approved the award of the

contract to Logtca,

POEM-1 Programme
Subscriptions to the POEM 1

Declaration are being received and it

is hoped that the necessary level of

contributions will be reached in time
to allow the planned kick-off of the

industrial contracl to take place tn early

JUry

A Request for Quotation (RFQ) for the

main development phase (Phase-C/D)

of the POEM-1 Programme was

released to industry in early April
Proposals for the first Phase (Cl)
which is intended to last until the

beginning of 1993, were recetved at

the end of May

Meteosat
Spacecraft
A de-commissioning review of

Meteosaf2 was held in ESTEC in April

to assess the adequacY of the final

manoeuvres and configuration of the

spacecraft, which is now drifting in an

orbit more than 300 km above the
geostationary arc The Board recom-

mended that, aside from minor points,

the procedure used can be aPPlied

to the future de-orbiting of other
Meteosats.

Launch of the new Meteosat, MOP 3,

the last flight unit in the Meteosat

Operational Programme, is scheduled
for the second half of 1993

The industrial work for the follow-on
programme, the Meteosat Transition

Programme, is progressing according
to schedule, with the aim ol launching
the first unit MTP-1 in late 1995

LASSO
The accurate transfer of time between
two ground stations with an accuracy
of better than 1 ns via a geostationary

satellrte was first proposed for Sirio-2,

When that spacecraft was lost due to a
launch failure, the experiment was re-

proposed for Meteosat P2 (now

renamed Meteosat-3).

The experiment was proposed to have

two phases: first to demonstrate the

time transfer between EuroPean

stations; and secondly to demonstrate
it between Europe and the United

States

The first phase was completed
successfully in 1991 between stations

in Grasse (F) and Graz (A) The

second phase is now underwaY with

the spacecraft stationed at 50'W for the

meteorological Atlantic Data Coverage
mission In April during a

l0 min session between the station in

Grasse and one in Texas, sufficient
information was passed to demonstrate
the time transfer, and the experiment is

continuing.

Microgravity
After the very successful operation of

the Biorack - its first reflight after

the Spacelab-Dl mission - and the

Critical-Point Facility onboard the

Space Shuttle' Discovery'/Spacelab
during the first International
Microgravity Laboratory (lN/L-1) mission

at the end of January, ESA has been

supporting the final testing, crew-

training and mission-preparation
activities for its Glove Box for the 13

day US Mrcrogravity LaboratorY
(USML-l) mission scheduled for launch
on 25 June 1992 onboard SPace

Shuttle 'Columbia', The Glove Box has

been made available to NASA for the

execution of 16 US experiments; in

return, ESA will be given two free flight
opportunities for its Advanced Protein

Crystallisation Facility in the Shuttle's

Mid deck Lockers,

All experiment samples for the Eureca

microgravity core payload. except
protein samples, were Prepared in

Europe Their installation in their
respective instruments on Eureca was

supported at Kennedy SPace Center
(KSC) Protein samples, because of

their sensitivity to degradation, will only
be prepared after final confirmation of

the Eureca launch date They will then
be installed on the launch pad about
65 h before the Shuttle's launch
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espere que le niveau de contrrbutions
necessa/re sera atternt en temps voulu
pour permettre le ddmarrage du contrat
industriel debut lurllet comme prevu

Une demande de prix portant sur la
phase de developpement proprement
dite (C/D) du programme POEM 1 a
et6 adressee a I'rndustrie debut avril
Les propositrons relatives a la premiere
phase (C1), qul doit durer jusqu'au
debut de 1993, ont ete reeues fin mai

M6t6osat
Les v6hicules spatiaux
Lors d'une revue de mse hors crrcuit
de Meteosat-2 tenue e I'ESTEC en avrrl,
on a evalue les dernteres manoeuvres
et la configuration du satellite qui
derive aujourd'hui sur une orbite situee
a plus de 300 km au-dessus de /a

zone geostatronnarre Le Conseil
dtrecteur a recommande qu'a I'avenrr
cette procedure, a I'exceptron de
quelques pornts mrneurs, soll
appliqu5e a la mise sur orbite de
degagement des aulres safe//ites
Meteosat

Le lancement de MOP-3, derniere
unite de vol du Programme Meteosat
Operationnel, est prevu pour le second
semestre 7993

Les travaux menes par I'industrie
dans le cadre du programme de suivr,
Programme de transition Meteosat,
progressent conformement au
calendrier, la premidre unite de cette
serie, MTP1, devratt 6tre lancee frn
1995

LASSO
Le transfert entre deux stafions sol, via
un satellite geostattonnarre, de signaux
horaires avec une precrsron meilleure
que 1 ns avait ete propose pour la
premiere fois pour Sirio-2 Ce satellite
ayant 6te perdu a la suite d'un echec
du lancement il a ete propose de
condurre cette experrence sur
Meteosat P2 laujourd' hui rebaptise
M6teosat-3)

Cette expeilence devait se derouler en
deux parties demontrer, tout d'abord,
le transferl de srgnaux horaires entre
sfaf/ons europeennes purs entre
l'Europe ef /es Elafs-Unrs
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La premiere phase a ete menee a bien
en 1991 enfre Grasse (F) et Graz (A)

La seconde phase esf en cours
d'ex1cutlon, le satellite etant e poste
d 50o ouesf paur sa mlssron de
couverture meteorologrque de
I'Atlantique En avril, lors d'une session
de dix mrnutes entre la station de
Grasse et une station situee au Texas,
le volume d'rnformations transmis a ete
suffisant pour demontrer la validite de
I'experience de transfert qui se
poursutt

Microgravit6
Apres la mse en oeuvre pafaite du
Biorack c'etait la premiere fois
qu il repartait dans /'espace apres
la mission Spacelab D1 - et de
I'installation Pornt critique embarque
sur /e Spacelab, a bord de la Navette
spatiale 'Drscovery', lors de la premidre
mrsslon du Laboratorre rnternational
de microgravite (lML1) executee fin

lanvier. I ESA a apporle son concours
aux derniers essa/s et aux activites
d'entrainement de I'equipage et de
preparation de la mrssron portant sur
sa Eoite a gants en vue de la missron
de 13 jours du Laboratorre ameilcain
de microgravite (USML1) dont le
lancement devait avoir lieu le 25 juin
1992, sur la Navette spatiale
'Columbia'. En contrepartie de la mise
a disposition de sa Boite a gants qui
permettra a la NASA de conduire 16
experiences amerrcarnes, /'ESA se
verra accorder deux occasions de vol
a titre gratuit pour son lnstallation de
point de cristallisation de proteines
dans /es caslers de la cabine de
I'equipage de la Navette.

Ious /es echanlillons des experiences
desl/ndes au noyau de la charge utile
de microgravite d'Eureca, mis a part
les echantillons de proternes, ont ete
prepares en Europe Un soutien a ete
apporte pour leur rnstallation dans /es
instruments correspondants d' Eu reca,
au Centre spatial Kennedy (KSC)
frds senslb/es a la degradation, les
echantillons de proteines ne seront
prepares qu'apres confrrmation
definitive de la date du lancement
d'Eureca On procedera alors d leur
mtse en place, sur la plate-forme de
lancement, environ 65 heures avant le
lancement de la Navette

Eureca
Entre la mrJevrier et la mi-mai, tous /es
instru ments scientifiques reetalonnes
ont ete retntegres sur la plate-forme
Le fonctionnement du modele de vol
entierement integ16 a ensuite fait
I'objet d'une nouvelle veiflcatron, puis
Eureca a ete chargee en ergols et
mlse sous pression Le systdme Eureca
en partaib configuration de vol a
ensuite ete transfere de I'rnstallation
d' integration d'Astrotech au centre
d'assemblage vertical du Centre spatial
Kennedy (KSC) pour veilfication
supplementalre des rnterfaces
Navette/Eureca

En ce qui conce[ne les operations,
les ingenieurs ESA et NASA de /'FSOC
et du Centre d'operations spalr,a/es
Johnson doccupent de la mise au
point d1finitive et de /'essai des
operations en vol du composite
Navette/Eureca Les simulations de
vol communes NASA/ESA, qui
representent la majeure partre de ces
activites, t6morgnent jusq u'a present
d'une excellente cooperation entre
le Centre de Houston et /'ESOC

Ioules ces activites preparatoires visent
un lancement le 16 juillet a bord de la
Navette spatiale 'Atlantis' (vol STS a6)
ll est actuellement prevu de recuperer
Eureca le 22 avril 1993

Dans le cadre du Programme de vols
precurseurs Columbus, et dans
I'attente d'une decrsion du Conseil de
I'ESA, deux autres vols sont prevus d
ce jour en 1995 et 1997.

Plate-forme polaire
Les activites industildles se sonf
poursuivies de maniere d ce que le
developpement de la plate-forme
polatre progresse conformement au
calendrier de reference et notamment
que la Revue de conception
prelimindre du systeme pursse se tenir
en octobre

Les activites de conception detaiil5e
ont avance de fagon satrsfarsante d
tous /es niveaux et nombre de revues
se sont fenues au niveau des
e q u i pe m e nts el sous-syslemes
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I
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Eureca
Between mid-February and mid May,

all recalibrated scientific instruments
were re integraleo onto lne spacecrafl
Subsequently, the performance of the
fully integrated flight configuration of
Eureca was re-verified Thereafter

Eureca was fuelred ard Pressur;sed
The fully flight configured Eureca

system was then transferred from the

Astrotech integration facilities to the

Vertical Process ng Fac lity at Kennedy

Space Center (KSC) for further
Shuttle/Eureca interface verification

On the operations side, activitres to

finalise and test the joint Shuttle and
Eureca flight operations are now

occupying the ESA and NASA

engineers at the Johnson and ESOC

Space Operations Centres The joint

NASA/ESA flight simulations, which
are a major part of these activittes,
have so far reflected excellent
cooperation between the Houston

and ESOC Centres

All of these preparalory activities are

now targetted towards a launcn on

16 July aboard Space Shuttle 'Atlantis'

(flight STS 46) Retrieval is currently
planned for 22 April 1993

As part of the Columbus Precursor
Flight Programme, pending a decision
by the ESA Council, two further flights

of Eureca are currently planned in

1995 and 1997

Polar Platform
lndustrial activities have continued
to progress the Polar Platform's
development in line with the baseline
schedule and, in particular, with the

objective of holding the System
Preliminary Design Review in October.

Tne r-lctaileo clesion activilies at all

Itr\icls h2\/p nrnnressed well and a,uvv v,vv'vvvvv

number of equipment- and subsystem-
level reviews have been held

Eureca being prepared for launch at Kennedy
Space Center

Preparation d'Eureca au lancement du Centre
spailal Kennedy

Following the decision to embark the

Dual-Mode Transponder (which allows

command and control via DRS) an

accommodation study has been
carried out

The ful -scale configuratton mock-up of

the Polar Platform and its equipment
have been comp eted lt will be used
to define harness routings as well as

to investigate and validate integration/
iniorfano nrncorlr rroq

Manufacture of mechanical ground-
support-equipment ttems has

conlrnueo

Parts lists for payload-module long-
leadlime items items have been

consolidated in preparation for the
placing of orders in the near future

;

+

{
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@ DLr et r71

Surle a la dectsron ci'enporter le
repeteur double mode (qul perttet
connande et controle vta le sateiltte
de relars de donnees DRS) rl a ete
condutt une elude de logeablltte

La naquette en vrale grandeur de
la plateJorme polatre el de ses
equtpenents est termrnee Elle servrta
a determlner le lrace des cablages
atnsi qu'a ettrdrer el a vallder les
procedures d'rntegratlort et d' rnterface

La fabricatlon d'elements des
equtpentents de soL/l/er so/
necantques s esl poursu/y/e

Potrr le module de charge utlle, les
/rsles de pieces des elenents a /ongs
delais de livralson ont ete consolldees
en preparation des commandes qut
doivent etre passees prochatnenent

Des reunions d'lnterface se so/tl
lenues avec Arranespace aftn de
consollder les documents d'rnterface
En outre. un petrt contrat a ete attrrbue
a Arianespace paur couvrtr des
actlvites preltmrnalres a executer en
soutten de la plate-forme polalre

La coardinatron entre les activites
de l'industrie relatives a POEMI et
a la plate-forme polalre et celles de
I'Agence a ete amelroree Plusreurs
dotatons en charge utile ont ete
etudiees et leur fatsa\lite evaluee en
soutien des activilds POEM 1 en caurs

Station spatiale
'Freedom'/Colu mbus
Laboratoires habites
Lors de sa 125eme reunlon, le Comite
de la poliilque rndustrielle de I'Agence
a approuve la proposltion de contrat
relative aux elements habites de la
station Columbus La spnature du
contrat est loulefois subardonnee au
resulta[ de ia session du Consell de
I'ESA au niveau mtnisterlel qut se

Fu -sca e conf gurat on mock up of the Po ar
Platform

Maquette en 't/rarc grandeur de la Plate-forme
polatre
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programmes & operations

Interface meetings have taken place with
Arianespace lo consolidate the intertace
documents In addition, a small contract
has been placed with Arianespace to

cover preliminary activit,es in support of
the Polar Platform

Coordination between POEM-I and
Polar-Platform activities, both in industry
and within the Agency, has been
increased Several payload complements
have been studied and their feasibility
assessed in support of on-going POEM 1

activities

Manned laboratories
The Agency s Industrial Policy Com-
mittee (lPC) at its 125th Meeting,
approved the contract proposal for
the Columbus manned elements. The
signature of the contract is, however, in

abeyance pending the outcome of the
ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial
Level scheduled to be held in Spain
later this year.

The industrial development activities
on the Attached Laboratory have
been progressing, with the System
Requirements Review, scheduled for
June/July with NASA participation.
The Review plan has been formally
released to MBB/ERNO

The discussrons between Columbus
main contractors regarding the
formation of the EuroColumbus
Consortium have made substantial
progress, with the legal establishment
of the company foreseen for the
second half of June.

In response to the Munich Ministerial
Conference Resolution requirements to
investigate potential increased interna-
tional cooperation, an ESA Columbus
Delegation met in March for the first
time with representatives of the CIS's
NPO Energia organisation, in Moscow
Since then, several meetings have
been held, a communication link
established and a study contract
covering assessment of the Free-Flyer
baseline and its possible enhance-
ment, placed with them

As far as the interfaces with NASA are
concerned, the successful outcome of
the Level-l Programme Coordination
Committee meeting on 6 May in
Washington DC marked an important
milestone in the last months Another
noteworthy event was the NASA
Administrator's directive to review all
major NASA programmes This review,
started in late May, has involved
participation by ESA Columbus
representatives in the evalualion teams
reviewing the Space-Station
Programme,

On the operations-preparation side,
the in-house CALIPSO Workshoo
was conducted at the end of March in

SpaCe StatiOn ESRTN (t), attowins for the resotution/

' F re e d o m'/Co I u m b u s fl n:ruT,]j#:%il: Tii],".,,,
planning tools and databases, simu-
lators and costs. Another workshop,
dedicated specifically to the Attached
Laboratory, was held in Brugge (B)

on 25 May to brief the columbus
Programme Board Delegations on the
current status of operations/utilisation
costs.

As part of the utilisation activities, two
additional meetings of the Potential
Participants in the Columbus Precursor
Flights Programme, took place in April
and May The Programme Proposal
and the additional Declaration are in

final preparation for the June meeting
of the ESA Council,

The final selection, by ESA's Director
General, of six astronaut candidates
took place in May These six
candidates, from six different ESA
Member States, will form part of the
European Astronaut Corps, and will
start a two-month introductory training
session at the European Astronaut
Centre in Cologne on 1 June,

In the context of LongTerm Programme
activities, ten candidates for the
EXEN/SI experiment were selected in
April. They will undergo a two-month
crew training session in July and
August, prior to the two-month isolation
campaign due to start in September, G
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tiendra en Espagne d Ia fin de cette
ann6e

Les actlvitds industrielles de
d6veloppement du laboratoire raccordd
suivent leur cours. La revue des

imperatifs sysldme est prdvue en
juin/juillet avec la participation de la
NASA. Le plan de la revue a 6te remis

officiellement e MBB/ERNO.

Les negociations menees Par les

contractants principaux de Columbus
au sujet d'EuroColumbus ont bten

avanc6, puisqu'il est prdvu de signer
I'acte de cr6ation de ce consortium fin

JUtn.

Dans I'esprit de Ia Resolution adoptee
?t la Conference ministdrielle de
Munich, qui demandait d'etudier les
possibl/itds d'elargissement de la
cooperation internationale, une
delegatron Columbus de /'ESA s'esl
rendue en mars d Moscou oi elle a

rencontr1 pour la premidre fois des

reprdsentants du consortium NPO

Energia de la CEl. Depuis, plusieurs
reunions ont eu lieu, une liaison de
tdl1communications a ete etablie, et
I'Agence a passd avec cet organisme
un contrat d'etude relatif a l'€valuation
de la base de refdrence du laboratorre

autonome et d son 1ventuelle

amdlioration.

Fn aa ntti .nn.Frnq lcS tnteffaCeS aveCLr t vw 9v'

la NASA, /e succds de la reunion du
Comite de coordination du programme

au niveau 1, tenue le 6 mai ?t

Washington, a marque une etaPe

importante On notera egalement que

l'Administrateur de la NASA a donnd
lbrdre de rdexaminer tous les grands
programmes de I'Agence am€ilcaine.
Dans le cadre de ce rdexamen, qui a
debut1 fin mai, des representants du
programme Columbus de I'ESA ont ete

assoclds aux equipes d'€valuation
chargdes de rdetudier le programme

de Station spatrale.

Quant d Ia preparation des operations,
I'atelier CALIPSO de I'ESA s'est rduni
fin mars a /'FSF/N (l) pour examiner
et regler toute une sdile de questlons

ayant trait, notamment, aux documents
de contr6le fonctionnel, aux outils et

bases de donndes de planification, aux
simulateurs et aux co?ts. Un autre
atelier traitant specifiq uement d u
laboratoire raccordd s'est tenu d
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Bruges (B) le 25 mai pour informer les

Delegations au Conseil directeur du
programme Columbus de la situation
en matidre de co?ts d'exploitation et
d'utilisation.

Dans le cadre des activites
d'utilisation, deux autres rdunions des
participants potentiels au prog ram me

de vols prdcurseurs Columbus se sont
tenues en avril et en mai L'4laboration
de la proposition de programme et de
Ia Declaration additronnelle est en voie

d'achdvement pour Ia sesslon de iuin
du Conseil de I'ESA.

Le Directeur general de l'ESA a
procede en mai it la selection de six

candidats astronautes. Ces candidats,
representant sx Elats membres de
I'Agence, feront partie du Corps des
astronautes europdens et participeront,
d partir du 1er juin, d un stage
d'initiation de deux mois au Centre

des astronautes europeens de
Cologne.

Dans le cadre des activites du
Programme a long terme, dtx

candidats ont 6te retenus en avnl
pour I'experience EXEMSI. lls subiront
en juillet et en aolt un entranement
'equipage' de deux mois, puis vivront,

it partir de septembre, en conditions
d'isolement pendant 60 jours. G



25th International Symposium
Remote Sensing and Global Environmental Change

Tools for Sustainable Development
a town. 4-8 April 1993

The 25th International Symposium on Remote Sensing and Global Environmental Change
in charming, historic Graz, Austria, will focus on the challenges involved in achieving
sustainable development through sound environmental programs, international and
regional partnerships, and methodologies for better comprehending the human dimen-
sions of global change. The symposium program will include plenary and interactive
presentations, workshops, and roundtable discussions designed for both the novice and
expert audience. The international Program Committee solicits presentations on the
following topics:

o Data Policy and Sources
o Disaster Monitoring and Mitigation
. Early Warning Systems for Food Security
. Education and Training
o Environmental Degradation of Air, Land, and Water
. Environmental Measurement and Monitoring Systems
o Integration of Remote Sensing and GIS
o International Research Programs and Plans
. Land Cover and Land Use Change (Especially Forest and Urban)
o Mountain Ecosystems
o Social and Natural Science Partnerships: Successful Interdisciplinary

Case Studies
One-page, single-spaced summaries are due on or before 18 September 1992. Include
the conference topic addressed and whether your paper is to be peer-reviewed for
publication in a prominent remote sensing journal. Also, please indicate your presentation
format preference-plenary or interactive. Interactive presentations may include poster
boards, videotapes, computer displays, imagery , andlor maps. Notifications of acceptance
willbemailedinOctoberl992. TheSymposiumProceedings,whichrecordboththeplenary
and interactive presentation papers, will be distributed at the 1993 meeting. Therefore,
your final paper is due on or before 8January 1992 and should be from 3,000 words to
no more than 5,000 words in length.

Summary Due:
18 September t992

Authors Notified:
October 1992

Camera-Ready Paper Due:
8January 1993

Send your summary to:
ERIM/lnternational Symposium
P.O. Box 13400
Ann Arbor, MI 48113-4001, USA
Fax: 3t3-994-5723
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ln Brief

Eureca being released from lhe Space Shuttle
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Eureca Safely in Orbit

The first European Retrievable Carrier,

Eureca-1, the largest and at 4500 kg by
far the heaviest free-flying spacecraft
developed to date by the European
Space Agency (see ESA Bulletin No

70, pages 16-39), was launched
successfully aboard Space Shuttle
'Atlantis' (mission 5T3-46)
from Kennedy Space Center at
13 h 57 min UT on 31 Julv 1992.

The Carrier was subsequently dep-
loyed from the Cargo Bay, using the

Shuttle's robotic arm, at 7 h 7 min UT

on 2 August. The orbital transfer
manoeuvre required to propel Eureca
to its Jinal operating altitude began as
planned at 14.30 h UT on 2 August,

but had to be terminated 6 min later

because of indications of a deviation
from the planned flight direction. An
orbital altitude oI 445 km had been
attained at this ooint.

A thorough flighfdata evaluation and
in-orbit testing of the Carrier's sensors
showed that there were no failures of
hardware or executional functions
onboard, but there were indications of
an anomaly in parametric tables used
by the onboard software for limit-

checking and control. Appropriate
adjustments were therefore introduced

into the ground segment and onboard
the Carrier itself.

It was subsequently decided to
conduct a further orbit-raising
manoeuvre between 10h27 min and
10 h 56 min UT on 6 August. The
real-time telemetry received on this

occasion showed that all of the
Carrier's subsystems were working
well. After this successful orbital
transfer manoeuvre, Eureca-1 was in
an elliptical orbit with an apogee
altitude of 507 km and a perigee
altitude ot 472km.

On 7 August at 11 h 26 min local
time, while Eureca was over ESA's

Maspalomas ground station, the
Carrier's thrusters were fired for
a further 11 min to circularise its thus
far elliptical orbit Data received half an
hour later Jrom the Carrier as it passed

over the ESA ground station near

Perth. in Australia. confirmed that it
was in a healthy state and in a circular
508 km orbit around the Earth.

On 10 August, six of the fifteen
scientific instruments onboard were
activated successfully. The remaining
experiments are planned to be
switched on before 17 Auoust. G



in brief

Recent Olympus Activities

Olympus used to relay reports from
Rio Summit to Eurooe
Television news reports from the
World envrronmental summit in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 1992, were
relayed to Europe via the Agency's
Olympus satellite, via an ultra-portable
satellite news-gathering terminal,

The 'fly-away' terminal used was
developed for ESA by Continental
Microwave Technology Ltd (UK) lt
operates in the 20i30 GHz frequency
band, as ooposed to the 11/14GHz
frequencies generally used for news-
gathering, Use of these higher
frequencies, coupled with the steerable
spot beams provided by Olympus
allows television news to be beamed
directly by satellite to the broadcaster's
headquarters, avoiding the multiple
satellite links and large Earth stations
normally used. The picture delivered is

also deemed to be of considerably
better quality than those received via
existing operational satellite links

The terminal can be packed into six
small boxes, which can be transported
via the normal airline baggage system
The antenna has a diameter of 1,2 m
when deployed, and needs a power
amplifier of only 50 W

The receiving terminal for the Rio de
Janeiro links was a receive-only station,
also with a diameter of 1.2m. on the

The Olympus spacecraft

roof of Starbird Communications'
London headquarters.

During the Rio Summit, feeds were
provided to Starbird and to Worldwide
Television News (WTN) for syndication
Dedicated feeds were also provided
for Greek television and for the Fuji
Japanese commercial network

ESA Terminal Used in Remote Cattle
Auction
One of ESA's satellite news-gathering
terminals was also used during the
Devon County Show in the United
Kingdom to demonstrate the
possibilities for conducting remote
auctions. The terminal was used in

conjunction with the steerable spot

beams of ESAs Olympus satellite, and
the video link was to Ontario, Canada

Using such a direct television link to
and from the small portable terminal,
farmers in Devon were able to bid on
cattle in Canada. Such applications
have stimulated considerable interest
in the farming community because
remote viewing and bidding can save
both time and money, and can also
overcome difficulties with international
livestock transit regulations by avoiding
the unnecessary transport of animals.

Beginning in October 1992, six of
Britain's largest farmers' cooperatives
and six leading auction houses will join
with Central Livestock Auction Satellite
Sales (CLASS) Ltd in trial national
auction sales using ESA facilities
located at the University of
Plymouth (UK)

Canadian News Distributed in Europe
via Olympus
Canadian television programmes are
regularly transmitted to sites across
Europe via ESAs Olympus satellite,
Olympus's spot beams enable
Canadian programmes to be sent
across the Atlantic in a single hop
to ESA's Redu Station, in Belgium.

The steerable spot beams being used
operate in the 30/20 GHz frequency
bands, which are of great importance
for future communication systems
because of the wide bandwidth
available

Upon arrival in Redu, the signals
from Canada are redistributed using
Olympus's Specialised Services
payload to several sites, including
Canadian Embassies in Europe

VSAT System Links Universities
The Cooperative Olympus Data
Experiment (CODE) using the Very
Small Aperture lerminal (VSAT) system
now has 12 aclive sites at various
European universities The system
permits European academic institutes
to experiment with new applications
for data, voice and graphical
communications by interconnection
of their Local Area Networks (LANs)

Satellite news-gathering terminal installed at
the Devon County Show (UK)
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The system operates in the 30/20 GHz
(Ka) frequency band and uses small
ground stations (typically 80 cm dish

diameters) at the various locations.

Each statron employs a transmit power

amplifier delivering only 100 mW, but
can support a data rate of 64 kbit/s

The hub station can also transmit at

2 Mbit/s to the VSATS.

The experiment has been used to

deliver tele-education data to two
African countries, Namibia and Ghana,

as part of a UNESCO initiative to
demonstrate to an audience of

University Vice-Chancellors how
satellite technology can be used to
bypass some of the fundamental
problems of an inadequate com-
munications infrastructure, such as

limited teleohone and television
SCTVICCS.

Videoconferencing System Used for
Mir Space Station Link-up
A videoconferencing system developed
by ESA, the Direct Inter Communication
Experiment (DICE) system, was used

successfully during the Austro-Mir
space flight and the more recent

German Mir-92 mission. The system,
developed in the context of the
Olympus Utilisation Programme, allows
multiple locations to be linked together
using small Earth stations.

During these flights, the Mir Control
Centre near Moscow was linked with

several sites in Western Europe for
daily press conferences, experimenters'
meetings, and briefings, thereby
providing real{ime interactive coverage
of events. {

Seventeenth ESA/Japan
Goordination Meeting
The latest in this series of meetings
between ESA representatives and their
Japanese counterparts took place at

ESTEC in Noordwilk (NL) on 17-19
June 1992

Both sides reviewed space activities
in Japan and Europe since the last

meetrng held in June 1991 in JaPan,

and reiterated their intentions to pursue

more active and closer cooperation
The main areas of common interest
within the framework of reinforced
collaboration, defined on the occasion
of the visit by ESA's Director General,

Mr Jean-Marie Luton, to Tokyo in
March 1992, were confirmed,
particularly in the domains of Earth-

observation, telecommunications,
space science, space transportation,
space station and precursor flights

More specifically, in the areas of:

- Earth Observation. The Mem-

orandum of Understanding between
ESA and NASDA for the exchange
of European ERS-1 data and
Jaoanese JERS-1 data is now well

implemented, and calibration
exoeriments for the two missions
have been set up. Exchange of data
for future missions and the possible
joint development of instruments for
polar platforms and future missions
were also discussed. Demonstra-
tions of Earth-observation data
transmission to ground via data-
relay satellites are also envisaged.

- Space Station Cooperation was

discussed for precursor missions

and for the utilisation of the
Japanese Space Experiment
Module (JEM) and Columbus,
the European contribution to
International Space Station
'Freedom',

- Space Transportation: A new
working group, HOPE/Hermes, was
formally established, to cooperate
on computational and experimental
data exchanges, common facilitY
utilisation and flight demonstrations.

- Teleco m m u n icatio ns : Contin uation
of collaboration on the Japanese
and European Data-Relay Systems
(DRS) has been agreed and the
possibility of performing joint inter-

satellite experiments has been
investigated. Discussions will also
continue on other potential areas
nf nnnnaratinnv, vvvvv,sl,v,,.

- Space Science: Following the
approval by ISAS of the cooperation
with ESA on the ISO (lnfrared
Space Observatory) project,
discussions are under way for its

implementation

- Product Assurance: Continuation
of collaboratron between ESA

and NASDA, including a support
contract for high-rellability space
technologies.

In addition, the regular ESA/NASDA
staff-exchange programme will
continue during 1993.

The next ESA/NASDA Meeting is
scheduled to take place in JaPan in

1993 G

The ESA/Japan Meeting in progress al
ESTEC (NL)
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A Successful First Year
for ESA's ERS-1 Satellite
At 03 h 46 min on the morning of
17 July 1992, it was exactly one year
since ESA's first Earth-observation
satellite, ERS 1, was put into orbit. The
spacecraft's advanced instruments
have since scanned the globe during
5243 orbits at an altitude of 800 km.
Its imaging radar has generated over
160 000 high-resolution images of land,
coastal, ocean and ice areas. In its first
twelve months, ERS-1 has already
made significant contributions to
environmental research.

The performance of ERS-I has been
outstanding right from the launch.
Thorough testing revealed that both the
ESA-developed instrument package
and the Along-Track Scanning Radio-
meter provided by the UK Science and
Engineering Research Council met,
and in most cases exceeded, the
design specifications Shortly after the
launch, spectacular radar images and
exciting data from the other instru-
ments were already being presented
to the public and the media.

ERS-I's operations are supported by
the most complex ground segment
ever set up in Europe. There are five
ESA ground stations in Europe and
Canada, four Processing and Archiving
Facilities - in France, Germany, ltaly
and the United Kingdom - and an
expanding network consisting at
present of a further twelve ground
stations around the globe for the
reception of radar imagery

Global ERS-1 wind and wave data
are now routinely processed and
dispatched within three hours of
observation to operational users, such
as meteorological offices The same is
true for selected radar images, which
are made available to, for example,
sea-ice forecasting services The
Processing and Archiving Facilities
generate various off-line products
relevant to many scientists and
operational users. The methods of
processing the ERS-1 data continue
to be improved to meet the evolving
scientific user requirements.

Some 275 scientists and their research
groups are being given free access to
ERS-1 data for their scientific projects,

ERS-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar image of Morecambe Bay (UK)

while 30 pilot projects enjoy the same
privilege in order to explore future
applications. Also, the ERSC Con-
sortium is marketing ERS-1 data and
products to commercial users
worldwide

The first scientific results have now
started to come in, and they too are
reflecting the high quality of ERS-I
data. Significantly, most of this
research would not have been possible
without ERS-'1, as the majority of this
type of data cannot be supplied by
other satellites. Many of the natural
phenomena that ERS-1 is designed to
observe have time scales of months
or even years, and scientists need
to accumulate ERS data over long
periods before they can begin their
detailed analysis. Nevertheless,
interesting results have already been
produced. These include, for example,
near real-time observation of the El
Nino climatic anomaly at the end of
1991 and beginning of 1992.

El Nino is a regional climate
phenomenon in the Pacific involving
changes of sea level and sea-surface
temperature lt lasts for about six
months, occurring at irregular intervals
of between three and seven years.
It has widespread climatic effects that
are not yet fully understood; these
include droughts in Australia and rain
storms in Chile This research on
El Nino with ERS-1 data is being
performed by scientists from the
US National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the Rutherford and Appleton
Laboratory in the United Kingdom.

ERS-1 Radar Altimeter data have also
allowed a group of scientists at the
Mullard Space Science Laboratory
of University College London (UK) to
set up the best topographical map
of Antarctica that has ever been
achieved.

Last but not least, the Tropical Eco-
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system and Environment Monitoring
System (TREES) project, a joint

endeavour by ESA and the European
Community to set up an inventorY of

the tropical rainforests, is now being
supplied with ERS-1 radar imagery.

Only radar instruments can operate
irrespective of cloud cover, day and
night, making this technology an ideal

tool for monitoring changes at tropical
and oolar latttudes.

A first review of early ERS-1 results will

be given at an ESA Symposium to be

held on 4-6 November 1992 in

Cannes (France), which is exPected
to be attended by several hundred
scientists

On the occasion of ERS-1's first

anniversary, ESA can therefore look
back proudly on a year filled with

achievement and look forward with

confidence to making significant
contributions in the future years to
the observation of the Earth and its
environment. G

ESA and Technology
Transfer
ESA's Technology Transfer Programme
is starting to gather pace, a prime
objective being to exploit existing
space technology for new applications
within non-space companies In

Europe. A group of technology transfer

companies has been contracted to
identify space technology that could
be used to advantage, and to
introduce it to the non-space firms
Initial responses have been positive,

with many candidate technologies
emerging both from the ESA Centres

and from Industry,

The goal in 1992 is to generate a few
initial examples of technology suitable
for transfer and to establish a process
for that transfer. Support may be made
available to adapt the technology to a
non-space company s neeos, wnere
^^^r^^ri^+^dPPruvilorE,

Further information can be obtained
from the following local technology-

transfer representatives:

Ms A.-M. Hieronimus
ESA Headquarters, Paris

Tel: (33) 1 4273 7329

Mr P Brisson
ESTEC, Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Tel: (31) 1719-84929

Mr H Dworak
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany
Tel: (49) 6151 90 2737

Mr R Stevens
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly
Tel: (39) 6 941 80 280

The above team would like to hear
from companies who believe they
might be able to benefit from sPace

technology transfer, perhaps to solve
a particular problem or develop a new
proouct G

ETECTRONIC ASSEMBTY TRAINING
At The Europeon Spoce Agency Approved UK CENTRE, PORTSMOUTH

ESA cerlificaled courses regulorly offered include:

EO4 Rework ond Repoir to ESA specificotion PS$O l -Z2qETJ4 KewOrK OnO Kepotr tO E)A SpeClnCOflOn rJlU t-/ ZO
EO5 Surfoce mount tdchnology to ESA specificotion PS$01-738

Other services ovoiloble include odvice, consultoncy ond the
design ond.implementotion of unique hoining pock6ges for
individuol client componies, either centr+bosed or on-site.

Further detoils ond current updote from BAR.RIE CUCKOW,
Centre Monooer. Reoionol Ele, tronics Centre.Hiohburv ColleCentre Monooer, Reoionol Ele, tronics Centre,Highbury College
of Technology; Coshdm, Portsmouth, Hompshire PO6 2SR, -
ENGLAND

Phone OTOS 3831 3 | exten sion 212 o o Fox O7O5
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Publications

The documents listed here have been
issttcd sinr:e the l:ql n,rbliCatiOnS

announcement in the ESA Bulletin
Requests for copies should be made in

accordance with the Table and using the
Order Form inside the back cover of this
ISSUC

ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 16 No 2:

MAGSS-]4, A IVEDIUIVI-ALTITUDE GLOBAL
IVOBILE SATELLITE SYSTEN/ FOF
PERSONAL COIVIVUNIC-
ATIONS AT L-BAND
J BENEDICTO ET AL

TOPSIM-lV: AN ADVANCED VERSATItE
USER-ORIENTED SOFTWARE PACKAGE
FOR COIVPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS AND
DESIGN
OF CO I\I I\,1 U N i CATI ON SYSTENIS
V, CASTELLANI ET AL

THE IVULTIPLE-ACCESS RANGING SYSTEIV
CONCEPT
M OTTER &E YASSALLO

STUDY OF INTERFERENCE BY BAIN
SCATTER
C. CAPSONI ET AL

EFFECT OF LOW-EARTH-ORBIT ATOIVIC
OXYGEN ENVIRONIVENT ON SOLAR-ARRAY
NIATERIALS
M RAJA REDDY ET AL

NAVIGATION SUPPORT FOR THE SALYUTT/
KOSNIOS 1686 ORBITAL CONIPLEX NEAR
RE-ENTRY
V, LOBACHEV ET AL

USE OF THE EUROPEAN DATA.RELAY
SYSTENI (DFS) By ASTRONONTY SATELLTTES
AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC IVISSIONS
A DE AGOSTINI ET AL

A NEW APPROACH TO SPACECRAFT CREW
OPERATIONS
WJ, OCKELS

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-1136 (VOLS. 1-7) // pRtCE s40 DFL
THE HIPPARCOS INPUT CATALOGUE
C TURON ET AL
(EDS M AC. PERRYMAN & B BATTRICK)

ESA SP-1148 // PRICE 50 DFL
ERS.1 USER HANDBOOK
ESA/EARTHNET
(EDS L PBAUD&B BATTRTCK)

ESA SP-1149 // PRICE 35 DFL
ESA ERS 1 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
ESA/EARTHNET
(EDS P yASS&B BATTRTCK)
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ESA SP-1150 // PRICE 50 DFL
IVISSION TO THE I\4OON
LUNAR STUDY STEER/NG GROUP TTSSG)
(EDS B BATTRTCK & C. BARRON)

ESA SP-335 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF AN INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON SUBSTORMS,
23_27 MARCH 1992, KIRUNA, SWEDEN
ED, C. MATTOK

ESA SP-340 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 6TH EUROPEAN
FREQUENCY AND TIME FORUIV,
17_19 IVARCH 1992, NOORDWIJK,
THE NETHERLANDS
ED J.J, HUNT

ESA SP-344 // PRICE 50 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF AN INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOP ON SOLAR PHYSICS AND
ASTROPHYSICS AT INTERFEROMETRIC
RESOLUTTON (Sll\/URIS), 17-19 FEBRUARY

1992, PARIS, FRANCE
EDS L DAME & T-D. GUYENNE

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-64 // PRICE 25 DFL
EUROPE QUALIFIES FOR SPACE: THE
EUROPEAN COORDINATED TEST

FACILITIES
R AMARTTN & V. DAVTD (EDS)

ESA 8R.83 // PRICE 25 DFL
GIOTTO _ THE SECOND ENCOUNTER
G SCHWEHM&M GRENSEMANN
(ED N LONGDON)

ESA BR-85 // PRICE 25 DFL
EURECA _ A FIRST FOR EUROPE
|/V /VELIESSE/V ET AL
(ED. N LONGDON)

ESA HSR-1 // PRICE 25 DFL
THE PRE-HTSTORY OF ESRO (1959/60)

J. KRIGE

ESA Newsletters

EARTH-OBSERVATION QUARTER LY NOS

37138 |VAY/JUNE 1992
(ENGLISH OR FRENCH; NO CHARGE)
EDS/V LONGDON & TD GUYENNE

MICROGRAVITY NEWS, VOL 5, NO 1,

JUNE 1992 (NO CHARGE)
ED V. DAVID

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE, VOL 2,
NO 2, JUNE 1992 (NO CHARGE)
EDS N LONGDON&S HEERD

NEWS AND VIEWS, VOL 17, NO 2,

JUNE 1992 (NO CHARGE)
ED N LONGDON G

News & V iews
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SAR PROCESSING SYSTEM

Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd has developed a high

performance, low cost solution for the numerically intensive
task of processing raw SAR data:

ERS-1 and SEASAT data processing

lmage & processing parameter selectton

Real & complex output data

Full resolution image

2 hour processing for 100 km x 100 km

Easy to use Man Machine Interface

Industry standards based solutton

External SCSI and Ethernet links

Upgrade path for future data sources

The SAR processing system: hardware (with 21 " hi-res colour
monitor), software, source code and user manual, is now

available for purchase at the low cost of C45,000 (excl. VAT);
discounts are available to research and educational
establishments.

Systems
Engineering &
Assessment Ltd

Beckington Castle
PO Box 800

Bath BA3 6T8
UK

rel +44 (0)373 831800
Fax +44 (0)373 831133
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publications

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of Scope/Contents
rssues per year

Availability Source

Periodicals
ESA Bulletrn

ESA Journa
Earth Observatron Ouarterly

(Engl sh or French)
ECSL News

Reachrng for lhe Sk es

Columbus Logbook
l\,4 crogravrty News

(Eng|sh w th French summanes)
Prepar ng for the Future
News & V ews

4

4

4

4

4

3

ESA's prme magazrne
ESA's learned lournal
Femote-sensrng newspaper

Newspaper of the European Centre lor
Space Law (under the ausp ces of ESA)

Space Transportation Systems newspaper
Space Statron/Columbus newspaper
lvlrcrogravrty Programme newspaper

Techno ogy Programme newspaper
ESA Information

Retrieval Servrces newspaper

Free of charge ESA Publrcations Divison, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwtk, The Netherlands

ESRIN, V a Ga leo Ga ile ,

CP64, 00044 Frascati, ltay

Monographs
Conference Proceedings

Scientilrc/Technrcal I\lonographs

ESA Brochures

ESA Folders

Screntrfrc & Techn cal Beports

Sc entilic & Techn cal Memoranda

Procedures, Standards & Specrfrcations

Code
(SP-xxx)

(SP-xxxx)

(BB-xxx)

(F'xxx)

(STR-xxx)

(STM-xxx)

(PSS-xxx)

\/^ mac .f <nan f r f-nntoro-

Specrfic/detailed nformation on
graduate'leve subjects
Summarres of less than 50 pages

on a specrfrc subject
'Foiders g v ng short descr ptions of

sublects for the space- nterested layman
Graduate level ref ectng ESA'S

position on a g ven subject
Graduate eve latest but not f nalised
th nkrng on a given subject

Def nrtrve requrrements n support of

con tracts

Pr ces below

trraa at ot:traa

Prrces below

ESA Pub catons Drvrsion, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwrlk, The Netherlands

Other Publications
lia nrng Manua s

Techn cal Translatrons

(TM'xxx)

(TT'x xx)

Ser es for education of users or potent al

users of ESA programmes, serv ces or

Iac ues

Trans atrons of nattona space-related
documents (lV crof che or
pnolocopy on y)

Prices from ESRIN ESRiN V a Gal eo Gal ler

CP64 00044 Frascat, ltaly
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